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Modernizing the Telegraph Service 
A. 0. GIBBON, M.I.E.E. 

C
ONSIDERABLE changes are taking place in 

the type of apparatus used, the lay-out, and 
also the general appearance of Telegraph 

Instrument Rooms ,as a result of the adoption of the 
American Report on the British Telegraph Service, 
(known as the '' Simon '' repo1-t) and also on the 
success of an initial experiment at Leeds Head Post 
Office. 

There are several causes which account for these 
changing conditions :-

(a) The spoken word is in many cases more 
convenient than the written word, and the 
widespread use of the telephone service has 
naturally had a serious effect upon the 
amount of telegraph traffic handled; a pro
gressive reduction in transmissions year by 
year is undoubtedly attributable to this 
cause. 

(b) Phonogram working has greatly extended 
in recent years, as a result of the facilities 
provided to subscribers by an expanding 
telephone service. This feature has also 
reduced the amount of work done by expert 
telegraphists. 

(c) " Telephone - Telegram - Typewriter " cir
cuits, working through a central office 
fitted with a concentrator switching system, 
have replaced the Morse concentrator, 
which was formerly employed on this work. 

(d) The industrial depression has seriously 
affected the number of telegrams trans
mitted ;-a boom in trade is usually re
flected in an increase in the number of 
telegraphic transactions. 

In view of the throwing spare of a large quantity 
of telegraph apparatus from the causes referred to 
above, and also for other very good reasons, the 
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present time has been regarded as an opportune one 
for a thorough-going re-organization of the tele
graph service. 

There has been a widespread change in telegraph 
technique in recent years. The craftmanship of the 
telegraphists of Morse and vVheatstone clays is 
passing away; indeed, it must be admitted, with a 
certain degree of sadness, that skilled craftsmen of 
the old school are no longer necessary. It is a 
matter of keen regret to those who have a '' pride 
in their calling '' to witness the passing away of 
high-speed \Vheatstone and multiplex apparatus. 

To-day the Teleprinter holds pride of place. lt 
is an extremely flexible instrument in relation to 
traffic loads and, during busy periods, considerably 
more than roo messages have been dealt with by 
one operator in an hour. All telegraph offices which 
deal with traffic amounting to 150 messages a day 
or over, are being equipped with Teleprinters;
those offices with totals below 150 messages in a 
clay \viii most probably be associated with a " Tele
phone-telegram-typewriter '' switching system in 
the near future. 

An important feature in the Teleprinter is that 
touch typing on a standard typewriter key-board 
produces much less strain or fatigue on the operator 
than does the older forms of apparatus. 

Perhaps the outstanding feature of the re
organization of the Instrument Room is the segrega
tion of line terminal apparatus on to panels, leaving 
only the Teleprinter with its associated switches on 
the operating table. Double tables of a new type 
have replaced the heavy mahogany furniture which 
has been in use for generations. The operators face 
each other at these double tables and a recess 
between the halves of the table gives access to a 

Vee-conveyor band, which conyeys the messages to 

H 
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the sorting tables. Experiments are being made 
with other forms of conveyors in order to distribute 
the traffic to the different circuits and further develop
ments in this direction may mature in the near 
future. 

These changes in lay-out have had the effect of 
reducing the amount of space required. The new 
model instrument room wil1 be a compact, business
like arrangement and there is little doubt that 
greater efficiency to the Service will result, whilst in 
addition both operating and supervising costs will 
be reduced. 

A further important alteration has been authorized 
in connexion with the day-to-day maintenance of 
telegraph apparatus at Post Offices; a change in 
practice which must be regarded as revolutionary. 
Up to the present it has been the rule to employ both 
engineering workmen and traffic staff in the larger 
telegraph instrument rooms, and each group per
formed certain well-defined aspects of maintenance 
work. It has recently been decided to terminate 
this arrangement of dual responsibility for the day
to-day maintenance of working apparatus, also the 
avoidance of dual control of staff employed in instru
ment rooms. The principle underlying the new 
scheme is that the staff concerned with all testing 
and maintenance work shall be borne on one estab
lishment. The day-to-day maintenance of telegraph 
apparatus at all large offices is therefore being 
handed over to a '' Testing and Maintenance staff '' 
consisting of Telegraphists, and Sorting Clerks and 
Telegraphists, who are being specially trained for 
the work. 

In dealing with a change in organization of this 
magnitude, it has been necessary to have due regard 
to the staffs concerned, both on the traffic and 
engineering sides, and to make such arrangements 
as will obtain the best results, alike to the Adminis
tration and to the Staff. As a result of the intro
duction of the new scheme, a small number of 
mechanics will be displaced on the engineering side 
by traffic officers, but redundancy will be avoided 
because of the introduction of a regular scheme of 
overhaul of Teleprinters, also the development of 
Teleprinter private wire and Teleprinter exchange 
services. 

The new testing and maintenance scheme is con
cerned with the apparatus in instrument rooms 
functionally associated with the actual transmission 
or reception of a telegram, including the day-to-day 
maintenance of Teleprinters, Baudot, Wheatstone, 
and Morse apparatus, also line testing and telegraph 
repeater work. The daily cleaning, oiling, adjust
ing, and balancing of apparatus will be undertaken 
by the testmg and maintenance staff, whilst the 
replacement of certain simple parts, such as springs 
in Teleprinter apparatus, is also included in the 
scheme. 

It is the intention to place the traffic staff in full 
control of the apparatus while it remains in the 
instrument room, and to ensure that all adjustments, 
maintenance, and repair work which can be under-

taken without removing the faulty instrument to the 
mechanics shop, shall be so dealt with by the T. and 
M. Officer. The scheme at present applies to the 
Central Telegraph Office, (Inland Galleries), also to 
approximately 70 Provincial Offices. The work is 
being assigned to a selected staff; before these 
officers can apply for the new posts they must be in 
possession of certain technical certificates in Tele
graphy, etc. The officers' names are recorded as 
suitable for the testing and maintenance duties, and 
their names forwarded to an examiner, who is an 
engineering officer on the Headquarters staff. The 
applicants are called up in order of seniority for 
interview by the examiner, who ascertains by means 
of an oral and practical test whether the candidate 
has an up-to-date knowledge of the functions and 
working of the apparatus and instruments in use at 
his office; whether he can apply that lrnowledgc 
under working conditions, and also whether he 
possesses aptitude for practical testing and main
tenance work. 

A Training School for testing and maintenance 
officers has been established on the fourth floor of 
the G.P.O. (West) in London and the school has 
been in practically continuous session since February 
of this year. The school is organized and staffed by 
the Telegraph Section of the Engineer-in-Chief's 
Office, and 30 officers are being trained during each 
course, which lasts for approximately five weeks. 
A synopsis of the scheme of training is shown 
below:-

Section r. 

(a) Test Boards, Testing operations, Power 
Supply. 

(b) Morse and vVheatstonc systems (including 
Creed Receiver and Printer). 

(c) Duplex balancing, Repeaters, Speed trials. 
(d) Typewriter adjustments. 
(e) Gumming equipment. 

Section 2. 

Teleprinters. 
(a) Mechanism. 
(b) Connexions. 
(c) Adjustments. 
(d) Faults. 

Section 3. 
(a) Superposing methods. 
(b) Composited circuits. 
(c) Voice Frequency circuits. 

Section 4. (At Offices where multiplex apparatus 
is still in use). 

Baudot Multiplex working. 
(a) Cleaning and adjustment. 
(b) Morning overhaul. 
(c) Tests of Governors, Moderators, Perfora

tors, Transmitters, Receivers, Distribu· 
tors. 

(d) Three-Station Working, Re-Transmitters. 

The training scheme has been designed to ensun 
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that each candidate will receive expert tuition by 
engineering otlicers in all branches of testing and 
maintenance work. Provision has also been made 
in the scheme for the employment of both men and 
women on these duties. 

The candidates who attend the Training Course 
are given as much practical \vork as is possible. It 
is expected of them before they start the course that 
they are equipped with a certain amount of 
theoretical knowledge; the possession of technical 
certificates and subsequent study arc indications of 
this. The course of training is devoted almost 
entirely to the practical side of the work; to the 
correct method of using tuols, the diagnosis, tracing 
and removal of_ faults in apparatus, and the exact 
localization of faults in lines. Every effort is made 
to give the candidate opportunities of displaying his 
powers of initiative and resource, and to encourage 
the development of a full sense of responsibility. 

As may be expected from the way in which the 
development of present day telegraphy is proceeding, 
a large proportion of the work of the course is 
directed to the efficient maintenance of Teleprinter 
apparatus. In this connexion it may be noted that 
circuits have been set up to reproduce working con
ditions in all cases. Panel mounting apparatus is 
installed, representing the conditions at an important 
telegraph centre working· to offices which arc pro
vided \Vith apparatus where the balancing and 
adjusting sections are fitted on the table. 

A view of the Teleprinter room at the Training 
School is shown in the Figure. 

The candidates spend l 5 days in the Teleprinter 
section of the school and then pass to a section fitted 
with panel-mounted apparatus, power distributing 
points and switches, test boards and testing 
appliances, telegraph repeaters, and Baudot appar
atus of the manual and automatic type. Two 
lectures are given each day; these are recorded by 
the students, who also make a full record of ex
periments, demonstrations, and inspections carried 
out during the session. Each student is supplied 
with a full set of diagrams covering the work done, 
and technical pamphlets have been drawn up dealing 
with the newest systems of telegraphy which are 
now being introduced by the Post Oflice. This is a 
departure from earlier methods, where such informa
tion had formerly to be obtained from published 

works. A feature of the school, which it is 
anticipated will be productive of good results, is the 
merging of the staffs from the different large tele
graph centres. Men from Belfast, Edinburgh, 
Cardiff, and London meet as members of a compre
hensive scheme and obtain a ne\\I view-point in 
regard to the problems outside their own particular 
zone. The consequence is that when these students 
return to their own office there will be a generous 
measure of co-operation and mutual understanding. 

Sectional and final examinations arc held at the 
school and Postmasters are advised of the results 
of the final or passing-out tests. Successful can
didates are then placed on probation at their own 
Office for three months, and during that period they 

TH u:-;1rm Sc11noL F<ll< TEsnxc; A'iD :'llAl'iTEX,\:->CE (.h-FICEl<s: 
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are given full time duty on testing and maintenance 
work. If a satisfactory report is furnished at the 
end of the probationary period, the officers are 
allotted to the position of T. and M. Officer and arc 
subject to a yearly efficiency review. 

Judging by the general high standard of ability, 
and the practical aptitude of students who have 
attended the training course up to the present time, 
there is every reason to believe that the new scheme 
will prove a conspicuous success. 
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The Balancing and Loading of the Northern 
Underground Telegraph Cable 

N. F. SEPHTON, A.M.l.E.E. 

Synopsis. 

D
ESCRIBES the balancing (by a method not 

previously used in this country) and the load
ing of approximately 200 miles of the historic 

� orthern Underground telegraph cable. Discusses 
the electrical characteristics of the first long-distance 
telephone circuits to be worked in this cable, which, 
originally intended as a composite telephone and 
telegraph cable, has been used for telegraph circuits 
since it was laid over a quarter of a century ago. 

Descriptive. 

The Preston-Glasgow link in the Northern Under
ground cable system was laid between 1903 and 1905. 
The cable is composed of 28-100 lb. multiple twin 
pairs, 6-15o_lb. worming pairs and 29-70 lb. single 
sc:r.eened conductors. The multiple twinning has 
been carried a stage further than is usual in modern 
mu!tiple twin construction in that two, two-pair M.T. 
cffi'es are twinned to form a four-pair unit. One 
such unit forms the centre of the cable, - and six 
similar units are laid up round this centre. The six 
worming pairs are accommodated in the spaces 
between the six M. T. units and the cable is com
pleted by an outer layer of 29 single wires each 
screened with a spirally wound copper tape which is 
in contact with the lead sheath. The cross-section 
of the cable is shown in Fig. 1 and the make up of 
a four-pair unit in Fig. 2. 

29/70/b s;ngle 
Copper Screened 
Conductors 

7/100/b 
P.C.M.T: 
4 Pair 
Unit.s 

FIG. }.-CROSS SECTION OF THE NORTHERN 
UNDERGROUND CABLE. 

There seems little doubt that the designer intended 
the cable to be used for both telegraph and telephone 
purposes, and the multiple twin formation indicates 
that some idea of superimposing, as well as the 

paralleling of pairs to form circuits of higher con
ductivity, was also in mind. The writer has had 
access to a manuscript instruction written in 1904, 
which bears out this suggestion. The cable was 
unsuitable, however, for commercial telephone 
service in its existing condition, and, with the excep
tion of a few pairs used for a time as short telephone 
junctions between Glasgow and Hamilton, the cable 
was used solely for telegraph circuits. 

vVithin recent years the need for an underground 
telephone cable up the west coast, as an alternative 
to the east coast route, became more and more 
evident. The extension of the London-Liverpool 
cable northwards to Glasgow would have provided 
this alternative route, but the postponement of this 
work rendered necessarv the consideration of other 
means of providing additional circuits. Towards 
the encl of 193 l, therefore, the balancing and load
ing of the 28 M.T. pairs in the old telegraph cable 
(a scheme which had been discussed at various times) 
became a matter for practical consideration in order 
to provide circuits suitable for four-wire working, 
with repeaters at Preston, Carlisle and Glasgow. 

The cable is laid in a 3£11 cast iron pipe and buried 
split couplings are used generally to protect the 
joints. For this reason, it was desirable in the 
interests of economy to adopt a scheme which would 
involve as little excavation and constructional work 
as possible. This was effected by-

(i) Balancing by a method which necessitated 
the _opening of only one joint per loading 
section. 

(ii) Installing the loading coils as far apart as 
possible, and 

(iii) Burying the loading coil cases and balanc
ing tail cables directly in the ground. 

Pair 

Fm. 2.-MAKE-UP OF FouR-PAIR UNIT. 

It may be pointed out here, that the three points 
enumerated are the most interesting features of the 
work, and while it does not necessarily follow that 
a similar procedure would be desirable in new work, 
it shows how the problem of modernizing a thirty-
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year old cable was tackled and solved m an 
economical manner. 

Loading. 

On account of the heavy gauge of conductor 
(100 lb. per mile), and the low vvire to wire capacity 
(0.056 microfarads per mile) involved, only very light 
loading was required. The added inductance is 4.5 
millihenries per mile, and it was possible, therefore, 
to provide circuits which would transmit effectively 
up to about 3,300 p.p.s. with coils spaced at 
approximately 5-mile intervals, a very much longer 
spacing than has been used previously for telephone 
circuits in this country. In order that the length of 
the end sections might in all cases be equal to half 
that of a normal loading· section, the actual spacing 
was adjusted slightly for each repeater section. 
l'hus the Preston-Carlisle repeater section which is 
87.39 miles in length is loaded at 18 points with 
normal spacing of 4.885 miles, and the Carlisle
Glasgow repeater section which is 96. 18 miles in 
length, has 20 loading points with normal spacing 
of 4.809 miles. 

Capacity Balancing. 

Reference has already been made to the multiple 
twinning being carried a stage further than in 
modern practice. For convenience, each two pairs 
which are twinned together will be referred to as a 
" quad " and the two " quads " which are twinned 
will be referred to as a '' unit.'' 

Consideration of the make-up of the cable sup
ported by preliminary cross-talk measurements 
showed that for four-wire working, it would be 
advantageous to use the two pairs of a quad to form 
the '' Go '' and '' Return '' paths of the same 
circuit. Under such conditions the side to side 
cross-talk can be neglected, provided that it is not 
sufficient to affect the stability of the repeaters. Any 
resultant side tone is negligible compared with the 
side tone present in the standard type of subscribers' 
apparatus. Further, as the capacity couplings 
between pairs in different quads are small, it wa�,. 
unlikely that there would be any appreciable inter
unit cross-talk. The balancing problem was there
fore resolved into that of controlling the cross-talk 
between pairs in the same unit, .but not in the same 
quad. This is referred to later as the pair to'"pair, 
within unit, cross-talk. 

Each loading section was balanced in the follow
ing manner. A joint (as near the centre of the 
loading section as possible) was opened. The 28 
pairs· (after being numbered out for identification 
purposes later) were cut, and the side to side and 
pair to pair capacity unbalances of e;ich four-pair 
unit measured, on both sides. The joint was then 
selected to give the greatest overall reduction of pair 
to pair (within unit) capacity unbalance by crossing 
units, quads, pairs, or wires. That is to say, any 
complete four-pair unit was chosen to be jointed to 
the most suitable complete four-pair unit on the 
other half section, and then within the unit, quads, 

pair of quads, and wires of pairs, were crossed as 
desired, care being taken of course to see that no 
units, quads or pairs were split. By this means it 
was possible to reduce all four pair to pair (within 
unit) capacity unbalances considerably, but not 
generally to within the limits to which it was:desired 
to work. For the final capacity unbalance adjust
ment small condensers in the form of cable pairs or 
'' tails '' were added. 

In the original scheme it was not intended to 
measure the side to side, within quad, capacity un
balances since cross-talk between these two pairs 
would not prevent satisfactory four-wire working on 
that quad unless it was of an extremely high order. 
In practice, however, these values were measured 
and in the few cases where they were excessive they 
were reduced bv crosses. The result of the little 
extra care is cle;irlv shown in the overall results, the 
side to side cross-talk being very much better than 
was anticipated. 

The capacity unbalances between pairs in separate 
units were measured on a few loading sections, but, 
as would be expected, these were of a very low order 
and it was not considered necessary to continue these 
measurements on the remainder of the sections, 
although occasional measurements were made during 
the testing of groups of loading sections. 

It was decided that the following limits should be 
adhered to in respect of the pair to pair (within unit) 
capacity unbalance:-

(a) For the half section and the first three full 
loading sections from a Repeater Station, 
wo micro-micro-farads. 

(h) For the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth 
loading sections from a Repeater Section, 
r 50 micro-micro-farads. 

(c) For the ninth loading section from a Repeater 
Station to the centre loading section of the 
Repeater Section, 250 micro-micro-farads. 

Actuallv, after a little experience had been gained 
on the fir�t few loading sections, it was found that a 
somewhat higher standard of balance could be main
tained. 

Balancing and Loading Equipment. 

(i) Capacity " Tail" Cables. The capacity tail 
cables consist of 5-foot lengths of 300 pr. 20 lb. 
A.S.P.C. Twin, lead-covered cable. Before the 
commencement of the work on site, these tail 
cables had been prepared in the following manner : 
All the wires at one end were insulated by 
means of paper sleeves, the layers being stepped or 
tapered in the usual manner. Lead cap-ends were 
then plumbed on. After the cables had been 
pressure tested, and tested for insulation resistance, 
the cable sheath was sprayed with bitumen, bound 
with 1 · linen tape, and again painted with bitumen. 
A length of steel flexible tubing, with a brass collar 
at each end, was slipped over the cable sheath, and 
the space between the sheath and the tubing filled 
with bitumen. The outside of the tubing was also 
coated with bitumen. After delivery at the centre 
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joint and prior to commencing jointing operations 
a cast iron casing was fitted O\'Cr the cap-end and 
clamped to the underside of the cxi;,ting cast iron 
pipe by means of mild steel straps. , ee Fig. 3. 

FIG. 3.-PROTECTION Box AXll T111. CABLE IN POSITIOS 
AT BALASCING JOINT. 

The tail cable was then laid along under the main 
cable so that the open end was in a position for the 
pairs to be teed-in at the balancing joint as required. 
The capacity of each pair is about 45 micro-micro
farads, and pairs were connected in parallel, as 
required, to give higher Yalues. :'\II the pairs in the 
tail cable which were not used as balancing capacities 
were connected to the sheath, and it was arranged 
to use these earthed pairs as screens between 
separate set of pairs used as balancing condensers. 

(ii) Loading Equipment. Each loading coil case 
contains twenty-eight side circuit loading coils of 
22 millihenries inductance. To effect the necessary 
segregation for four-wire circuit operation, the coils 
arc mounted on two separate dowels, with fourteen 
coils on each dowel. All the auxiliary wiring within 
the coil case is screened. ,\ single stub cable, of 
6o pr. 40 lb. P. C. Quad type, is provided, and in 
order to maintain the group separation, quads 1-q 
arc used for the " Go " paths, and quads 1 5-28 for 
the " Return " paths, the remaining quads 2g-30 
being left spare. The connexions to the coils arc: 
made between quads, that is to say, the two pair;, 

of one quad in the stub cable are connected through 
two coils to the corresponding pairs of the n<'xt quad 
in the stub cable. Thus, the AB pairs of quads 1, 
31 5, 7, etc., of the stub cable each pass through a 
coil and thence to the AB pairs of quads 2, 4, 6, S, 
etc., respecti\'ely. The CD pairs of the quads arc 
dealt with in a similar manner. 1\t the main joint, 
the pairs of each quad in the main cahle on the 
Preston side nre connected to pairs in odd-numbered 
quads in the stub cable, and the pairs of the corre
sponding main cable quads on the Glasgow side are 
connected to pairs in adjacent even-numberi>d quads 
in the stub cable. Whereas, however, the .'\ B pairs 
in the main cable pass in and out of the coil case 
via one of the quads numbered 1-14 in the stub 
cable, the CD pairs pass in and out via one of the 
quads numbered 15-28 in the stub cable, Fig. 4. 

· The loading coil cases are buried in the 

l'IL. 4.-1.U,\DIXG JOINT l'll<rl.I �l.\DE. 

earth directly under the main cable, but in onJer 
to prevent them from ;,inking, a large concrete 
slab 3 ft. by 2 ft. by 3 inches thick has been placed 
under each case. \Vhere it appeared necessary to 
afford still further protection against possible sub
sidence, the ground below the slab was packed with 
stones. The stub cables are armoured in a similar 
manner to the capacity tail cables, one end of the 
flexible tubing being clamped to the top surface of 
a specially strengthened supporting bracket on th<: 
coil case, by means of bolts which pass through a 

flange fitted to the tubing. The other end of the 
tubing was clamped rigidly to the main pipe line by 
the joint protection box, when the latter was fitted 
in position, after the stub cable had been jointed into 
the main cable. (Fig. 5.) These cast iron protec
tion boxes, which arc really very large split couplings 
of special design, have been used to enclose the 
completed balancing and loading joints. Fig. 3 will 
render a further de cription unnecessary. 

FIG. 5.-LOADING COIL CASE /\ND PROTECTIOI\ 
Box IN POSITION. 

Jn places where there was a possibility of damage 
to either a balancing or a loading joint due to future 
excavations, a 7 ft. by 2 ft. steel boiler plate has been 
placed over the protection box. 
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Electrical Tests carried out during Construction. 

On the loading sections, the capacity unbalance 
measurements were made by the Contractor's test
ing staff from the centre joint, each unit being tested 
for the pair to pair capacity balance as soon as it 
was jointed, in order that any errors of selecting, or 
of jointing-in the balancing tails, could be rectified 
before that unit was insulated and " put away." 
For this test the leads from the capacity unbalance 
measuring sets were connected to the bight of the 
conductors by means of clips resembling those 
known in the Department as test clips No. IO, but 
insulated with protective rubber sheaths. During 
the early stages of the work either check capacity 
unbalance measurements or open cross-talk measure
ments were made from one end of the loading section 
by the P. 0. Staff, but later on these tests were dis
continued except when required as a check on the 
terminated cross-talk tests. These latter tests, 
made with the distant end closed with a resistance 
approximating to the characteristic impedance of the 
line, were carried out on all the loading sections and 
consisted of the following measurements :-All side 
to side and pair to pair (within unit) cases and, during 
the very early stages of the work, a few pair to pair 
(between unit) cases. Conductor Resistance and 
Insulation Resistance tests were made on each load
ing section either by P.O. Staff or by the Contractor's 
Staff, the latter also being responsible for the tap
through tests. 

As the loading group of three or four consecutive 
loading sections was completed, the usual group or 
" sling " tests were made by the P.O. Staff. These 
tests consisted of Conductor Resistance, Inductance 
(D.C.), Capacity (D.C.), Insulation Resistance, and 

indication of the condition of the cable. The cross
talk tests gave an indication at an early date of the 
order of the overall near end cross-talk that might 
be expected. The data obtained from the various 
impedance measurements proved very useful later 
when it was necessary to investigate irregularities 
in both repeater sections by A.C. methods, besides 
providing values of characteristic impedance and 
attenuation constant, etc., in advance of the com
pletion of the work. 

Before passing on to discuss the results of the 
overall tests it will be of interest to mention that 
the cable as a whole appeared to be in a remarkably 
good state of preservation and that everywhere there 
were indications of very thorough workmanship on 
the part of the original jointers. The insulation 
resistance obtained on the loading sections was 
generally of the order of 30,000 to 40,000 megohms 
per mile between Preston and Carlisle, and 12,000-
20,000 megohms per mile between Carlisle and 
Glasgow. This reflects credit on the cable main
tenance staff of the N. W. and Sc. W. Districts, for 
records of 1913 show that the insulation resistance 
at that time was only of the order of 500 megohms 
per mile, and the writer himself remembers obtaining 
values of only about 8,ooo megohms per mile 
between Preston and Carlisle in 1924. The con
ductor resistance balance was extremely good 
throughout and showed that the manufacturers and 
jointers of thirty years ago knew their work. 

Overall Tr<sts on the Completed Repeater Sections. 

(i) D.C. Tests. The results of the D.C. tests 
call for little comment. Table No. l bears out the 
remarks on the conductor resistance made above. 

TABLE No. i. 

CONDUCTOR RESISTANCE. 

I 
Loop (ohms.) i Unbalance (% of Loop). Mean Loop 

Repeater Section. Pairs in. 
Max. 

---------· 

Preston-Carlisle Centre Unit 1463.0 

C;;Iisle-Gl;�gow 
All other Units 1472.3 
Centre Unit 1609.6 

" " All other Units 1616.2 

Terminated Cross-talk between all side circuits and 
between all pairs in the same unit and occasionally 
between a few pairs in different units. The balanc
ing and loading operations on both repeater sections 
were commenced at Carlisle and as each group of 
three or four loading sections was tested it was 
linked to the previous group. Thus it was possible 
to make Insulation Resistance, Cross-talk, and Im
pedance measurements at Carlisle to various points 
along the Repeater Sections as the work progressed. 
The insulation resistance tests were useful as an 

I Resistance 
I per Mile of 

Min. Max. Mean. Cable. 
I 

------- -- : 

1461.6 0.057 0.041 16.74 
1469.8 0.055 0.019 16.83 

I 
I 

1609.2 0.012 o.oo6 I 16.73 
1613-4 : 0.055 0.019 I 16.82 

I I 

The overall insulation results were a little dis
appointing as the general condition is better than 
the recorded figures 22,000 and 12,000 megohms per 
mile for the Preston-Carlisle and Carlisle-Glasgow 
Sections respectively would indicate. The Preston to 
Carlisle results in particular are spoiled by the 
leading-in cable at Preston H.P.O. 

(ii) Cross-talk. The cross-talk measurements 
were made with standard P.O. apparatus, and the 
circuits under test were in all cases correctly 
terminated at the distant end. A reed hummer was 
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used as the source of disturbance for the majority of 
the tests. Near end cross-talk tests were made from 
each end of the repeater sections and all side to side, 
side to phantom, and pair to pair (within unit and 
between units) cases were measured. The distant 
end cross-talk tests were made at Carlisle only, and 
on each repeater section all the side to side and pair 
to pair (within unit) cases were measured. The 
results of these tests, corrected where necessary for 
differences of impedance between the measuring 
apparatus and the circuits under test, and in the case 
of the distant end tests, for the attenuation of the 
disturbing circuit, are summarized in Table No. 2. 

The Contractor had made no guarantees for overall 

cross-talk results, but stated that every effort would 
be made to keep within the following limits for pair 
to pair cross-talk between any two quads in the 
cable :-Near End, 78 decibels, Distant End, 74 
decibels. It will be seen that the results obtained 
are in all cases better than the above values and also 
that the side to side, and side to phantom cross-talk 
is not excessive. 

(iii) Transmission Efficiency. The attenuation 
of all pairs was measured at frequencies of 800, 2 >400 
and 3,000 p.p.s. by the Mayer method, with a line 
input current of 1 mA. The results are summarized 
in Table No. 3. Fig. 6 shows the variation of the 
attenuation constant and phase constant with fre-

TABLE No. 2. 

Near End Measurements. 

Repeater 
Section. 

Measured 
at 

CROSS-TALK EXPRESSED IN DECIBELS. 

SOURCE OF DISTURJ3Al\CE - REED HC:\L\IER. 

Within Quad. 

---
--- -------------------- - --

Side/Side. Side/Phantom. 

\Vorst. I Average. \V orst, Average. 

! Pair to Pair. 

'--------------,------ -----1-- Within u_n_i�--- Bet\\'cen Un its. 
-----

------ ---

_______ , ___ ______ - ��- __ _I_ -1---.. -- _-
\\'or,t.
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-I-·\, e1

-

·a

-

ge

_

. 
__

_ _
_ 

'

_

v

_

o

_

rs

_

t

_

. 
_ 

i .'herage. 

1--· >9�-Preston-Carlisle 
, . " 

Carlisle-Glasgow 

Preston 
Carlisle 
Carlisle 
Glasgow 

Distant End Measurements. 

Repeater I Measured 

Section. at 
------- ------
Preston-Carlisle , Carlisle 
Carlisle-Glasgow ] Carlisle 

72 
63 
68 
68 

74 
74 

I 77 69 
72 
74 

86 
82 

54 
54 
54 

57.5 

.. 

-
-

! 
I 

I 

TABLE No. 3. 

88 

' 
I 

I 

I 
I I - 90 

- 90 I I 

92 
85 
8-" 89 

>94 >94 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

90 
88 
88 
88 

>94 >94 

1 
>94 

i 
>94 >94 

I 

ATTENUATIOJ\: CO"'ST.-\'.\'T .-\ND CH.-\RACTERISTIC I:\lPEDAJ\:CE �IEASl RED .-\T FREQUE"'ClES OF 800, 
2400 AND 3000 PERIODS PER SECOND. 

Repeater Section 

- - --

Preston-Carlisle 

" , , 

Carlislc-Glasgo\\' 

,, ,, 

i 

! 
i 

/3 ( N epers per mile). Z0 I <Po (Vector Ohms.) 
M as d e ure 

Preston 

Carlisle 

Glasgow 

Carlisle 

a .  -------· 

800 I 2400 
1------- ------

-- --

( 0. 0273 0. 0285 
\ 0.0278 0.0292 

-- --

{ 0.0249 I 0.02:;8 0.0252 0.0264 
I 

-·---

-
---

3000 
--

--

0.0305 
0.0310 

--

0.0266 
0.0271 

The Z0 IT. values are means of all the pairs. 

I 800 

31-" I 12os' 

345 110040' 

355 I r:J"IO' 

I 
365 1-,40-51 -

The upper /3 values are means of pairs in the centre unit. 
The lower /3 values are means of pairs in all other units. 

2400 

380 Ir 10351 445 

350 13°r5' 525 

420 ls02s' 470 

395 16050' 455 

3000 

I 1205/ 

ls040' 

1--;o;-,-"" 
ji2°10' 
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FIG. 6.-ATTENUATION AND 'NAVE-LENGTH CONSTANT 
FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS. 

quency. It will be seen that the change of attenua
tion constant over a range of 400-3,000 p.p.s. is 
only 0.006 nepers and 0.0045 nepers for the Preston
Carlisle and Carlisle-Glasgow Repeater Sections 
respectively. This represents a total change of 
0.525 nepers (4.5 decibels) and 0.435 nepers (3.8 
decibels) respectively over the Repeater Sections, 
each of which have the same overall attenuation of 
2.42 nepers (21 decibels) at a frequency of 800 p.p.s. 
Fig. 6 also shows that the phase constant is almost 
directly proportional to frequency over the range 
concerned. 

The lower cut-off frequency and the higher attenua
tion constant of the Preston-Carlisle circuits as com
pared with the Carlisle-Glasgow circuits is only 
partly due to the closer spacing of the loading coils 
in the latter section. It is in fact chiefly due to the 
lower mutual capacity of the pairs in the Carlisle
Glasgow section. The average values are 0.059 
microfarads per mile between Preston and Carlisle 
and 0.052 microfarads per mile between Carlisle and 
Glasgow. This explains why the phase constant of 
the Carlisle-Glasgow circuits is lower than that on 
the Preston-Carlisle circuits. 

The velocity of propagation on the Preston-Carlisle 
circuits is about 56,000 miles per second and on the 
Carlisle-Glasgow circuits about 60,000 miles per 
second. 

(iv) Impedance and Uniformity of Electrical 
Constants. The impedance of each pair was 
measured, at frequencies of 800, 2,400 and 3,000 
p.p.s., from each end of the repeater sections. For 
these measurements the pair under test was ex
tended by similar pairs to form an electrically long 
circuit. The results are summarized in Table No. 3. 
Impedance-Frequency measurements were made over 
a range of frequency of from 200 p.p.s. to the cut-off 
frequency, at intervals of 100 p. p. s. on not less than 
20% of the pairs, from both ends of the two repeater 

sections. Representative curves are illustrated in 
Figs. 7 and 8. These tests show that the Carlisle
Glasgow circuits are quite good in respect of 
uniformity of distribution of electrical constants. 
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In the case of the Preston-Carlisle repeater section, 
the curves o�tained at Carlisle are not nearly so 
good. It will be seen that there are marked 
" humps " at frequenci('s of about T ,6oo and 3,200 
p.p.s., and" troughs "at about 8oo and 2, 100 p.p.s. 
'.\lcasu�cmC'nts river a limited range of frequency on 
one pair from each unit show that this " roll " is 
a general feature. The matter was investigated an<I 
the cable cut at L. l>. 5 which appeared to be the 
point from which the reflection occurred. Further 
investigations showed that L. P. ,:; was actually abou1 
the centre of the irregularity, though it was proved 
that the loading equipment itself was not faultv. 
An examination of the schedule of loading secti�n 
lengths showed that L.C.S. 4-5 and L.C.S. 6-7 arc 
243 yards and 11 .i yards, respectively, shorter than 
a normal loading section, while L. C. S. 5-6 is 298 
yards longer than a normal loading section. Hence 
though all three loading sections conform to the 
specification tolerance of ±:; % deviation from a 

normal section, the difference in length between 
L.C:S. 4-5 and L.C.S. 5-6 is 6.3% of a normal 
section and that between L.C.S. 5-6 and L.C.S. 7-8, 
4.8% of a normal section. It is believed that the 
resultant of these two irregularities causes the 
" roll " shown in the impedance-frequency charac
teristic. The effect is not noticeable at the Preston 
end because the distance to L. P. 5 is great enough to 
reduce the amplitude and to increase the periodicity 
of the reflected wave sufficiently to nullify its effect 
on the sending end impedance. 

An interesting fault was discovered during the 
overall tests on a pair which had previously passed 
all otl�er tests during, and after, the loading satis
factorily. It was actually a high condm:tor resist
ance fault.' but i_ts existence was at first only apparent 
when testing with a low value of alternating current. 
The conductor resistance of the pair had been 
measured with direct current and the unbalance was 
only about 0.2 ohms, but the attenuation as measured 
by the Mayer method showed that the A.C. resistance 
must be of the order of thousand of ohms. Attempts 
to locate this fault by D.C. or A.C. methods were 
at first quite unsuccessful, but later, after leaving 
the fault for T 2 hours, a very satisfactory impe<lancc
frequency location was obtained. The normal 
impedance-frequency characteristics of the pair, as 
well as the open circuit characteristics measured 
during the loading operations, giving the velocity 
of propagation on this pair accurately, were avail
able. so that it was possible to make a most accurate 
lo�ation using the difference curve method (sec 
Fig. 9). '!'�e fault was not in either a balancing or 
a loading JOmt and a further period of waiting was 
necessary before it was possible to localize further 
by the usual A.C. short distance methods. The 
secondary location proved eventually to be onlv 
about 20 yards out in 4,000 yards, but, as the fault 
was not in a primary joint, further localizations on 
a 50-yard length were necessary. These were of a 
most exasperating nature because the resistance of 
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the fault was never constant for two consecutive 
minutes. The site, amid the Scottish border moor
lands, in February, was about as quiet and lonely as 
one coul<l find on any main road in the country, yet 
the fault resistance, \vithout the slightest apparent 
cause, varied from a complete disconnexion to less 
than o. 2 ohms. At one time the searchers abandoned 
the chase, convinced that the fault ha<l been cleared 
in a joint, only to find two hours later that it had 
become a complete disconncxion temporarily. The 
electrical tests at last indicated that the fault was 
within 9 yards of a joint and the iron pipe was bared 
for this distance, an easy mattC'r on the moorlands. 
The last location, obtained bv a combination of 
electrical and mechanical (cable tapping) methods, 
led to the cable being opened at a point 18 inches 
away from the fault and a tug caused the faulty 
conductor to come right out. 

The fault was caused by a complete break in the 
con<luctor and the two portions were brought to the 
metallurgical laboratory at Dollis Hill for c.>xamina
tion. It would appear that the conductor had been 
partially cut through during manufacture and that 
at a later date the constricted portion had failed. 
'.\Iicroscopic photographs arc shown in Fig. IO. The 
darkened portion in plan shows the extent of the 
cut. The side elevation shows the ends of the wire 

Fie. IO.-�hrno-r110T0GllAP11 o•· F�L'LTY CoNoucToii. 
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in their correct relative positions originally. The 
records show that the pair concerned has not been in 
use for over ten years so it is impossible to sav how 
long it had been completely broken. The re-mark
able point was that the conductor resistance balance 
of this pair was better than the average of the rest 
of the pairs over the particular loading section con
cerned. It might be of interest to add that the :\. C. 
tests over 96 miles gave the position to within 0.3 
of a loading section, and the third out was actually 
only 22?J ft. from the fa ult. 

Conclusion. 
The practical details of the complete scheme were 

decided in collaboration between the Department 

and Messrs. Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd., 
with whom the balancing and loading contract was 
placed and who supplied the whole of the equipment. 
The work was commenced on January 1st, 1932, and 
the overall tests were completed by February 26th. 
The scheme proved completely successful and circuits 
were brought into service early in March. One feels 
that it would have given much pleasure to the 
designer, Mr. A. \V. Martin, had he lived to see the 
c�ble carrying out all the functions which he had in 
view. 

Finally, the writer wishes to thank all those who 
have helped in the collection of information, and 
especially acknowledges the courtesy of Messrs. 
Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd:, to whom the 
majority of the photographs are due. 

Telegraph and Telephone Plant 
. 
ln the United Kingdom. 

TELEPHONES AND WIRE MILE.H;Es. THE PROPERTY OF AND MAINTAINED BY 
THE POST c·)F'F'Ic-,r-� IN I·�.-\CH EN-GI'.'"EERIN-G DIS'I'I,Ic·I· As A1 1 'R - - - -� - ' ,,_ . 31sT ]\ ·'- CH, 1932. 

No. of 
Telephones 
owned and 
rnaintained 

by the 
Post Office. 

768,868 
90,403 

105,466 
71,270 

I 16,860 
93,042 
66,406 

128, 171 
177,662 
108,539 

73,245 
56,281 
26,701 
78,838 

101 ,376 

2,050,355 

Telegraph. 

694 
2,003 
4,376 
4,919 
7,238 
4,059 
3,358 
6,762 

<)46 
_;, 143 
3,368 
2, I I� 

3,618 
4,664 
4,518 

5/.547 

O\'erhead \\'in· \1 ileages. 

Trunk. ! Exchange. 

9,3b3 
i7,J55 
36,401 
40,536 
52,078 
32,446 
32 ,o8q 
29,874 
14, 18') 
31,508 
24,.::::01 
17,614 
10,828 
32,803 

I 
2:;,201 

406,936 

I 

I 408.951 

42,115 
.19.732 
59,244 
58,791 
48,889 
61,836 
50,315 
5i,897 
24, 184 
36,039 
24,737 
20,346 
10,832 
37,270 
28,937 

Spare. 

2,825 
3,634 
3,443 
6,591 
5,329 
2,513 
3,849 
5,131 
3,631 
5,766 
3,862 
3,250 

627 
1,735 
1,660 

Engineering , 
Di.strict. 

London 
;S. Eastern. 

S. \\'estern. 
Eastern. 

N. Mid. 
S. Mid. 

S. Wales. 
i N. Wales. 

S. Lanes. 
j'>. Ea.stern. 
' N. Western. 

"i orthern. ! 
Ireland N. 

Scot. E. 
Scot. W. 

Total 

Figures as 
at 31 Dec., 

193 I. 

I -

L'nderground \\'ire \I ileages. 

I 
Telegraph. 

I 

43,177 
3,955 

23,786 
19,986 
33,720 
1,;,816 

6,794 
16,326 
13,073 
20,765 

8,855 
11, 165 

213 
9,313 

I 1,064 

238,008 

Trunk. 

I 74,064 
49,303 
2/,458 
48,405 

I 19,452 
41,626 
38,092 
52 ,937 

105,548 
67,033 
41,973 
33,471 

3,994 
28,820 
3,;, 778 

Exchange. 

.l.J27,549 
336, 175 
259,295 
147,986 
3 14,065 
266,683 
161,866 
388,277 
580,233 
305,965 
227,93 I 

173,782 
58,067 

174,825 
252,660 I 

I 
6.915,359 

I 
-

6,804,6o> -1 · 

Spare. 

138,506 
41,556 
61,06z 
5r ,558 
80,326 
82,001 
54,797 

126,559 
85,619 
52,516 
48,512 
38,J27 

6,496 
46,636 
38,442 

Territory transferred to London District from South Eastern, South Midland and Eastern Districts, February, 1932. 
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The First Telephone 

I
N the Science l\luseum at S�uth Kensington 

.
i. a 

pair of instruments, made 111 186o by Philipp 
Rei and described as the original telephone. 

The 
1
question whether these instruments ever 

really transmitted speech was the subject of fierce 
controversy in the eighties, when Grah�m Bell's 
telephone was being developed commercially; and 
Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson wrote a book 111 1883 

advocating the claim of Philipp Reis to the honour 
of being the inventor of the tele�h�ne. Rece1�t�y 
it was suggested that the descnpuon of Reis. s 
instruments in the Science Museum was hardly fair 
to Graham Bell, and the question was discu sed by 
the Council of the Institution of Electrical Engineers. 

Philipp Reis was born near Frankfort in 1 34, 

became a schoolmaster and an active member of the 
local scientific society, and in 1860 made and demon
strated apparatus which he named ' ·  the telephone." 
The transmiller consisted of a diaphragm made of 
some thin membrane carrying a platinum contact 
which rested auainst an adjustable platinum point. 
The receiver c�nsisted of a steel knitting needle 
wound to form an electromagJ1et and mounted on a 
sounding board, or on the body of a violin. The 
original idea underlying Reis's work was that the 
opening and closing of the contact by means of the 
diaphragm, vibrating under the influence of sound 
waves, could be made to interrupt a current at the 
frequency of the sound, and so produce audible 
electromagnetic vibrations of the same fre�uency. 
A sustained musical note could be transmitted 111 

this way, and obviously the next step was to try 
singing and speech. Reis apparently thought that 
the actual making and breaking of the contact could 
transmit the complex series of tones necessary for 
articulate peech. He made numerous variations in 
the transmitter in the course of his experiments until 
he hit upon the best conditions of contact pressure, 
diaphragm size, etc. As a receiver, he also tried 
an electromagnet with an armature and a reed-thus 
almost anticipating the Bell receiver-but apparently 
obtained his best results with the " knitting needle " 
arrangement. The final form of the transmitter is 
shown in Fig. I, reproduced from Prof. S. P. 

Thompson's book (Philipp Reis: Inventor of the 
Telephone). The contact was simply joined in s�ries 
with a battery of 2 or 3 cells (at B) and the receiver, 
seen on the right of the figure. The electromagnet 
and key on the side of the box were also joined 
in series with the other apparatus and used for 
signalling. . 

Jn Fig. 2 is shown an earlier form of transmitter. 
The conical hole (a) in a block of wood ·erved as 
mouthpiece. At (b) was a thin stretched membrane 
on which rested (or was cemented) a platinum button. 
The platinum contact (d) was adjusted by the 
screw (h). 

.\ transmitter of this type was recently tried, at 
the same time as the original Reis transmitt�r 
according to Fig. I, and could be made to transmit 
speech for a few moments by careful adjustment of 
the contacts. 

B 

F1G. 1.-KE1s's TE1.E1·11oxic. 

\Vhen the platinum contacts were so adjusted as 
to be microphonic (that is, the contact resistanct: 
varying more or less in proportion to the r-ressure) 
they would act as a fairly satisfactory microphone 
provided that the motion of the diaphragm was 
not great enough to cause actual separation and 
sparking. This was verified by the P.O. Re
search Section, using a modern receiver and a 
step-up transformer. \\'hen the adjustment was 
exactly right, speech was Lran. mit tcd rea onably 
well, the YOlume being 20 db or so below that of a 
carbon transmitter, bnt it was impossible to keep 
the adjustment right for long. Loud speech caused 
the contacts to separate and scratching noises were 
heard in the receiver, but quiet speech wa trans
mitted with good quality. The Reis knitting needle 
recei\'er was not nearly so efficient, however. 

FIG. 2.-EARLIER FORM OF REIS'S TRAXSMITTEr<. 
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The model in the Science Museum sho\ved signs 
of having carried an excessive current, the cotton 
insulation being· charred in places, and the iron core 
seemed to lack the right magnetic properties. At 
any rate, it could only be made to produce audible 
speech by the use of an amplifier having a gain of 
about 30 dbs, but the quality of the sneech was very 
good. 

The phenomenon of talking relay cores is not very 
uncommon in exchanges, and at Marlborough Re
peater Station many of the input transformers 
emitted speech in sufficient volume to perturb the 
man on night duty. If the state of the core material 
happens to be favourable for this phenomenon-now 
known as '' magnetostriction, '' the volume of sound 
can appear surprisingly great in a perfectly quiet 
room. 

Thus it is fair to assume that some of Reis's 
knitting needle receivers may have been far more 
efficient than the specimen tested and capable of 
transiating into audible speech the currents produced 
by one of his transmitters when this instrument was 
working under exactly the right conditions. 

In Prof. Thompson's book there is evidence from 
various contemporaries of Reis that speech was 
transmitted by his telephone, though very unreliably. 
It would seem that the conditions were not clearly 
understood, for singing was more frequently trans
mitted and the right adjustments for speech were 
obtained rather by accident than design. 

There is one record of a statement by Reis, how-

ever, which shows that he had at least some inkling 
of the nature of a microphonic contact. He is 
reported to have said frequently " You understand 
it is a molecular action " (molekular bewengung). 

There is no mention of the use of carbon for the 
contacts. Various metals were tried and platinum 
was no doubt finallv selected because it would stand 
up to the sparking which must have occurred in 
such a low resistance circuit. 

In weighing the evidence, it must be remembered 
that the marvellous adaptability of the human ear 
enables telephone speech to be tolerably well under
stood even when it is so distorted and weak as tG 
be scarcely detectable by any other means. 

If we assume the tension of the diaphragm and 
the condition of the contact to be just right, and the 
listener to be in a perfectly quiet room and not too 
critical-then speech could certainly have been trans
mitted, though at a level of volume and intelligibility 
far below what is now rather vaguely known as the 
" commercial limit." It was probably in such 
exceptionally favourable conditions that Reis's tele
phone '' talked,'' and the small amount of con
temporary interest which the invention seems to 
have aroused was no doubt due to the extreme weak
ness and unreliability of the transmission. 

To sum up : Philipp Reis is certainly entitled to 
the honour of making the first telephone, though 
credit for the invention of the telephone as we now 
know it must be shared between Graham Bell and 
Hughes. A.C.T. 

A New Total Counter for Telephone Calls 

]. w. DYK. 
(Amsterdam Municipal Telephone Administration). 

I 
N every telephone exchange of importance, it is 
essential for the Administration to have correct 
and complete statistics of the traffic handled by 

the equipment. A correct account of the total out
put of the service is necessary if only to check 
receipts. 

Such records have usually been obtained by the 
adoption of one or other of the following methods, 
or by combinations of these methods :-

( 1) Totalling the numbers of calls recorded on 
the subscribers' meters. 

( 2) Using special meters on selector racks to 
measure the traffic. 

(3) Random testing in different parts of the 
exchange. 

Each of these methods suffers more or less from 
the disadvantages listed below :-

(a) Because of the amount of work involved, 

the analysis can only be taken at fairly 
lengthy intervals (e.g., monthly). 

(b) Reading and calculating errors are highly 
probable. 

(c) The taking of the record is costly because 
of the time occupied. 

(d) The results are never instantly available. 

The fact that a correct recording apparatus
which would combine great rapidity of registration 
with practically unlimited possibility in number of 
calls-was not available has led the majority of 
telephone Administrations to content themselves 
with periodic control countings in groups of selec
tors. 

It is the purpose of this article to describe a new 
apparatus in which the disadvantages and difficulties 
referred to above do not occur. 
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The apparatus 1s illustrated in Fig. I. The 
horizontal angle iron in the centre of the figure 
carries a number of relays mounted ,·ertically, one 
relay being fitted for each unit of 1st selectors. 
Units can be connected in parallel if desired, but 
this increases the liability of inaccuracy and it is 
generally suflicient to arrange for one relay per unit 
serving from 200 to 300 sub cribers. 

Each relay, pro,·idcd \\·ith the normal yoke and 
armature, is mounted \\'ith a small vertical tube 
which, in turn, is connected at the top and bottom 
with two inclined gutters. Each relay has a steel 
spring fitted on the yoke, the top end of this pring 
being bent at right angles. Level \\'ith the bend in 
the spring there are two horizontal inci!>ions in the 
tube, in which the steel pring can move to and fro, 
thus alternately opening and shutting the tube. 

forced up to the top inclined gutter which acts as 
a distributor to the various tubes. Any surplus 
balls drop down a wide vertical tube at the right
hand end of the apparatus into the front portion of 
the lower gutter and thence to the funnel referred to 
previously. The lower gutter and funnel are divided 
longitudinally into two parts to separate balls re
leased by the tubes from surplus ball . The surplus 
balls arc driven up the second tube shown on the 
left of the figure, and thence pass to the distributing 
chute, but in this case the recording meter is not 
affected. 

The circuit conditions provide for the operation 
of a relay in the 1st selector on completion of a 
conversation. The local contact of this relay 
energizes the counter relay associated with the 
particular group, thus recording the call. Similar 

F1G. !.-TOTAL CALLS COUNTING .\l'l'l�.ITUS. 

The tubes are filled" ith little balls, of slightly less 
diameter than the tube. \ \.ith each attraction of 
the armature, the spring is m'"'ed backwards and a 
ball drops into the lower gutter. Only one ball can 
drop at a time, however, in any tube as the lowest 
ball i not released until the spring has taken hold 
of the following ball. 

The balls falling out of the various tubes travel 
down the lower inclined gutter to a rectangular
shaped funnel from which they are driven by a con
tinuously moving worm gear, through one of the 
tubes on the left of the figure. As they pass 
through this tube, the balls operate a toothed wheel 
corresponding in width to the diameter of the balls. 
The toothed wheel i� connected by gearing to the 
totalling meter. 

After passing the toothed wheel, the balls are 

arrangements arc also prO\·ided for recording every 
call pa ing through the group of !>electors, so that 
records arc obtainctl of both ineffective and effective 
calls. The liability of two or more calls maturing 
and being completed at exactly the same instant is 
very small and the arrangement therefore gives an 
extremely high tandard of accuracy. 

The counters have been introduced with great 
succcs in all exchanges in Amsterdam. Ten such 
counter arc in constant use and experience has 
shown that they require little or no repairs, and that 
lubrication and supervision were supcrOuous. The 
apparatus has rendered it possible to obtain much 
\'aluable data regarding the service, and its capacity 
for rapid recording will be appreciated from the fact 
the 100,000 calls per hour can be handled without 
difficulty. 
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D
URING the past few years the British Post 

Office has been actively engaged upon the 
replacement of Manual by Automatic systems 

of Telephone switching. The most important 
problem introduced by this change is the quantity of 
equipment required to perform those operations pre
viously performed by the telephonist, since it is this 
which largely determines the subsequent plant, 
accommodation and staff charges to be met under 
the new system. It is necessary, therefore, to make 
a close study of the incidence of telephone traffic. 
Certain theories have been advanced, and one closely 
associated with the work of M. Erlang has been 
adopted by the British Post Office and the results 
issued in tabular form. The purpose of these notes 
is threefold; firstly, to assist those engaged in the 
practical application of these tables towards a clearer 
understanding of their precise nature; secondly, to 
show that all the problems arc by no means solved; 
and thirdly, to suggest lines of investigation. 

The first problem simply stated is as follows. If 
the average number of calls simultaneously in pro
gress is K, it might be expected that individual 
observations would show that sometimes as few as 
D, and sometimes as many as R calls were in pro
gress at one time. It is desired to provide equipment 
for Q simultaneous connexions, so that those calls 
Jost by reason of this restriction in plant might not 
exceed a predetermined proportion of the whole. 
This problem can be approached from first principles. 

Suppose a bag to contain a large number of black 
and white balls in equal proportions and suppose 
balls be drawn out r 2 3 ..... n at a time. The 
result can be tabled as follows :-

Number of 
balls drawn 
at a time. 

3 

Grouping. 

r Black 
I White 

2 Blacks 
l White l Black 

'd Whit�� 

3 Blacks 
2 Blacks 1 \Vhite 

" " 
l Black 2 Whites 

" " 
3 Whites 

Chance of 
Arrangements obtaining such 

in each grouping on 
group. large number 

of trials. 

B 1/2 \ 
w 1/2 j ....... .. (l) 

BB 1
/4 l BW 

WB } 1/2 
J 

......... (2) 
WW 1/4 

BBB 1/8 l 
BBW 

} 3/8 BWB 
WBB 

BWW 

} J

/

8 r· (J) 

WBW 
WWB 

WWW 1/8 

It will be seen that the chance of obtaining any 
particular arrangement of balls depends upon the 
total possible arrangements and the chance of obtain
ing any particular grouping of balls depends upon 
the number of arrangements it includes. Further it 
follows that some groupings or combinations will be 
more probable than others, since they include more 
arrangements. 

Under the conditions of the foregoing data, if p 
is the chance that a black ball be drawn and q that 
of a white ball, in a draw of one ball at a time, 
p = q = t and, as it is a certainty that a ball will 
be drawn, p + q = r. 

The binominal expansion :-

npn-Iq n(n r)pn-2q2 (p+q)"=Pn+ -- + - · -· _-______ _ 
I ! 2 ! 

n(n-1) ... (n-r+1)pn-rqr + . . .  ---·- --·------- -- --- -- .. +q" 
r ! 

gives every possible grouping of p and q in a 
selection of things taken n at a time. The proportion 
of each group to the whole will be the ratio of the 
appropriate term in this expansion to its sum. 
That is 

(p + q)" when n = 1 = p + q identical with ( 1 ) 
(p + q)n 

(p+q)n 

n=2=P2+ 2pq + q2 
identical with (2) 

n = 3 =pa + 3p2q + 3pq2 + qa 
identical with (3) 

If, however, the black and white balls are not in 
equal proportions, let p = Kq. Then p + q = r and 
the results of a draw may be tabled as before. 

No. of 
balls drawn Grouping. 

at a time. 

B w 
chance of 

each group p q 
2 BB WB WW 

chance of BW 
each group p2 2qp q2 

3 BBB BBW WWB WWW 
BWB WBW 

chance of WBB BWW 
each group pa 3p2q 3pq2 q3 

The chances, in N repetitions of the draw of 3, 
are respectively Np3, N3p2q, N3pq2, Nq3• 

In general, therefore, the chance of obtaining 
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r black balls in a single selection of n balls will be 
the value of the term containing pr, so that in a 
draw of n balls, the chance of obtaining nB, ( n - I ) 
B1W, etc., will be as follows:-

Group nB (n-1)B1\V (n-2)B2W (n-r)Br\V 

Chance P" njJ"-' q n(n - 1) 
____ ___ pn-2 q2 

2! 
n( 11 --:-_�) • ._(ri_=.r + 1)P"='_ q' 

r ! 
The sum of all the chances is I. 

Of course, in any single selection of 11 balls only 
one value of r black balls will be obtained, but in 
repeated samples taking N draws of 11 balls, the 
number of times all the different values of r from o 
to 11 might be obtained would tend to the values 
below, that is, the successive terms in the expansion 
of N (p + q)", the sum of all the terms of which will 
be equal to N times 1. 

Arrange-
(n-r) BrW ment nB (n-1) BrW 

portion of balls of one colour which, in the long run, 
will be obtained from repeated sampling of balls 
taken 11 at a time. 

Applying the foregoing to Telephone Traffic, let 
an hour be cliviclecl up into N intervals. N may be 
large, so that more than one call cannot occur during 
one interval. Let there be x calls originated in this 
hour. Then the chance of a call occurring is 

� = p and the chance of a call not occurring is q. 
Assuming that a call is as likely to occur during any 
one interval as during any other, it is easy to see 
that the results of sampling would be identical with 
those which might be expected if balls were drawn 
11 at a time from a bag containing Np black balls and 
Nq white balls, where the black balls represent 
the intervals during which a call arrives and the 
white balls the intervals during which no call arrives. 
If the samples were taken over a large number of 
hours during each of which x calls arrived, it might 

n\V 

Number -��n__p11-1 q_) 
of times N(P") N(11l(n - r ) ._. _(n -'I'__ �-1 )pn-r q' :>J(q") 

I ! r ! 

The meaning of the result might be illustrated 
by ;Fig. 1, considering N dravvs of 4 balls under the 

Area 
Grouping 

4 8 6 2 � 
48 38/W 282W 3W!B 4W 

FIG. 1. 

conditions already indicated, but where p = -� and 
q= ! · With larger numbers, however, a smooth 
curve might be obtained, as in Fig. 2. 

Successive terms �� 
in expansion 

Values oF r 

FIG. 2. 

--

The chance of obtaining r black balls is given by 
the ratio of the area representing the term containing 
pr to the whole area of the curve and the chance of 
obtaining more than r black balls is the ratio of the 
area up to the term containing P' to the v.-hole area 
of the curve. 

It is now clearly possible to write clown the pro-

be expected, in the long run, that the resultant dis
tribution of calls and spaces would approach the 
binomial distribution :-

11pn-1q 11(11-1) 
______ 1 _ pn-2q2 . . . . . .. . q" 2. 

pn 

Taking just one hour, however, within the limit of 
error introduced by the restricted sampling, it might 
be expected that the same distribution would be 
obtained. Let this be assumed for the moment so 
that the next step can be taken. 

The binomial expansion may be written :-

n( 11 - l )qn-2p2 
q"+nq"-'P+ -- ,-- - + · · · ·  +p" ... (4) 2. 

or 

lln ( np ( 11 - l )p2 
l l + q- + n 2 ! q2 . • • + 

_ri_(�_=-1J . .. (n-r+ r)pr ... + 
r ! q" 

- ...... (5) P"
} q

n 

Suppose n approaches infinity and p approaches 
m 

zero so that p = -n 

Then q = ( l -p) = ( l - -;- ) 
1n n= and np, = m. p 
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also as n � ex;, q � 1 

and 
m 

I- -·�I, 
n 

n(n- 1 ) � 122, 

n( n - 1) ( n - 2) � n3 ' 

Substituting, therefore, m (5) 

and so on. 

11!2 (1-p)'; � r+m+ 
\ 2 ! ... + . . .  + 11_1:"_ lf . . .... (6) 

r ! n ! 

I 

Now ( 1 - x) -X when x approaches o, becomes 
equal to e-1• 

m 
So ( r - p) P becomes equal to e-"'. 

and (6) can be written as:-

e-m J I+ m + l 2 ! 

mr 
+ .

. . r ! 
. . . + 

!!!_n } n !  

or 2 ! 
e�m 

m' 

r ! 
e-m . . .  

m" 

n! e-m 

..................... (7) 

This is the well-known Poisson Limit to the 
Binomial expansion. 

mxe-in 
The general term is -·-·- - -

x ! 

The assumption made so far can now be tested. 
It will be easy to compare the manner in which calls 
actually arrive with this theoretical law. 

Suppose a record be taken of the demands received 
at a position during fifteen intervals, each of half a 
minute's duration. The actual period might, of 
course, be for one hour, but the smaller period will 
indicate the method. 

Let the results be as follows :-

Time in half i'\o. of demands 
minutes. received. 

2 
2 5 
3 
4 3 
5 4 
6 
7 2 
8 3 
9 2 

IO 
l I 3 
12 2 
13 2 
14 4 
15 ., 

They may be grouped as follows :

VOL. XXV. 

Demands per � min. 
0 

2 
3 
4 
5 

No. of occasions. 

3 
6 
3 
2 

This can be shown graphically as m Fig. 3. 

Number 
oF 

Occasions 

6 
s 
4 
3 
2 

0 2 3 4 s 6 7 
Demands per half minute 

FIG. 3. 

If the base elements of this curve are unity, then 
the area of the curve is equal to the total number of 
occasions. This curve might be called a Frequency 
Distribution curve of the rate of arrival of calls. 

If the total area of the curve be equated to unity, 
the area enclosed by the bounding ordinates, repre
senting the particular number of demands per half 
minute, is the chance of that number being obtained . 

The average number of demands per unit of time 

in this example is 2 7- or approximately 2.5. A 
rs 

Poisson Series with an average of 2. 5 gives the 
following values :-

Demands per � min. 
0 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

IO 
l l 
12 
13 

Total 

No. of occasions. 
r.23128 
3.07818 
3.84774 
3.20645 
2.00403 
I .00201 
.41751 
. 14912 
.04659 
.01294 
.00324 
.00074 
.00015 
.00003 

15.00001 

It might be expected that the result of one single 
experiment of fifteen observations would differ widely 
from the values given by a Poisson Series, which is 
rather a condition to be expected only if a large 
number of samples were taken. This point will be 
treated again later. It is perhaps rnfficient to notice 
that whether, in the long run, calls arrive in all the 
possible combinations of successes and failures, or 
whether, during the busy hour, at least, they tend to 
arrive in a more regular manner, might be deter
mined from idl; plug records or records of that type. 
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It is now possible to proceed towards the solution 
of the main problem. 

Suppose that we can obtain a frequency dis
tribution of calls simultaneously in progress (or 
junctions engaged) instead of a distribution of 
demands per half minutes. The distribution might 
be represented by Fig. 4. 

Number 
oF 

Occasions 

01234 x n 
Number oF junction� engoged 

FIG. 4. 

The scale of the picture can be so chosen that the 
area of the curve is unity. This area is in fact the 
total speech time. If only x junctions are available, 
we can say that the calls which would have engaged 
the (x+ r)th, (x+2)th ... (x+n)th junctions wi!J be 
lost. The lost traffic might therefore be the tail 
area beyond the xth term, providing that a restric
tion in outlets does not in some way alter the dis
tribution. \Ve return to this point later, but in the 
meantime will find what the distribution might be in 
an unrestricted system. 

In principle, the method is to find the chance that 
a call occurs during an instant T, that second and 
subsequent calls occur during the instants 2T, 
3T . .  K T and that these calls continue to be in 
progress up to time t, where t = K T. Going back 
to the conception of the Binomial, the chance of calls 
occurring and remaining in progress can be repre
sented by p whilst q can represent all the remaining 
failures, i.e., instants where calls occur and cease 
before time t or do not occur at all. 

Let it be assumed that m is the average number 
of calls arriving in a unit of time. Dividing up this 
unit into n intervals of length T so that nT = r, then 
the chance p of a call occurring in an interval T, is 
m 

If n is very large and T exceedingly small it 
n 

may be supposed that only one call can occur in an 
interval T and that p is exceedingly small. The 
connexion between these assumptions and the 
development of the Poisson Series is obvious. 

Let y = F(t) represent the frequency distribution 
of lengths of call or holding time as in Fig. 5. The 
upper limit of length is b. 

0 T 2T ....... . .. . . . . . . . nt . . . . . . . . . bnt 
----t----

FIG. 5. 

Then 
P(t) dt 

is the chance that a call will last for 
I 

a time between (t-tdt) and (t+tdt), and Pt, the 
probability of a call exceeding a given time t, is the 
ratio of the area of the curve beyond t to the whole 
area, i.e., 

I',� J :'��:,�' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  18) 

Now the chance of a call :-

- occurring in an interval T is p. 
--not occurring in an interval T is (r -p) . . . . . .  (a) 
.. continuing beyond time t is Pt. 

- ceasing before t is reached is ( r -Pt)· 
- occurring in interval T but finishing 

before time tis reached is p(r -Pt) ....... ._(b) 

- occurring in an interval T and con-
tinuing· beyond t is pPt······ ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .  (c) 

Equations a, b and c represent all the possib.le 
conditions under which calls can or cannot be in 
progress at time t. 

Grouping together the successes or failures, all 
the chances are given by1 :--

II {PPt+P (1-Pt)+1-p) ... .. .... (Sa) 

which is analogous to 

{p+q} {p,+q,} . . .  {Pn+q,,) 
whei-e Pt is in turn given all the values obtained from 
equation (S) by giving t the infinite number of 
values 0 T, 2T, 3T ... nT ... bnT. 

Equati�n (Sa) will therefore contain an infinite 
number of factors. 

It has been shown previously that the coefficient 
of pr in an analogous series is the chance of obtain
ing r items of one kind. 

Similarlv, the chance that K calls are going on at 
a certain 

·
time will be the quantity in the product 

shown in equation (Sa) which is associated wi
_
th t�e 

Kth power of the term which corresponds to p (111 this 
case pP). Writing (Sa);-

TI {PPtZ+p (r-Pt)+r-p} . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . (9) 
The required term is that co:itaining Zk. . 
The simplest case-which 1s taken by most 111-

vestigators-is when all calls are of equal length, 
say L. . . 

Thus, at any instant ST, a call for which � 1s Ie:s 
than L is still continuing, and calls for which t is 
greater than L have ceased. 

That is:-
pt= r for t less than L ; Pt= o for t greater than 

L. Then (9) becomes 

If the probzcbilities of two independent events are respec
.
tively 

P and P , the probability of their falling together is the 
p;oduct of their independent probabilities. 
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i 1n rn 
., 

II (pZ+1-p) =II - Z+1- · 
n n I 

f tn ) nL 
m z I 

= l--;:;- + l - �) 
a product containing nL factors corresponding to the 
nL instants T in which a case might have occurred. 

So that the chance of K calls going on at the 
moment is the coefficient of ZK in this product or :-

nL( nL - r ) . . ·, (nL- K+ l) (-rr::-r (I - !11 rL-K 

K .  n 1  \ n, 
.................... (IO) 

As n approaches infinity, this expression 
approaches :-

(nL)KmK _ �(nL-K) __ (mL)IZ_ 
K ! nK 

e " K ! 
e-mL ............ . . . (rna) 

From the foregoing, therefore, if there were an 
infinite number of selectors or Gutlets, the number of 
occasions on which o, r, 2, • . • • •  K, were 111 use 
would be as follows :· 
No. of Selectors 

in use. 

0 ...................... .. 

2 

K .................. . . 

Number of 
occasions. 

e-mL 

�L)_2 2 ! 

Written in a more familiar manner the general 
. m"' 

term 1s - e-m. The distribution of the frequency 
x! 

with which o, r, 2, . • . • .  x, junctions are engaged 
is therefore a Poisson Series if the calls each have 
an equal holding time and the frequency distribution 
of their rate of arrival is also a Poisson Series, a 
condition commonlv described as chance order. This 
solution was arri;ed at by Dr. E. S. Pearson of 
University College, London, and is a particularly 
helpful method of approach leading up to the 
principles adopted in the more general solution, 
shown in Appendix I. It is there shown, for the 
first time it is believed, that the frequency distribution 
of calls in progress (or junctions engaged) can be 
represented by a Poisson Series regardless of the 
way in which the call lengths arc distributed, but 
providing only that the calls arrive according to a 
Poisson distribution. Alternativelv, a solution is 
possible no matter in vvhat way call� actually arrive. 
This may have some use in g�ading proble�s since 
calls do not arrive according to a Poisson distribution 
at the commoning points in a grading. 

Proceeding from this point, however, it will be 
assumed that the frequency distribution of the rate 
of arrival of calls can be represented by a Poisson 
Series although the method to be adopted is perfectly 
general. vVe now require to determine the pro
portion of calls lost as the outlets are reduced. 

Let the frequency distribution of junctions engaged 
be represented by a Poisson Series :-

r 
ni2 m"' l��-l 

N l �n' ni 2 ! x! !! 
J Sn . Sn Sn 

. . .  Sn 

where N is the total number of observed intervals, 
m is the usual " m " of a Poisson Series, and Sn is 
the sum of all the terms in the Poisson Series, by 
which each term is divided so that the sum of the 
Series is unity. The whole expression has the value 
N and therefore each term now represents the actual 
number of occasions upon which o l 2 . • • . •  n 
junctions would be engaged simultaneously. 

As shown in Appendix I I., when there is only 
one junction available it will be engaged for a time 

N { __!!!___ � and disengaged for a time N fl -1 _ _If 
r+m 1 l+m 

so that the. distribution of junctions engaged will be 

Junctions engaged. N ( I 1 0 I i +m f 
( m I 

" , . N 
·1 I +m f 

If a second junction is available, some of tht: 
accepted tratli.c will be carried by each junction. 
Some of the number of occasions upon which r 
junction only is engaged will become occasions of 
two junctions engaged, some of those hitherto of o 
junctions engaged will become occasions of 1 junc
tion engaged. \Ve proceed to examine the effect of 
curtailing junctions. 

Invert the problem. Take the distribution of 
junctions engaged with two junctions available and 
examine the conditions when the second junction is 
withdrawn. Let the distribution be 

0 Junctions engaged. 
,, " 

2 ,, , , 
Taking away junction 2, then K_ becomes zero; 

every occasion of 2 junctions engaged becomes an 
occasion of l junction engaged. Some occasions of 
r junction become occasions of o junctions engaged. 

To fix our ideas, we might refer to the theoretical 
table in Appendix IV., showing the distribution of 
junctions engaged when the junctions are reduced 
one at a time from l 2 to l and the distribution of the 
traffic carried by each junction. This table was 
calculated by starting with a distribution with 1 2 
junctions available and reducing the junctions by one 
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at a time. The table is based on the assumption that 
observations are carried out at five-second intervals 
for 1 rt hours and the average volume of traffic 
offered is 4.0028 T. U's. It was, in fact, used to 
check the results of an artificial traffic record. 

I m ) The first junction is engaged for N · J l I T tll 
or 6770 intervals. 

The distribution of the traffic carried must be o 
intervals when no junctions are engaged and 6770 
intervals when one junction is engaged. The dis
tribution of junctions engaged must be 1690 in
tervals of o junctions and 6770 intervals with 
1me junction engaged, that is, in the proportion 

N l(�r - )( and N fl�} where the m's are those 1+1r1 r+m 

of the Poisson Series when all the junctions are avail
able. So that whatever operations occur between 

12 and I junctions the ratio of the first and second 
terms of the distributions of junctions engaged is 
the sanze. 

The second junction is occupied for 

r� 
in 3 

I N 
2 

-,1+111 rn2 f 
intervals 

1+m+ 
2 

or 6249 intervals. 

The distribution must be:-

Distribution Traffic Distribution 

O= 

I= 

2= 

of junctions 
engaged 

2 junctions. 

I N -I 
( N I 
JN 
I 

r+m+x 

Ill 

r+m+xj 

x - - - --
r +m+x J 

carried of junctions 
by engaged 

2 junctions. 1 junction. 

0 N 
r+m 

L-N x Ill 
-�-- --- N 
r+rn+x [+ti! 

N 
x 

r+m+x 

Where Lis the total traffic carried by junction No. 2 
and is 

111" 

I 17!2 2 ! 
N 

1r+m m2 f I+ Ill+ 
2 ! 

Equating 

N +L-N 
x - =N 

1+111+x 

N +N 
I +m+x 

whence 

I-
!-X 

r+m+x 
I +m+ 

1112 
SO that X= -

2 

2 

I +111+x I+ Ill 

m" 

m2 2 
-N 

ni2 r+m I +m+ 
2 

-N ----�--- = N 
I +m+x 1 +Ill 

2 

Proceeding, as each additional junction is brought 
into use it becomes clear that each series of the dis
tribution of junctions engaged is a truncated Poisson 
Series of the same " m " as in an unrestricted 
system. 

It is now possible to introduce the " difference " 
term. Taking the distribution of traffic carried by 

Traffic 
carried 

by 
1st junction. 

0 

N 
m 

I +111 

the third junction, it is clear that when the third 
junction is withdrawn, the 3816 occasions of three 
junctions engaged become occasions of 2; 1467 
occasions of 2 become occasions of r ; so that the 
new distribution when only two junctions are avail
able is obtained by increasing each term by these 
differences. 
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vVriting down these conditions:-

O= 

I= 

2= 

Distribution 
of junctions 

engaged 
2 junctions. 

N ----1112 
I+ Ill+ --2 

�---11_i_ .. 
1112 

1+111+-
2 

N ___ 2_-.. 1n 2 
I+ Ill+·-·-

2 

Differences between terms 
of Distribution of junctions 
engaged where 2 junctions 
available and only 1 avail-

able. 

N J _r t I + Ill 
I } 

11!2 
1+111+-; 

, . 

111 Ill } 
N l r + m 

- m2 
r+m+--

� 

m2 

N 
2 

rn2 
I +m+ 

2 

Totals= N 

The general term of the expression for traffic 
carried is :-

I mz nix-1 
(x+r) - +x --- .. +r 

N'l _x_ ! _....(x __ - r)_ ! _ 
11lx 

r+m+ .... + x! 

x (x- 1) ! 

I +m .... 

.. +I t 
mx-1 I + -

(x- 1 ) ! , 

Distribution of Traffic carried by wd Junction. 

N J I + 
111" 

I 1112 
1+111+--

' 2 r 11� + 11 i  
.:\i--2 ___ _ 

. I 1/l 2 
r+m+ 

,! 

2 N ----
,
-

112 
I +m+ 

2 

2 

I 

j 31:1." -j- 21/l +I 
N 2 1n I +m+ -- ·  ' 2 

+111 
m 

--------
1112 I +m 

t-m+ 
2 

Ill )_ 
I + 111 J 

2111 +I I 
I +m J 

I I -· i+mJ 

Distribution 
of junctions 

engaged 
r junction. 

N 
I +tll 

m N--
I +rn 

N 

and the total traffic carried by x junctions is :-

N i m 

1 -
and the loss is : -

1nx+1 
x! 

I +m .. -

N 
fl 11�� 1 I 

or . .-� J I+ rn .  
x! 

l 1n"' I x! 

1n" 111x+1 
(x-1)! x! -

N{ mx-1 
r+m+ + (x- r) ! 1+111 . + ,,,, } x! 

or using the better known symbols, the loss per hour 
in units of speech hours is2 :-

I A" l x! 
A t So that the series is :

Traffic carried by I st Junction { m m2 I N -I 
- ;---+-.;;;-

J 
= x 

Traffic carried by 2nd Junction 

Ill 

I+ 1ll 

111" } 
2 ! 

m2 
I +m+ 

2 

A" I I +A. . . + 
x! 

It will be seen that the " difference " terms equal 
the discarded terms divided proportionately amongst 
the terms retained in each series. 

The feature of interest is that traffic which has 
already passed through earlier switching plant is 
often described as being smoother than so-called pure 
chance traffic. The condition would appear to be 

2 See Appendix I II, 
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Time 
0-5 
mins. 

0 

0 

2 
2 
2 
2 

Time 
5-10 
1nins. 

2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
' 
c) 

4 
4 
4 
4 

Time 
10-15 
mins. 

8 
8 
8 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
s 
s 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

Time Time Time 
0-5 5-10 10-15 
mins. mins. rnins. 

8 4 
2 7 5 
2 6 5 
3 7 5 
4 7 6 
4 7 6 
4 7 5 
4 7 5 
4 7 5 
5 7 4 
5 8 4 
5 9 4 
5 8 s 
s 7 5 
s 7 5 
s 6 5 
5 6 6 
5 6 6 

4 6 7 
5 7 7 
5 7 7 
s 8 6 

The busiest five-minute period 1s clearly from 
about 8 minutes to 13 minutes. 

\Ve now recapitulate the various assumptions that 
have been made. Firstly it has been assumed that 

. . ni11 
calls arnve accordmg to the law rp(n)=e-"' --

n ! 
given in equation (7). It has also been shown that 
this assumption can be tested. In comparing 
records taken at B-positions, it must be remem
bered that when all multiple order-wire junctions 
between two exchanges are engaged, the distant 
:\-telephonist will often go from one to another order 
wire a number of times in quick succession. This 
may result in the receipt of a far larger number of 
demands within a unit per;od than would ever occur 
if the subscriber were to meet the engaged signal 
and make repeat attempts himself. Even on a 
single order wire group, the A-telephonist not in
frequently keeps the call in hand for a few seconds 
with the same effect on the record. Considering the 
conditions likely to be met in practice in an auto
matic system, it has been assumed that within the 
interval " a " representing the maximum time for 
which a call is held, a second call from the same 
subscriber will occur so rarely that its effect can be 
ignored. If calls do occur in these circumstances, 
the second call will have the time of its arrival 
influenced by the first call, so that the general effect 
will be to shorten the tail of the series representing 
the mode of arrival. It is common knowledge that 
subscribers frequently make calls one after another. 
At subscribers' P.B.Xs. calls are not infrequently 
delayed for want of free exchange lines before being 
passed to the exchange. In actual practice the 
theoretical results may therefore give the maximum 

loss possible, but a loss which may never in fact be 
reached. 

An examination of observational results would 
appear to be a method by which this problem may 
be solved. 

It is relatively unimportant whether or no the 
theoretical curve of a distribution of junctions 
engaged fits in the main fairly well with observed 
conditions. It is of cardinal importance that the 
theoretical and observed conditions should closelv 
fit within the region of the tails. This is by far the 
most difficult aspect of all problems of this nature, 
since it concerns essentially small quantities. 

There is another feature of interest. Let it be 
assumed that 1.82 traffic units are offered to a group 
of trunks. As 1.80 traffic units require by the 
present tables seven trunks, eight trunks will be 
provided. Clearly the grade of service will be 
superior to a loss of one call in every five hundred. 
So that, in general, such an interpretation of the 
tables will ensure not that there is an average loss 
of one in five hundred, but that this loss shall be 
the maximum on any one group of trunks. 

The reader should perhaps be warned that in 
attempting artificially to simulate actual traffic con
ditions, it is difficult to obtain a truly random dis
tribution of points from which calls start and he will 
be well advised to test his distribution before pro
ceeding further. 

Up to now the problem has been one of the 
quantity of equipment required to obtain a specified 
grade of service. It often happens however that it 
is required to determine the probable grade of 
service with a fixed quantity of equipment and a 
known volume of traffic. Referring to the Poisson 
Series already discussed, let it be assumed that 1. 30 
traffic units are offered to 3 outlets. The proportion 
of lost traffic is the ratio of the term for which x = 3 
to the area up to that term, that is in the long run 
.099792 • b 

6 
or 1 111 13. 12 calls would e lost. 

·95 904 

APPENDIX I. 

Let the distribution of lengths of call be 

y=f(L) as in Fig. 6 

where a call may vary from L = o to L =a, and f: 
/(L) dL= I 

.......................................... (I 2) 

0 L a 

Fie;. 6. 
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The chance of a very short call may be practically 
zero, but this means that the curve runs along the 
axis for some way before rising. 

Let 

F(L)= J� f(L)dL and F(a)=r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (13) 

or F(L) is chance of a call of duration less than L. 
Consider the calls x, likely to be in progress at a 
given instant of time T. Suppose this instant T be 
taken as the origin, and co-ordinate t measured 
backwards as in Fig. 7. 

T 

a ------o 

FIG. 7. 

Then we need only consider the calls which com
menced during the interval (T -a) to T, or on the 
new scale, from t = o to t =a. Any calls originating 
before that time will have ceased, if a is maximum 
length. 

Suppose in a given case there are n calls starting 
in the interval t=o to (t-a). Afterwards it will be 
necessary to sum for all possible values of n, but it 
is easy to start with a given n and find the chance 
of the various x' s. 

Let n calls occur in the intervals 

{f1±tdt1}, {td!df2} · · · {tn±idtn} } 
and let the corresponding associated lengths 
of call be 

L1 , L2 L,, 

(A) 

ts and L, (s = 1, 21 • • •  n) are supposed quite in
dependent. These n values of t are not to be con
sidered as in any order in time, if it is desired to 
give them identities it might be supposed that they 
arc in order of the subscriber's telephone numbers. 
This being so, t, is equally likely to have any value 
between o and a or the chance of call occurring in 

. . 
1 l 

. dt 
any one given 1ntcrva ct 1s - · Here an assump-a 
tion comes in which may or may not be important; 
it is assumed that second calls by a subscriber in the 
interval a are very rare. If they were frequent and 
ts and tp, say, represented calls of the same sub
scriber, it is clear that there will be restriction on 
the range of t, and t1,. It would be necessary then 
to go into the problem of how manv of the � calls 
were likely to be repeat calls. Ass

.
urning however 

that t may vary freely, the chance of the system (:\) 
given above is 

I 
= ;;;; f(L1)f(L2J .. /(Ln) dLl dL2 .. dLn dt) .. dt,, 

............... (14) 
x calls will be 1t1 progress when t = o, if x of the 

quantities L, -t., are > o, n -x are < o (as LP -tp 
in Fig. 8). 

------ d -------
I 

�����������--11 
I 

-ts----+-1 

FIG. 8. 

Out of the n calls each considered as having 
separate identities, e.g., as if identified with different 

subscribers, there will be 
n !_ 

ways of pickx ! (n -x) ! 
ing out x to be in progress at t = o, and 11 - x tu 
have ceased. 

Hence the chance of x calls being in progress 

= �-!(: �:�)-! ��J�f(L)dL ... J)(LJdL 

\Vhere th . 

�-����-..,.--���� n -x integrals 

dtn . . . ... (15) 

x integrals 

tk represent the 11 -x calls which 
have ceased at t = o 

ti .... t; represent the x calls which con-
tinue at t=o 

· 

All values of t between o and a have now to be 
integrated. 

Consider 

J<l (ti· ( " ( '' 

0
dh J /(L)dL= 

_
1 0

F(t)dt = ' /'(L)dL 

I- Jti I 

0
f(L)dL f 

= J: ( r -F(t)}dt =a - J: F(L)dL 

Hence the chance of x calls being in progress 
becomes:-

-- _ ____ :_ __ �_ -- F(L)dL a - F(L)dL 
n I 1 {fa l"-xJ fa } x 

x!(n-x)! a" 0 J l . o 

n! ·I( 
)

' px(r-p)n-x . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (16) 
x .  n-x . 
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Where p = l - -�- (\•(L)dL and 
a ) u 

l (" 
1-p=q= F(L)dL . .. . .... ...... ........... .. (17) a 

• o 

q = 1 _ p = -1- {integral of integral curve of f(L)}. a 
This is the ratio of the shaded area to the rectangle 
A B C D which is of area l x a= a shown in Fig. 9. 

0 a 
FIG. 9. 

Expression ( 16) gives the chance of x calls being 
in progress at t = o, if n occurred during previous 
time a. \'Ve have now to sum for all possible values 
of n. Suppose qi(n) is the chance of n calls in time 11. 
If the random law of arrival of calls holds, 

mn 
<f1(11)=e-m -;;-! .. .... . ........ .... .. .. .. . .... ... . (18) 

wi;ere m =average number of calls in time a. 

Hence the chance of having x calls in progress at 
one time is :-

s Jl. Cnx-JI_ = s""' jl qi(n) - I (
n� -

) 
,P'(r -p)n-x l .. (19) 

11::::0 11=0 .\ '  rz �\'. • J 
m general, and in particular if (18) be true 

- sf--�n-�---- e-m in"_ px(r-p)n-x I .. (20) 
-n=o lx!(n-x)! n! .J 
= _n:Y.� e-m s J J_ir1!__-::- P )} ':� I x! ,,=0 1 (n-x)! I 
- (mp)x 

x! 
(irzJ>l x! e-(mp)··············· ... .... ..... . . ...... . (21) 

or the distribution of x, calls in progress is a Poisson 
series where m= average number of calls in time 
" a " multiplied by 

=average number of calls in unit time multiplied by 

I I" I 
· a- F(L)dL · I • 

o I .. (22) 

Considering the integral, let y = f(L) be repre
sented by the curve shewn in Fig. 10. 

0 K a 

FIG. 10. 

Jao F(L)dL is the moment of the curve about its 

tail. The moment about K, the mean, is zero. The 
total area is unitv. Therefore the moment about the 
tail is l x distan�e K to a= a -K. 

Hence (22) equals {a-(a-K)}=K, the mean or 
tnX average holding time and ( 2 r ) equals -1 e-m where x. 

111 is now the average number of calls arriving during 
the average holding time, a brilliant solution arrived 
at bv Mr. Sadler of the Nautical Almanac Office. 
For ·the first time therefore it becomes possible to 
obtain a solution no matter in what way calls arrive. 
The solutions will, of course, vary according to the 
manner in which it is assumed calls arrive. 

APPENDIX II. 

Let the frequency distribution of the number of 
junctions engaged at each observation be pro
portional to the terms of the Poisson Series :-

m n1'2. 
l' ---

I 2 ! 
11!3 

• 0 ' cl x! n! 
so that the proportions of times during which 
o, r, 2, . • •  x, junctions are engaged are :-

1112 rnx r, m,-;r,·· x! 
Examine first what might happen if only one junction 
is available. Let N be the number of calls offered 
per hour and n be those accepted by the r st switch. 
Let B be the average holding time of each call in 
hours. 
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Then as the first junction will lose all calls occur
ring during the time for which it is engaged, the 

nB 
proportion of lost calls will be which equals 

N- n  

N 

Son= 
N 

or nB= 
1+NB 

NB 3. 
I +NB 

NB is the total speech time per hour in hours. It 
is also the average number of calls in progres;; at 
anv time, and is, therefore, the " rn " of a Poisson 
Se�ies. This shows, as it should, that the traffic 
carried by the first junction is independent of the 
number of junctions available provided that the 
restriction in outlets is not sufficientlv severe to alte1-
the manner in which calls arrive. 0lt also shows 
that, if only one junction is available under the same 
conditions, the ratio of the I st and 2nd terms in the 
distribution of junctions engaged is alvvays 1 and m. 
lf there are two junctions available, the distribution 

m2 
will be proportional to r, 111, , and so on. This 

2 
is the key to the situation. 

Then if x = r, one junction 1s engaged for a time 
m 

I +  111 
and the speech time lost is 

Ill 
I 

Ill \ 
111- -- =m --- ! 

I + Ill ', I + Ill/ 

If x = 2 then one junction is engaged for a time 

m 2 
-----,0::- and two junctions for a time 

nr 
I+ Ill+ 

2 ! 
lll2 

I +m+--
2 ! 

m2 
m+2 

2! The speech time accepted is -----
m2 

I+ Ill+ 
2 ! 

. .\nd the speech time lost 1s :-

1112 

m-
m+m2 2! 

m2 
l 

�"' { lll2 

J I+m+ -- 1+111+--
2 ! 2! 

In general when m units are offered to x junctions 
the loss is 

l m"' l x! 
m--

_m"'-1 i+m. + 
x ! 

3 See " Automatic Trunking in Theory and :practice," by 
G. F. O'dell and W. W. Gibson, Institute of Post Office 
Electrical Engineers. Paper No. 107. 

That is the proportion of traffic lost when x junc
tions only, are provided for 111 traffic units is 

1+m+ .. 
m"' 

x! 

APPENDIX Ill. 

It might have been postulated that equation ( 21) 
represents the frequency ·with which x calls are 
simultaneously in progress and also the frequency 
with which x calls are made in time periods equal 
to the average call length. Also the required value 
is the frequency with which (x + 1 ) , and (x + 2), . . .  n 
calls are made, and as upon each of these occasions 
one call will be lost, the proportion of lost traffic 
might be represented by the ratio of the area of the 
tail beyond x to the whole area or unity providing 
always that the lost calls are not large enough to 
in·roducc material error in the assumption that the 

Ill" 
manner of arrival of calls accepted is e-m . This 

n! 
is incorrect. \Ve say equation (21) represents the 
number of occasions upon which x calls arc in pro
gress, what is the chance of another call arriving 
during this condition? If the call arrives it will be 
lost. 

The distribution m an unrestricted system 1s 

I, M, 
:\F M"' 

' . .  x! 
In a restricted system 

as now shown it will be I+ K0, 

M"' 
+ K2, • • -·-,- + Kx. 

x .  

2 

The proportion of time during which x calls are 

. . 1\1"' K h f M II . .  
m progress 1s 

-xT 
+ x so t at o ca s arnvmg 

within the unit time period the number lost will be-

M 
xl 

+Kx { '.\l"' 

(I + K0) t (M + K,) + 

�M { M'" 
x! 

M2 
I +M+ 

2 ! 
. +  

l 
+Kx J 

M' } 
x ! 

smce K0, K,, . 
J\.12 

to 1, M, 

Kx are separately proportional 
M"' 

2 x! 
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Recent Developments in Pneumatic Ticket Tube 
Design 

J. E. M. McGREGOR, A.C.G.I. 

V 
ERV considerable improvements have been 

made in pneumatic ticket systems since the 
original installation many years ago at the 

London Trunk Exchange, G.P.O. South. As large 
systems of these tubes are now being installed at a 
considerable number of towns in connexion with 
the introduction of Trunk Demand working, it is 
thought that the following notes may be of general 
interest. These tubes differ from the usual docket 
tubes used by the Department in that no carrier is 
necessary for the transmission of the record ticket. 
These tickets are made of a stout paper and are 
about si'' long by 2�11 wide, provided with a sail by 
turning up one end. The tubes are rectangular in 
section of 2f' x f' bore, and the tickets are pro
pelled through the tubes by means of a current of 
slightly rarefied or compressed air. 

The tickets were originally provided with a sail by 
bending the head as shown in Fig. l(a), this being 
modified later by folding into an arrow head as 
shown in Fig. l(b), which was a considerable 
improvement as the friction of the ticket against the 
tube was greatly reduced, the rubbing surface being 
confined to the edges of the arrow fold. It will be 
noted that with both these folds, the head of the 
ticket was expanded by the current of air, thus form
ing a close-fitting piston. 

The latest practice is to fold up the tail of the 
ticket, making a sail at 90° or 60° about i" 10�1g. 
The ticket now no longer acts as a close-fitting 
piston, but is carried freely with a minimum of 
friction by the current of air, which thus requires 
less pressure for its purpose. This shape of ticket 
has another verv considerable advantage in that 
several tickets �ay pack up without blocking the 

To.I bent ai so" or 9ou ;;;s .s11e�n 

L --->-! 

FIG. 1.-METHODS OF FOLDING TICKETS. 

tube, as there is only an effective thickness of one 
layer of paper per ticket, whereas with the first form 
of ti<,:ket there are two layers and with the arrow 
head, four. This of course makes for much greater 
reliability of working with the tubes. 

The tubing used was originally of plain section, 
Fig. 2(a), but is now slightly corrugated as shown 
in Fig. 2(b). This further reduces the frictional 
loss and the risk of interference with the passage of 
the ticket by blisters or flakiness of the interior 
surface. 

a 

b 
FIG. 2.-SECTIONS OF TUBING. 

It will, of course, be appreciated that the erection 
of the tubing has to be very carefully carried out, 
the joints being perfectly butted and smooth, and the 
edges facing the travel of the ticket being chamferred 
away so that the ticket meets no obstruction. 

The tubes are usually assembled as far as possible 
in banks, either in the floor or overhead and are run 
generally on edge, this forming the best grouping 
both for convenience and accessibility. 

The ticket tubes are used as 
(a) Collecting tubes for transmitting the tickets 

from the operators' positions and deliver
ing them to a central point which, in the 
case of completed calls, is known as the 
Ticket Filing Position (T.F.P.) and, in 
the case of tickets which have to be sent 
on for the calls to be completed, is 
called the Pneumatic Distribution Position 
(P.D.P.). Each collecting tube may serve 
any number up to 10 positions. 

(b) Distributing tubes which run from the 
P.D.P. to individual positions. 

The apparatus employed depends on the systems 
installed, these being the Mix and Genest system 
and the McGregor system, which has been developed 
especially for the Department. Some buildings are 
being equipped with both systems in part, owing to 
installations having to be put in hand during the 
development of the new system. 
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The Mix and Genest system is shown in Fig. 3. 
It will be seen that a rarefied air or vacuum system 

VACUUM SYSTEM COLLE.CTING •use:. 

Feed,,.,9 /�o,,·.,/.� 
-- ____ .:_ __ . __ � ____ --:;:z::r;; __ ___ =v; 

Ha,,d or /'r/olor 
opero!�d. 

PRE.SSURE. $Y5TE:.M Ol'5lKlBUllNG TUB(_S 

IYol"e · 
Pressure and Vacuum 

oa;"s,"ahle darnper.r .<arm 
p;rl o/ £11/ngJ 

S�1n9 valve,..<; -
prov1dea' w1lh cnr lock 

pl<.lf">9er op<!raled by hon 
Pneurno!1c De.5/>a!ch PosJ/1on 

FIG. 3.-D!AGRAM OF Mrx AND GENEST SYSTEM. 

is used for the collecting tubes whilst a pressure 
system is used for the distributing tubes. In the 
vacuum system, tickets are inserted in the tube 
through a simple valve (see Fig. 4) and this 1s 

Fm. 4.-Mrx AND GENEST VACUUM DESPATClllNG \'ALVE. 

operated by pressing the button which opens a cover 
so that the ticket mav be admitted. The ticket then 
travels through the

' 
tube under tl]e influence of a 

current of rarefied air, being finally discharged 
through a rather complicated terminal embodying 
an air lock (Fig. 5). The terminal consists of two 
compartments A and B separated by a flap door C, 
the outer compartment being closed by another door 
D. The air is led away at the point E. The doors 
are controlled by levers so arranged that C is closed 
before D is opened and D is closed before C re-opens. 
Normally C is open and the tickets fall through into 
the chamber B. The door D is opened to let the 
tickets fall out, during which period any following 
tickets collect in the upper chamber A. The by-pass 
between the chambers is introduced to provide an 
air leak to reduce the noise caused by opening the 
inner door against the vacuum, the outer door being 
made slightly ft�·dble for the same reason. This 
terminal has to be operated by hand, or, if the 
terminals are mounted in a bank, they are opened 
and closed in turn by a cam shaft driven through 

FIG. 5.-Mrx AND GENEST VACUUM DISCHARGE TERMIKAL. 

reduction gear by an electric motor, the operation 
of opening being timed to take place at about 5 
second intervals. Where a large number of 
terminals is installed, they are generally opened in 
sequence by a series of cams set at different angles. 

Another terminal used on Mix and Genest systems 
is operated by the ticket striking a contact lever in 
the tube which sets a chain of relays in action, cutting 
off the vacuum and permitting the ejection of a 
ticket. 

In the McGregor system a different principle is 
employed and the ejection of the ticket is purely 
automatic, no auxiliary motor, relay or hand opera
tion is required and there is no delay. 

Before dealing with this in detail, it may be 
advisable to complete the description of the Mix and 
Genest system as regards the distributing tubes 
which are operated by compressed air. In this case, 
the sending ends of the valves are grouped con
veniently in a panel at the P.D.P. The delivery 
terminals of the collecting- tubes discharge their 
tickets at the back or sides of this panel on to con
veyors and/or chutes which bring the tickets on to 
the sorting space provided in front of the despatch 
position. vVhen conveyors are installed, owing to 
a large number of terminals discharging at the 
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P. D. P., they are usually driven by the motor operat
ing the discharge terminals. 

Owing to the distributing tubes being operated by 
compressed air, it is necessary to insert the tickets 
through a valve embodying an air lock, Fig. 6. As 
will be seen, this valve has two chambers, one 

f FL. "p 

,; I 

FIG. 6.-Mrx AND GENEST PRESSURE DESPATCH VALVE. 

directly connected to the air supply, the dividing wall 
having a slot covered by a flap door, normally closed, 

. whilst the chamber connected to the tube is open. 
\Nhen a ticket has been inserted, the plunger is 
depressed, thus opening the flap to admit air behind 
the ticket and causing the ticket slot to be closed by 
another flap. The plunger is retained by an electro
magnet, the circuit of which is interrupted when the 
ticket is ejected through the discharge terminal. An 
auxiliary press button switch is placed on, or 
adjacent to, the terminal to open the circuit for test
ing purposes. A lamp is placed in circuit to show 
that the tube is in operation. 

The discharge terminal is shown in Fig. 7 and 
consists of the open end of the tube provided with a 
guide for the ejected ticket which strikes a contact 
lever for the purpose of interrupting the control 
circuit described above. 

Both the vacuum discharge terminal and the 
pressure despatch terminal arc provided with a 
means of adjusting the vacuum and pressure to the 
length of the tube. 

The McGregor system is shown in Fig. 8 and is 
operated by rarefied air both for collecting and dis
tributing tubes. (This system is covered by Pro
visional Patent No. 28306/Jr, ]. E. M. McGregor). 

The sending valve on the collecting tube (Fig·. 9) 
is a simple fitting to provide a guide for the ticket 
into the tube and is normallv closed bv a cover which 
is lifted to insert the ticket� The co�er is held by a 
spring in either the open or closed position and the 
valve is thus suitable for one hand operation. 

FIG. 7.-MIX AND GE'IEST PRESSl.."RE DISCHARGE TERMINAL. 

The essential part of the system is the discharge 
terminal which is shown in Fig. 10. 

Whereas in all known systems it is necessary to 
provide auxiliary means to cause the ejection of the 
ticket, this necessitating in many cases quite a com
plicated design, the McGregor terminal is perfectly 
simple and absolutely automatic, the ticket being 
ejected by its own impact on the door. 

The principle employed is that of hinging the door 
of the terminal on the centre line and practically 
balancing it both statically and dynamically as 
regards the two halves for the various forces acting, 
namely, the working vacuum of the tube, atmos
pheric pressure, and gravity, and the inrush of air 
when the door is opened. No difficulty was 
experienced in developing the system for use on 
short tubes, but on the longer tubes the last con
sideration 'was found to give very great trouble as, 
owing to the !Cngth of the tube causing a drag on 
the column of air in the tube, the inrush of free air 
assumed a much greater value and caused the ejected 
ticket to be driven back into the terminal. A great 
deal of experimental work had to be carried out as 
regards the method of bypassing the air to the 
service pipes, although the general design was un
affected. In the early stages, too, though individual 
tickets could be discharged, it was found difficult to 
deal with a series of tickets overlapping or travelling 
at various spacings. All these difficulties were over
come in time, and the final model was found to eject 
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Fm. 8.-DrAGRAM OF l\IcGREGOR SYSTEM. 

any and all tickets automatically, however, and from 
whatever number of points, they were fed into the 
tube. The illustration is self-explanatory, the 
terminal consisting of an internal casing connected 
to a surrounding air chamber by means of the per
forations shown. The service pipe is connected to 
this air chamber at A. The tube is connected at B 
and the ticket travels through the terminal along the 
guide formed by the tube till it strikes the door 
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Frc. 9.--McGREGOR DESPATCH VALVE. 

which opens under the impact and allows the ticket 
to fall out. The closing of the door is assisted by 
the rubber buffer D and the door is so adjusted that 
it is sufficiently out of balance to remain closed 
normally. 

The adjustment of the door is controlled by the 
sluice E controlling the active area of the top half 
of the door and the slide F controlling the open 
portion of the guide. This adjustment is perfectly 
easy. It is essential for the proper working of the 
apparatus that close contact is made by the sluice F 
with the surface of the door and the casing. 

Inspection covers are provided at G to enable the 
bypass holes to be cleared if necessary, it being 
important that the balance of air flow at the ends of 
the door should be maintained. The hinging and 
movement of the door also must be perfectly free. 

For distributing tubes at the sending end, the open 
ends of the tubes are collected in a panel, part of the 
inrush of air being bypassed by perforations in the 
tubes behind the panel as shown in Fig. 8. The 
tickets are discharged by the same terminal used for 
the collecting tubes. 

On all collecting tubes, whichever system is 
employed, it is considered advisable to instal a device 
to give an alarm if the tube becomes blocked and 
the Float Contactor, which has been designed for 
the Department, is now standard. This is shown 
in Fig. 11 and consists essentially of a spring-biassed 
strip of aluminium which is lifted by the current of 
air as long as air is passing freely in the tube, but 
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FIG. 10.-McGREGOR DISCHARGE TERMINAL. 

drops in case of a blockage, causing an external 
contact to close and light an alarm lamp. This 
fitting is a great improvement on the old cylinder 
and piston device formerly used. 

In the original system, the air supply for the 
vacuum and pressure tubes was obtained by means 
of a rotary blower drawing from a vacuum container 
and discharging into a pressure container from 
which ducts were led to headers connecting with the 
tubes. This system necessitates make up and relief 
valves to balance the varying pressure and vacuum 
loads, and owing to the time lag in their operation, 
it is impossible to mainta;n the correct pressures on 
the tubes. Separate blowers of the centrifugal fan 
type, which have a more suitable characteristic, are 
now used, these being constructed in combined sets 
consisting of a vacuum blower and a pressure blower 
driven by a common motor. This system has been 
adopted as, while the vacuum load is constant, the 
pressure load varies from nothing to any amount 
depending on the number of tubes in use, and the 
combination ensures that the motor is working 
between half and full load and not at low efficiency. 

Each tube has its own time and pressure charac
teristic depending on its length and the number and 
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type of bends installed, and no general formula is 
strictly applicable. On the shorter tubes there is no 
advantage in increasing the speed of travel above 
30 feet per second as damage to the tickets will 
probably result, whilst on the longer tubes (200-
250 feet) i� is found that the practical limit of velocity 
is about 20 feet per second, this being obtained with 
a vacuum of about 13 inches water gauge. Increas
ing the vacuum above this results in very slight gain 
and it appears that the slip of the ticket is a minimum 
on such tubes with vacua of about 8 to I 3 inches, 
increasing rapidly outside these limits. 

This vacuum is measured with the air flowing 
freely through the tube and no tickets travelling. 
The actual vacuum available from the blowers is 
about 24" water gauge. While the ticket is travel
ling freely it is under the lower vacuum, but directly 
the ticket drags at the bends or a stoppage is being 
caused by tickets piling up, the air flow is reduced 
and the air bypass resistance automatically falls, 
allowing the effective vacuum on the tube to rise to 
the full water gauge available from the blowers. 
The vacuum is thus self-regulating and the bypass, 
or bypass and regulating cock, acts as a governor 
owing to its resistance to air flow varying with the 
quantity of air passing. Owing to this useful 
property, and to the fact that from the point of view 
of speed there is no advantage in using a normal 
vacuum higher than about 1311, it is possible to use 
a comparatively high resistance bypass; this is made 
use of in the McGregor system, a high resistance 
bypass being necessary to control the inflow of air 
from atmosphere when a ticket is being discharged. 

In conclusion, the author would like to express 
his thanks to Mr. Baines, Mr. Cross and Mr. 
Webber for their assistance in the experimental work 
and the construction of the fittings for the new 
system. 
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Telephone Efficiency 
Office Engineering 

Demonstration Rooms at Post 
Hill Research Station, Dollis 

rE problem of correlating the \"arious line and 
1pparat11s transmission values, obtnined in 

thl' laboratories and b,· measurements un 
actual linc-s and cir�uits, with 'the actual telephone 
conn:rsation cllicicncv has become one of consider
able importance. Th.e <littieulties of the problem can 
perhaps hest be indicated by enumerating the' various 
transmiss:on impairments which, in combination, 
1esult in giving a certain effective transmission Lo a 
typical connexion. 

Consider the case of a typical trunk connexion. 
The transmission impairment due to the trunk line 
will consist of the volume loss, the articulation loss 
due tu the cut-off, that due to cross-talk, to noise 
level, and any other impairment such as that due to 
echo effects, etc. The local line and exchange 
losses will be primarily volume losses, but there will 
be further impairments due to cut-off of the lower 
frequc1wics caused by the cord circuit, etc., and to 
line noises and cross-talk. 

The instrument losses will be a combination of 
volume losses associated with the local lines, and, 
in addition, the losses due to the manner in which 
the subscriber talks, inclu<ling the distance from his 
mouth to the transmitter, etc. The articulation loss 
will he due to a combination of the frequency charac
teristics of the transmitter, recC'iver, and subscribC'r's 
set, to the side-tone effect, and the amount of 
extraneous noise (room and street noise), and also 
the internal noise due to the transmittl'r. The 
enunciation of the speaker and the acuity of hearing 
of the listener will also obviously enter into the 
picture. The combination of all these divcrsl' 
clements, many of which cannot bC' direeth· added 
together, \\"ill form the only true measure o(the real 
telephone conversation efficiem·y. It is not surpris
ing, therefore, that volume and articulation measure
ments give only a partial ·indication of the rrnl 
dlicienc\·. 

Vario.us methods of measuring effective tram
mission are undl'r consideration, induding the 
American proposal to exprc·ss it in terms of repetition 
rnte, taking <ts a basis the number of repC'litions due 
to unintelligibility demanded per 100 seconds of 
conversation. This met hod has given such definite 
results in America, that it is now being used as a 

practical basis for transmission stanclar<lization. 
The method is being im·estigated here. :\part from 
this general investigation, ;i convenient metho<l of 
studying cffectivC' trnnsmission has been designed, 
and is <lescribed in this article. 

Two offices situated at a convenient distan<:"e 
apart in the Central Block at Dollis Hill have been 
nlloc<>tcd for this purpose. A certain amount of 
\\"all draping lrns been introrlucecl into th1·s(' rooms 
in order to produce reprcsentat ive ncoustic:il con-

YOL. XX\". 

ditions, and each room is equipped with a key 
control dl·\·icc hv which all the various factors \\·hich 
enter into a tciephonc com·ersation can be con
trolled. 

Fig. 1 shows one of these sets of key controls. 
The 1·ow of keys on the right hand Yert ical strip 
enables tic lines of varying types to he introduced 
into the circuit between one room and the other. 

The tie line can either be non-reactive with no cut
off or with high frequency cut-off varying in steps 
from 2000 to 4000 p. p. s. ..\lternati,·ely, a reactive 
tie line can be introduced equivalent to 20 lb. cahlt-. 
The second row of keys varies the length of the tie 
line in convenient steps from zero to 40 decibels. 
The third row of kevs enables local lines of various 
lengths and types to be introduced from zero to 

about iOO ohms and made up of various cable 
g-augcs. The fourth row of keys controls I he 
amount of side tone coupling of the partin1lar td1·
phone instrument under trial and gi\-cs :i numhcr of 
graduations from full coupling to tlw maximum anti 
sidC'-tonc condition which cnn at prrscnt b1• obt;iincd 
in practice. The fifth row of keys introduces various 
types of instrument circuits, whilst the last row 
introduces particular telephone instruments. 

Below the vertical strips of keys, three rotary 
ke\·s will be noted. The one on the left introduces 
definite values of room noisl'. .-\ gramophont' record 
has been obtained of what is r<'g<trclcd to be rcprt'
sentativl' ollice noise, combining- the effrcts of typ('
wr:ters, conversntion in undc·rlo1w, rustling of 
papers and !'trt·cl traflil· noises. The nois1·s arc 
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introduced into the demonstration rooms by means 
of a gramophone with an electrical pick-up connected 
to a suitable moving coil loud-speaker, the !alter 
being carefully adju!:>ted as regards its location and 
position in the room, in order to give the most 
realistic results. There are four (on) points for 
room noise which give successively 40 loudness 
units, equivalent to a very quiet otlice, 55 loudness 
units representing a typical office of the type in 
which a number of people are working. The third 
point represents 65 loudness units which can be 
regarded as that of an extremely noisy office, whilst 
the last point (75 units) represents an exceptional 
degree of noise only likely to be met with in tele
phones in busy workshops and similar locations. A 
sound is said to have a loudness of a certain number 
of loudness units when it appears to be equally loud 
as a tone of 11000 p. p. s. the same number of decibels 

FIG. 2.-APPARATUS RACKS, .. ROOM A." 

above its threshold loudness. It is, of course, 
realised, that room noise frequency characteristics 
will vary very considerably in practice. It is 
thought, however, that the particular room noi e 
record in use can be taken as rea!:>onably representa
tive. 

The central dial introduces line noise of the type 
produced by power line disturbance and the gradua
tions on this dial are so arranged as to introduce 
line noises producing voltages var) ing from 0.15 to 
2.i millivolls across the terminals of a 6o-ohm bell 
receiver associated with a standard C. B. termination. 

The dial on the right introduces frying noise, also 
\·arying from an intensity of 0.15 millivolts to 2.7 
millivolts across the receiver terminals. This noise. 
which is very characteristic and representative of the 
type of disturbance frequently met with on com
mercial circuits, i� produced by the rubbing of stifl 
wires against a roughened metal surface. . \ series 
of stiff wires are mounted on a spindle maintained 
in slow rotation, and the device can be seen in the 
top left hand panel of fig. 2. 

The above \'Oltages are measured on a valve \'<llt
mctcr indicating the R. M. . value of the voltage 
and with a frequency response characteri tic weighted 
to take into account the variation in disturbance 
produced by tones of different frequencies . 

. \ control board of the type just described is fitted 
in only one of the two ol11ces (designated " Room 

.\ '' ). The board fitted in the other office ('' Room 
R '') is shown in Fig. 3, and does not include kcyf> 

to vnr\' the tic line or line and frying noise, but only 

F1G. 3.-" RooM 13 " EQCIPMll!>T. 
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keys to vary the telephone instruments, local lines 
and room noise. 

Fig. 4 shows the test table in •·room A." It 
may be of interest lo indicate the particular types of 
telephone instruments shown in this illustration and 
upon which a considerable number of transmission 
tests have_ recently been mack·. Reading from left 
to right, these are a pedestal instrument with No. I 

C. B. transmitter; a pedestal instrument equipped 

Below this panel are four panels, carrying the 
tilters which may be inserted in the tie line to repre
sent different types of loaded lines. 

Below these are the rela\'s to effect the necessan· 
switching; some of the . rela\' covers contain th� 
resistances making up the sections of non-reactive 
line-. :\t the back of the lo\\'er blank panels is space 
for an artificial cable also controlled by some of the 
relays. 

F1r.. 4.-T1·:ST T.\Hl.I·:, " R"<>�I .\." 

with Inset Transmitter No. 10, which is of the type 
fitted in the hand microtelephone, and which is 
designed for use on bo1h C. B. and L. H. circuits; 
and a pedestal instrument fitted witl1 Inset Trans
mitter No. 3, which is only used for local battery 
purposes. In front is the old microtelephone Xo. 
28, followed by a Telephone l\o. 162, the new 
pattern hand microtdephone, and lastlv a condenser 
microphone on pedestal, an instrt.i'ment giving 
extremely high qualit v transmission. The controls, 
jacks and keys show�1 on the right bt�IO\v the table 
top are for the introduction of operators' telephone 
instruments for simila1· comparative triab. 

The remaining apparatus is mounted on three 
,.acks; two of these are similar and earn· the sub
;cribers and local apparatus whilst the th.inl carries 
!he tic line and common apparatus. Twn of the 
·acks, shown in Fig. 2, are fitted in " room :\, ' ' 

:he other local rack being in " room B," shown in 
Fig. 3. 

. 

Dealing with the common apparatus first, the lcft-
1and rack in " room .\," Fig. 2, has at the top a 
Janel carrying the arrangements for supplying line 
10ise. The two valves seen on the right of this 
Janel are to enable the noises to be applied to the 
wo ends of the circuit without providing a circuit 
or stray currents from one end to the other. The 
10ises are supplied to the grids of the valves in 
>arallel, the anodes being connected through high 
�pcdance transformers across the two ends of the 
me. 

Coming to the local apparatus racks, Figs. 2 and 
3. the top panel is the amplifier for room noise. The 
second panel is an amplifier for high quality trans
mission. At End ,\ the condenser microphone 
sh<l\rn in Fig. 4 may be connected, while at End B 
a high qlwlity moving coil receiver may be connected 
to the corresponding amplifier, thus providing very 
high quality transmission in the direction A to B. 
(!11 the opposite direction ordinary instruments arc 
used.) The microphone and n;cci\·er arc similar to 
those used on the Primary Reference System. 

Tlw next panel is for controlling the power 
supply. ,\s far as possibll', power is taken from the 
lighting mains, e.g., for the line ancl room noi scs 
and g-ramophone motor. The station 5u-volt battny 
is used for relay operation, but inclepcnclcnt 2:?-volt 
batteries arc used for speaking purposes so that 
really quiet conditions can be obtaincd. .-\ 4-voh 
battery is provided for supply to a potentiometer 
enabling local battery transmitter current to be used 
undcr conditions representing two or three, new or 
average dry cells. :\ 6-volt battery is provided for 
the high quality amplifier filam!'nts with a :zoo-volt 
hatterv for the anode supply. 

The' 22-volt, 4-volt and 6-volt batteries are charged 
in series from the 50-volt supply. 

;\ milliammetcr and a voltmeter arc fitted with 
cords and plugs by \vhich they may be connected to 
the various batterv, valve anode and transmitter 
circuits as required. 

Below the po\\'cr prinel is ;i strip of jacks con-
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nected in the speaking circuit at 
indicated in Fig. 5. These arc 
'' patching '' specia 1 apparatus 
circuit. 

various points as 
very usdul for 
and lines into 
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FIG. 5.-CoN:-.:Ex10:-.:s oF " PATCl!lKG " J.\CKS. 

The next panel has mounted on it, and on a small 
shelf at the rear, the various coils, condensers, etc., 
required for the various subscribers' circuits. Space 

and spare connexions are provided so that altera
tions and additions can easily be made. 

The lower parts of these racks are occupied by thl· 
relays required for switching, with, right at the 
bottom, the resistances and condensers making up 
the various local lines. The apparently large number 
of relays is necessary in order to prevent unpleasant 
bangs in the receiver when changing over circuits 
carrying battery current. The receiver and line are 
short circuited automatically during the transient 
periods. 

It will be seen that with the above arrangement 
it is possible to set up almost any circuit and local 
condition desired, and to compare it with any other 
condition. A large number of tests have been madE 
by various members of the Engineer-in-Chief'� 
Office, and valuable information has been obtained, 
in particular, as to the relative advantages oJ 
different side tone arrangements under various con· 
ditions. 

The arrangement of apparatus is on somewha1 
similar lines to that set up in the headquarters office� 
of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. 

B.S.C. 
E.J.B. 

Standard Grading Frame for Automatic Exchanges 
G. BROWN, A.M.l.E.E. 

A 
NE\V grading frame for use in automatic 
exchanges equipped with Open Type Racks 
will shortly be specified as standard for new 

work, and a description of its main features may 
therefore be of interest to Engineers concerned with 
exchange equipment. 

The new frame, which is officially described as a 
Trunk Distribution Frame or T.D.F., has been 
designed with a visible grading field on the front 
and all cabling and wiring at the rear, on the same 
principle as the Open Type racks with which it will 
be associated in practice. It will be constructed so 
that it will line up on the same floor angle with 
standard racks and may be installed either as a 

sectional or a centralized T. D. F. as required. 
Provision has been made for grading outlets from 

the following types of selectors :-

Ciro up Selectors 100 outlets 3-w�re links 
<iroup do. 200 do. 3-w�re do. 
1st Code do. do. do. 200 3-w�re 
1st Code. do. 100 do. 4-w1re do. 
(Levels to Multi 
metering 2nd Codes) 
,\-digit Selectors 100 do. 5-wire do. 
Coder Hunters 24 do. 5-wire do. 
Subs. Uniselectors 24 do. 3-wire do. 
(Booster metering) 
Subs. U niselectors 24 do. 4-wire do. 
(4th wire metering) 

The grading will be effected on connexion strip 
designed for the purpose and equipped horizontall. 
in panels on the frame. Fig. I shows a portion o 
three grading connexion strips assembled one atmv 
the other as they would be when equipped on th 
frame. The soldering terminals are made wit 
separate slots for incoming cable terminations an 
jumper wires, and have their tips forked and splaye 
to receive the bare cadmium copper grading wire. 

Jumper 
Wires 

Grading 
Wires 

Cable 
Wires 

FIG. 1.-1'.IRT OF (;JUDIKG 
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Cables 
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It is intended to use three type:. of grading con
nexion strips-one with 22 sets of terminals arranged 
in triples whilst the other two have 25 sets of four 
and five terminals respectively. The connexion 
strips with 22 triples will take gradings of 200 outlet 
!.>electors, lc:1xing two sets of terminals on the right 
of each strip. Gradings of 100 outlet selectors 
require only half a strip. In this case, a white 
dividing line will separate the r 1th and 12th sets of 
terminals, thus leaving one set at the right-hand end 
of each 1 o sets of terminals for connexions from 11th 
contacts on le,·els, if required. 

The outgoing connexion strips are the regular 
Post Office �tandard type as used on Intermediate 
Distribution Frames. 

Each bay of the T. D. F. has capacity for sixty-

Fie. 2.-MooEL TRusK D1snout:nox Fil u1E. 

four incoming and sixteen outgoing connexion strip� 
with four miscellaneou'> connexion strips equipped 
on the top, rear, for connexions such a :- 'pare 
outlet earth connexions, Congestion ;\1eters and 
Routine Access Relays. 

Cabling is arrangeci so that the incoming cablc:s 
will be served down the right-hnnd side and the out-
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going- cables down the left-hand side, looking at the 
front of the frame. The sheet steel covers, which 
serve as designation plates, arc removable for 
cabling purposes. 

Fig. 2 shows a front view of an experimental 
model of two ba\·s manufactured for the Post Oflice 
by Messrs. Sien{ens Bros., \Yoolwich. On the left 
of each bay there is a column of ordinary connexion 
strips on which the outgoing cables arc connected. 
To the right of these, separated by vertical designa
tion plates, are the rows of horizontal connexion 
strips terminating the incoming cables. 

FIG. 5.-jUMPER RING. 

Conyrntions 
-•- .!u111,,.,-s �,,_ l/C St.rip Conn. 
-·- ,,_.,ed by°"" ring to 0/0 

Strip Conn. served by 
anolht11• ring in the same INiy. 

-·- Jum�r.s betw-n l/C and 
OfG Strip.s Corin _,1te1ated 
within the area :served by 
one ring. 

- - Jumper.s bet.ween one bay 
and another. 

0/6 Strips 

Incoming groups from selector levels are cabled to 
the horizontal strips and formed into graded groups 
with 26 lb. bare cadmium copper wire. Each graded 
group is cross-connected with jumper wire to its 
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allotted position on the outgoing terminal strips and 
from there cabled to the next piece of apparatus in 
the chain of connexions. 

A typical grading diagram showing a 20-contact 
12-group grading is seen in Fig. 3. This grading 
was one used in trying out the model frame in the 
Department's circuit laboratory. A closer view of 
eight of the groups (A to H) is seen in Fig. 4. The 
remaining four groups (I.J. K. L.) appear on the 
llpper portion of the right-hand bay in Fig. 2. This 
was arranged to prove the utility of the frame for 
dealing with conditions which may arise where, due 
to space limitations in the grading field, it becomes 
necessary to split a grading into two portions and 
float one of them over to the second bay. In these 
circumstances, the split portions of the grading 
should be cross-connected with jumper wire between 
the incoming terminal strips concerned. A single 
jumper ring is fitted at the bottom of each bay for 
this purpose. It will be observed that the growth 
of the wired panel is upwards, and the markings 
shown in the illustrations are typical only. 

A jumper ring (suggested by Mr. E. F. H. King, 
of the Engineer-in-Chief's Office) which separates 
vertical cross-connexions from those run in a 
horizontal direction is illustrated in Fig. 5. This 
new type of ring prevents wiring congestion in the 
jumper field and facilitates rearrangements resulting 
from changes in traffic density. 

Fig. 6 indicates typical jumpering arrangements 
and various framework constructional details are 
shown in Figs. 7 and 8. 

It will be seen that the width of the unit frame, 
which is 2 feet 3 inches for selector gradings, i.e., 
when connexion strips with 22 sets of three terminals 
are used, increases to 3 feet o} inch when the longer 
grading strips with 25 sets of four or five terminals 
are required. 

Provision has also been made for small exchanges 
where, as a rule, floor space for ·auxiliary frames is 
limited. In these cases it will usually be possible to 
combine the selector gradings on one panel with 
subscribers' uniselector and hunter gradings, as 
illustrated in Fig. 9. This composite panel is 
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FIG. 9.-COMPOSITE GRADING PANEL. 

designed to be equipped on any standard 4 feet 6 
inches open-type rack and should be arranged at the 
outset for the ultimate capacity required. 

The author is indebted to Messrs. Siemens Bros., 
Ltd., for the illustration of the grading terminal 
strips shown in Fig. l. 

The Quantitative Spectrographic Analysis of 
Lead Cable-Sheath Alloys 

G. H. METSOK, B.Sc.(Eng.), Grad.I.E.E. 

Introduction. 

A 
MA TERI AL which is to be mass-produced 
according to specification must be constantly 
examined during manufacture to ensure that 

its composition lies within limits prescribed by its 
purchaser. Accordingly, the producer is continually 
applying tests, chemical and physical, which must 
be sufficiently accurate to maintain his standard of 

quality and yet rapid enough to keep pace with his 
speed of production. A case illustrative of this 
production-control lies in the Telephone industry in 
the manufacture of lead cable-sheath alloys. 

In recent vears it has been found that certain 
alloys of lead

· 
with antimony, cadmium and tin show 

a marked superiority over pure lead in resisting 
vibrational fatigue failure. These alloys are now 
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being cxtensi vely employed and it has become clcsi r
:1blc to introduce new and faster methods of allm·
analysis for control and test purposes. In the pa

�
-;t 

all alloy-analysis has been dune by chemical methods 
whid1, although exi:ellent from the point of view of 
acl·uracy, have the disadvantage of being slow and 
highly technical. 

lt is the object of this article to describe a system 
of lead alloy-analysis which has recently bct.:n 
developed in the Post Oflice Research Section to 
overcome the disadvantages of the chemical method. 
This system, which employs the principles uf 
quantitalive spectrum analysis , is sulliciently accurate 
for its purpose <tnd is many times faster than the 
mrrcsponding chemical analysis. 
<J11a11til11tio.1e Spectr11111 A.1111/ysis. 

:\!though many attempts have been ma<le during 
the last fifty years tu develop a system of quantita
tive spectrum analysis , it was not until quite recently 
that a really practical sysh:m was introduced. In 
1928, Shicbc and ::\cfthausscr' adapted the 
logari thmic sector photometer to the problem and 
e\·olved �1 system of analysis uf tin in lea<l-tin 
alloys which gave excellent results. Their technique 
has recently been perfected and their theoretical 
assumptions given a mathematical significance by 
Twyman, Simeon ;111d Fitch.�. These investigators 
have mnde quantitati\'c delt.:rminations of silicon, 
nickel and chromium in iron allm·s with an accurncv 
compatible in many cases ,,·ith 

·
that obtainable b): 

d1emical methods. 
The theory of the method is simple and is ex

plained in a few words. The optical spectrum of an 
alloy containing, for example, 99 per cent. lea<l an<l 
1 per Ct'nl. antimony consists of numerous spectral 
Jines due to the lead and a smaller number of lines 
due to the antimom·. Shiebc and Neuhausser dis
co\'ered that, given

· 
a standard method for exciting 

the spectrum, the i11te11sity of a line due to a minor 
constituent-in this cast.:, antimony-increases in a 
regular manner as the percentage of antimony in the 
alloy increases. Consequently, if we devise a photo
meter for comparing the intensities of the antimony 
lines in the various allovs, \VC have a means for 
ascertaining the antimo�y content of the alloys. 
The type of photometer adopted by Shiebe and 
:'lleiihausser for this purpose is known as the Rotating 
Log-arithmic Sector Photometer, 3 and is shown in 
Fig. I. It will be seen that the instrument consists 
essentially of a disc whose outer edge is cut in a 
logarithmic spiral. This disc is placed in front of 
the spectrograph slit and rotated by a small electric 
motor. 

1 (i. Shi<'h� and ,\, l\'e\ihausser. Zeirschrift fiir <ingewan<lce 
Chemie. 1928. Vol. 41. 

F. Twyman :mu A . .'\. Fitch. Qu:111titati,·e Spectrogntphic 
Analysis of Steels. Paper read before the Iron and Steel 
Institute. 

3 F. Twym:m :ind F. Simeon. The Logarithmic Sector Photo
merer and its use in Quantitative Spectrum Analysis. 
Paper read before the Optical Society. 

fJG. }.-LCJGARITHMIC SECTOR PuOTOMET.t:K. 

The effect of rotating the disc in front of the 
spectrograph slit is to expose each spectral line 
logarithmically along its length. This results in the 
spectral lines photographed on the plate being 
narrow wedges instead of parallel-sidC'd bars; this 
effect will be clearly seen in Fig. 2, which is a 
spectrogram of lead-antimony obtained with the 

I • l 10/Sb 

I • 

j ' ' 

FJC. 2.-SPECTROCRAM Of LEAD-ANTl!otOS\', 
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logarithmic photometer. Since the law of photo
graphic blackening is also logarithmic, the lengths 
of these " wedges " are related to the intensities of 
the lines producing them. Hence, if we determine 
the length of a particular antimony line-wedge, we 
have a measure of the intensity of this line and also 
a measure of the antimony concentration in the 
alloy exciting the spectrum. 

The method for determining a 

in an alloy will now be apparent. 
antimony alloys is prepared and 
determined by chemical analysis. 

minor constituent 
A series of leacl

their composition 
The spectra of 

equally. Thus the difference in length of a particular 
lead and a particular antimony line is constant and 
unaffected by slight variations in experimental pro
cedure. It is this difference t:.l 

ill = lpb - lsb 

that is plotted against " composition " to give the 
required curve. 

Experi111e11tal Procedure. 

The set-up of the apparatus for the routine opera
tion of the analysis is shown in Fig. 3. The position 

IJ.J 

FIG. 3.-VIEW O� APP,\RATUS fOR SPECTROGRAPlllC i\SAL\'515. 

these alloys arc now photographed under precisely 
similar conditions using· the logarithmic photometer. 
For each alloy, the length of a particular antimony 
line-wedge is measured and a cun·c prepared show
ing the length of the antimony wedge plotted against 
the known composition of the alloy. Hence, if we 
require to know the quantity of antimony in an alloy 
of unknown composition, we photograph its spectrum 
using the logarithmic photometer, measure the 
length of the antimony line-wedge, and compute the 
composition of the alloy from the reference curve. 
Fig. 2 shows the manner in which the antimony 
wedges decrease in length as the percentage of 
antimony in the alloy decreases. 

In actual practice the above procedure is slightly 
elaborated. It is impossible to standardize the 
sparking and photographic details so accurately 
that there is no variation in the length of the lines 
due to these causes. If a small variation be made 
from standard procedure, it can be shown both 
theoretically and experimentally that the lengths of 
the lines from both major and minor constituent vary 

of the logarithmic photometer relative to the spectro
graph will be dearly seen. The outer edge of the 
photometer disc is cut away in a logarithmic spiral 
such that 

- log() = 0.3 + o.2l 

where fJ is the circumferential aperture, expressed 
as a fraction of a complete revolution, at a distance 
l 111111 measured radially inwards from the outermost 
part of the curve. Tlie disc is carefully centered on 
an adjustable stand and driven at about 300 revs. 
per minute. 

The alloy under test is clamped in the sparking 
stand and submitted to a condensed spark discharge 
from the secondary of a 5000-volt transformer. An 
inductance of 0.005 henry is included in series with 
the spark circuit and a condenser of 0.03 µF con
nected in parallel with the electrodes. The light 
from the alloy is condensed on to the slit of the 
spectrograph by a quartz condensing lens. After 
passing into the spectrograph through the slit, the 
light is dispersed into its spectrum by a prism or 
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grating and recorded on a photographic plate which 
is developed in the usual manner. As the photo
graphic procedure is important, details are given in 
an appendix. 

The lengths of the antimony and lead wedges are 
measured by a micrometer-microscope and their 
difference gives the value of 6.Z. Curves relating 
6.l and '' percentage composition '' for lead
antimony, lead-cadmium and lead-tin arc shown in 
Fig·s. 4, 5 and 6 respectively. 
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Discussion of Results. 
A particularly interesting feature of the three 

curves for the three alloys of lead is that all are of 
the same mathematical type. In the case of lead
cadmium, for example, if 6.l be plotted against (log 
per cent. cadmium) as shown in Fig. 7, the resulting 
graph is linear and so may be expressed in the 
general form 

· 

y=mx + c  

where y = 61, x log per cent. cadmium and 111 

and c are constants. 
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The curves for lead-antimony and lead-tin are 
found to obey the same type of law. Twyman and 
Hitchin4 have recently discovered that this relation
ship holds for numerous alloys and there is reason 
to believe that it is the generalized law of these 
curves. This result is of considerable value as it 

4 F. Twyman and C. S. Hitchin. Examination of Metals in 
Solution by means of their Spark Spectra. Proceedings 
of the Royal Society. Series A. Vol. 133. 
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will enable future investigators to draw up reference 
curves from two points only. 

In order to form an estimate as to the degree of 
accuracy obtainable, two alloys were analysed by an 
investigator having no previous experience of the 
method. Three separate photographic exposures 
for each alloy were measured and the mean value 
of .:::,.z obtained for each allov. The results are 
appended. 

· 

Actual Estimated 
antimony .\lean .::,.1 antimony 
content. content. 

I --·--�---- 1----

0.70% 0.81 0.76% 
0.94% 0.35 0.89% 

U/ Error. ·U 

+ 8% 
- 6% 

vVith a little experience an accuracy of ± S% is 
attainable. 

The time actually occupied by a complet� ·analysis 
wa;, found to be about 15 minutes. The time for 

the corresponding chemical analvsis would be about 
four hours. 

APPENDIX. 

Details of the photographic procedure are given 
below. 

Plates.-Ilford Rapid Process Panchromatic 
Developer.-Equal parts of solutions A and B. 

Hydroquinone 
Pot. metabisulphite 
Pot. bromide 
Water 

Pot. hydroxide 
\Vat er 

A. 

B. 

Temperature of developer 
Time of exposure 
Time of development 

25 gms. 
25 gms. 
2-

::> gms. 
1000 cc. 

50 gms. 
1000 cc 

65of. 
1 minute. 

2t minutes. 

Laying Cables by Means of a Moledrainer 
L. Cl. SEl\!PLE, B.Sc. (Eng.Jam] R. 0. BoocucK. 

T
HE decision to provide the Cambridge-Kings 

Lynn cable by underground construction was 
largely due to the opportunities which the 

grass margin afforded for the employment of 
mechanical methods of excavation. Messrs. Ran
somes, Sims and Jefferies, of Ipswich, were 
approached with reference to the possible use of a 

moleclrainer and they kindly agreed to co-operate 
in carrying out preliminary trials on their testing 
ground. 

The moledrainer is designed for draining land 
and consists of a solid steel cylindrical '' mole,'' 
wedge shaped at the leading encl and supported from 
a chassis by means of a knife edge " coulter." 

The Ipswich trials demonstrated that both lead
covered cables, and protected and armoured cables 
could be drawn into the ground behiml the '' mole '' 
at a depth of twenty inches without suffering any 
material damage to the sheath, despite the inclusion 
in the track of a semi-circular bend of 30 feet radius. 

Theoretical calculations, based on dynamomcter 
readings taken at these trials to determine the 
maximum lengths which could be safely drawn in, 
were considered sufliciently promising to justify a 
recommendation to Headquarters for more extensive 
trials on the proposed cable route. 

Authority was given to carry out further tests 
using a 520-yard length of 122-pair IO lb. quad type 
armoured cable. The armouring consists of two 
spirally-wound steel tapes protected by an outer 

layer of compound jute yarn, the overall diameter 
being slightly under two inches. 

The second series of trials were witnessed by 
Headquarters and District ofi1cers and by representa
tives of Messrs. Ransomes, Sims and Jefferies. The 
general arrangement of the tractor, moleclrainer 
and cable can be seen from the accompanying photo
graphs which show the moleclrainer both in and out 
of action and also a typical section of the cut rnade 
by the implement together with a view of the cable 
in the " drain." 

The cable end was dressed, passed through a 

thimble and looped back on itself, and a split grip 
secured in such a manner that the conductors, sheath 
and armouring each took a share of the pull. Con
nexion to the mole was made through mechanical 
fuses designed to break at a predetermined load, 
particulars being supplied by the Birmingham Test
ing Branch who tested to destruction a sample of 
the cable. By this means, the pull on the cable 
could be determined for the corresponding length 
drawn in, and a safeguard was provided against 
excessive strain. The moledrainer itself was coupled 
to the tractor via a dynamometer. 

Pilot holes were dug at intervals of 50 yards to 
reveal any obstacles and to permit observation of the 
cable during its passage through the " drain." 

At intervals during the trials the drawing-in was 
stopped, the cable end dug out and coupled direct to 
the dynamometer on the tractor, and the tractive 
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.\lusrs. Ru.usome� . .Sims and Jeffe'i�s. 

Fm. 1.-:MOLF.Dl!.\l:-;ER WITH CABLE ATTACHED. 

effort necessary to pull in the known length of cable 
determined. 

A length of 312 yards was drawn in without 
difficulty at an average depth of 2-1- inches and at a 
speed of about r mile per hour in virgin ground 
having a subsoil of a moist sandy nature. The 
maximum pull on the cable alone was 21 cwt., and 
the total tractiYe effort inclusive of that required to 
haul the molcdraincr varied between 2� and 3� tons 
according to the resistance of soil encountered. 

Insulation, conductor resistance, capacity un
balance an<l resistance unbalance tests were ma<le 
both before and after the drawing-in operation and 
they showed that the electrical characteristics had 
not been materially affected. A comparison of the 
conductor resistance tests indicated that the cable 
had not been permanently strained and no sign of 
mechanical damage was evident. 

The success of the trials was such as to justify 
the adoption of the method where practicable along 
the route of the proposed Cambridge-Kings Lynn 
cable and authority was given to hire the mole
drainer and a tractor for that purpose. 

Efforts to secure a " Caterpillar " type tractor on 
hire were unsuccessful and attention was therefore 
directed to a Fordson Tractor which, although of 
insufficient power to exert the required direct pull, is 
capable of exerting approximately 4! tons draft 
when equipped with a low geared winch and self
anchoring device. 

In using this equipment the winch-hawser is 
hitched to the moledrainer (which had been modified 
by the addition of wheels at the leading end) via a 

stranded 7 /8 wire mechanical fuse which has a 
breaking load of approximately 4! tons and which 
safeguards the moledrainer against liability to exces
sive damage by buried obstacles. A subsidiary fuse 
of 7 / q. wire is fixed in parallel with the main fuse 
and with considerable play in it, with the object of 
absorbing the inertia of the hawser should the main 
fuse break, thereby preventing any dangerous 

Photo. by R .Q. IJ. 

FIG. 2.-MOl.EDRADIER IS ACTIOS. 

Musr.s. Hauniu.cl. Sims and jel/erin. 
Fu;. 3.-Si;:1:nu:-; OF Cu1·, SH0\\'1:-;G CABLE 1s " D1Bts." 

" jumping " of the hawser. The cable is attached 
to the mole in the manner alrcatly described and the 
tractor driven forward with the winch running free 
and paying out steel hawser until suitable anchorage 
is found. The po"·cr unit is then disengaged from 
the tractor wheel drive and engaged with the winch; 
the hawser takes up the load and being held at the 
distant end by the resistance of the earth to the 
moledrainer causes the tractor to move backwards 
and bury its anchors in the ground. When the 
anchorage of the tractor becomes greater than that 
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of the moledrainer, the latter is pulled forward, 
drawing the cable immediately behind it until all the 
hawser is taken up on the winch. The winch is then 
disengaged, the power unit engaged with the wheel 
drive and the anchor automatically withdrawn as the 
tractor moves forward to repeat the operations. 

The tractor-winch combination has advantages 
over the " Caterpillar " tractor in that it can be 
used in the more dithcult places such as sloping 
banks, close to existing pole lines or other obstruc
tions which the '' Caterpillar '' tractor could not 
negotiate. Provided suitable anchorage for the 
tractor-winch can be found at approximately 70-80 
yard spacing, and there is sufficient width for the 
passage of the moledrainer, (4 feet, 4 inches) it is 
possible to negotiate difficult ground by guiding the 
hawser through snatch blocks or around crow-bars. 
In this connexion it may be noted that experiments 
are being conducted with another type of moledrainer 
which has a maximum width of only 15 inches and 
which might prove very useful in narrow grass 
margins. ti 

The crew required for the operation comprises :

One VVorking Foreman, who watches the pro
gress of the moledrainer and controls opera
tions. 

One driver of the tractor-winch. 
One driver of the Rushton tractor and cable 

bogie. 
One jointer, who is responsible for sealing, 

dressing and attaching cable ends. 
One-or occasionally two-labourers. 

Provided that the route has been accurately sur
veyed and the work carefully organized to ensure 
that pilot holes and metalled crossings are excavated 
and abrupt changes of contour levelled in advance 
by a supplementary gang, the crew can lay four 
lengths of 260 yards each in an 8�-hour day-inclu
sive of loading and unloading cable drums, all sub
sidiary operations and ineffective time. 

With the exception of a few roadway crossings, in 
which ducts were laid, and approximately two miles 
of steeply sloping bank, the whole of the 122 pr/ IO 

armoured and protected cable between Cambridge 
and \Vaterbeach and the 104 pr/rn armoured and 
protected cable betvveen \Vaterbeach and Ely have 
been laid in the manne1· clescribed. In a few cases, 
in particularly difficult soil, it was necessary to 
reduce the working depth to r 4 inches due to the 
inability of the tractor to exert a pull sufficient to 
draw the moledrainer and cable through the ground 
at greater depth. In one or two cases in which 
reduced depth was not permissible, shorter lengths 
were pulled in, involving an additional joint. Atten
tion was therefore directed to the " Figure of Eight " 
method in which cabling operations are commenced 
at the centre of a predetermined cabling section, one 
half of the cable length pulled in one direction, the 
remainder coiled in " figure of eight " formation 
and pulled in the reverse direction. This method is 
very useful when laying the smaller sizes of cable 
which cannot safely withstand the pull required for 

long lengths. In the case described, 60 pr/ 10 cable 
had been supplied in drums of 666 yards and each 
drum was treated as two cabling sections so that the 
maximum length pulled in one direction was 166 
yards. The method takes very little longer than 
that already described and has the advantage of 
saving a joint in the 332 yard length. It is being 
adopted for the remainder of the work on the 
Cambridge-Kings Lynn route. 

Fig. 4 indicates clearly the manhours savings 
which have been effected. The full line shows the 
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estimated manhours expenditure (inclusive of ineffec
tive time) which would have been incurred by manual 
methods alone and is based on observed rates for the 
work involved, i.e., trenching at depths varying from 
12 inches to 24 inches in the various classes of soil 
to be encountered on the route and in carriageway 
crossings, etc. The dotted line shows the actual 
manhours cost (inclusive of ineffective time) of the 
work to date and includes the manhours incurred by 
the supplementary gangs in laying cables by manual 
methods in places which could not be negotiated by 
the moledrainer. It should be mentioned, however, 
that some assistance was afforded the supplementary 
gangs in their trenching operations by the use of 
ploughs which cut away the top six inches of the 
trench. 

For the purpose of direct comparison between the 
manual and the moledraining methods under identical 
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conditions and favourable to the rnoledrainer, the 
following figures may be of interest. 
Direct Labour cost per yard. 

:Wanual methods 
Moledrainer methods 

Saving 

7.5 pence 
1.9 pence 

5.6 pence 

The rnoledrainer cost 1s inclusive of the cost of 
trenching in carriageways, etc., which cross the 
cable track. 

Authority has been given for the purchase of the 
moledrainer and the tractor-winch for use on future 
works and the following additional notes may prove 
of interest and value. 

The route should be ven: carefully surveyed and a 
decision reached at an ea;ly stage �s to tl�e method 
to be employed on each section of route. Jointing 
points should be staked in advance, and the survey 
book should state clearly the method to be employed 
between jointing points. \\Then ordering cable, an 
allowance of one yard should be made for each length 
to be pulled in by the moledrainer, as the method of 

attachment involves scrapping the end of the cable. 
Under no circumstances should the cable -be attached 
direct to the mole. To leave out the mechanical fuse 
is to court disaster. It is advisable to attach a loose 
wire between the leading end of the cable and the 
chassis of the moledrainer. This runs in the slot 
cut by the coulter and if for any reason the fuse 
should break and not be noticed immediately, the 
loose end of the wire will indicate the position of the 
cable end and save much unnecessary digging. 

Abrupt changes of contour should be levelled out. 
The mole, and therefore the cable, necessarily follows 
the contour of the ground level and the inclusion of 
sharp bends unnecessarily increases the stresses im
posed on the cable. The moledrainer will ride on 
moderately sloping banks and any tendency to over
turn can be counteracted bv one or two men. 

In conclusion, the writer� wish to take the oppor
tunity of expressing to the directors of Messrs. 
Ransomes, Sims and Jefferies the appreciation of the 
Department for the Joan of the moledrainer in the 
early sta.ges of the work and personal thanks for the 
enthusia

.
�tic co-operation afforded in the original 

experiments. 

Buried Loading Coil Pots 
\\". H. BREl\T, B.Sc. (Hons.). 

T

HE introduction of armoured cable for minor 
trunk cable circuits has led to the considera
tion of the application of direct burial in the 

ground to the installation Df l oadi ng coil pots also, 
in much the same way that the fitting of aerial load
ing coil pots to poles was dcYeloped in connexion 
with the London-Brightun ,\erial Trunk cable erected 
last Year. There is, however, 11() reason win-, in 
aeriai or armoured cable \Vork, the cables shoul�l not 
be brought into a manhole built for the purpose of 
housing the loading coils, but if the expense of pro
viding this manhole can be avoided, without involv
ing any reduction in the reliability of the circuits to 
be loaded, it is desirable to do so. The opinion has 
been formed that a manhole is not justified for the 
loading of circuih carried in armoured cables and 
the co-operation of manufacturers has been sought 
in order to develop a suitable type of pot for the 
Department's work. . .\t the present time, orders 
have been placed for buried type loading coil pols 
for the Canterbury-,\shford, and Ashford-St. 
:VIargarets Bay Cables with :VIessrs. Standard Tele
phones and Cables, Ltd., and for the Cambridge
King's Lynn Cable with :Messrs. Salford Electrical 
Instruments, Ltd. (Branch of the General Electric 
Company, Ltd.). ,\s a result of experience with 

these two types of buried loading pots it is hoped to 
develop a standardized method. 

For the benefit of those readers who may at some 
time be concerned in the installation of the�e loading 
pots, it is proposed to describe in some detail the 
types supplied by the manufacturers mentioned. 
Both are typical of Continental practice and are 
claimed to have given satisfactory service there. 

The principal feature to be observed in the 
majority of the designs intended for use with 
armoured cable is the absence of the stub cables 
which one is accustomed to find led out from the 
coil case for jointing purposes; the non-appearance 
of these is so marked that it has given rise to the 
use of an alternative designation, that of" Stubless" 
Loading Coil Units. Instead of the ordinary design 
of pot, there is virtually a small and compact joint 
box built directly on top Df the iron case containing 
the loading coils. This arrangement is common to 
both of the designs under review. It is in the dis
posal of the joint and the precautions taken to 
prevent loss of insulation that the designs differ in 
detail. 

A loading coil unit accepted by the Post OHice 
is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1 and is manu
factured by Messrs. Standard Telephones and Cables, 
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FIG. 1.-Bt'RIED LOADING COIL UNIT (STANDARD TELEPHONES 
& CABLES, LTD.). 

Ltd., at Woolwich. The lower case contains the 
loading coils, which are accommodated on wooden 
dowels in groups of 4 to 10 coils' each. The rect
angular section of the case takes five of these coil 
assemblies in the length and three in the breadth ; 
the proportions in the diagram are those of a 6o-coil 
pot, the depth being greater for the larger sizes. 
The cover closes the case with a specially strong 
flange joint, and the coils and connecting cable forms 
are completely sealed with a special compound. The 
cable forms rise through a centre brass nipple to the 
upper compartment. 

To construct the joint, the main cable cn<ls are 
prepared and supported as accurately as possible in 
their correct position. The centre cable form is 
then brought up almost to the top of the intended 
joint, and the incoming and outgo,ing quads jointed 
to the main cable, the quads being distinguished by 
an appropriate colour scheme. As the joint pro
ceeds, subsequent cable forms are terminated at a 
lower level for connecting up so that an open joint, 
which is easv of access, results. It is a distinct 
advantage or' this joint 

·
that there is little to obstruct 

the jointer whilst connecting up. 
The triangular-shaped joint having been con

structed, it is then protected by an airtight lead 
sleeve. This sleeve is cast in two halves and is pro
vided with collars to embrace the main cable sheaths 
and to engage with the brass nipple below. Wiped 
joints are ma<le at each of these collars and a seamed 
wipe seals the two sides together. At this stage, the 
plumbing should be pressure tested to ensure that 

the joint is hermetically enclosed. A cast-iron pro
tection cover, which is divided in half longitudinally, 
is placed over the whole and bolled down securely. 
A means of clamping the armoured cable where it 
enters the cover is provided. 

The photograph shown in Fig. 2, for which l am 
indebted to Messrs. Standard Tekphones and Cables, 
Ltd., is of a larger pot of this character, being 2 ft. 
6 ins. square and 2 ft. 10 ins. in height overall, and 
capable of accommodating .u6 main trunk coils. Still 
larger sizes are manufactured up tu a capacity 11£ 
-132 coils. The robust construction is evident . 

FIG. 2.-216-COIL lk1mm LOADING L;l'IT. 

Fig. 3 illustrates in part section the ro8-coil unit 
\Vhich is to be supplied by Messrs. (ieneral Electric 
Company, Ltd., for the loading of the Cambridge
King's Lynn armoured cable. The lower cast-iron 
case contains the coils, each in its metal container for 
screening, and these are grouped in columns, six 
along the case and three across. The height of the 
case varies for the different numbers of coils required 
and dimension .:\ is 9fn, uj" and 13�" respectively 
for the 72-, 108-, and IH-coil sizes of pot. 

The cover of the lower case is specially cast in 
brass to include a rectangular-shaped joint box as 
part of the fitting. In the centre, the connecting 
\vires from the coils rise through l\vo perforated 
ebonitc plates, and the intermediate chamber be
tween, as well as the coil case, is filled with com
pound as a seal against the entry of moisture. One 
cbonite plate carries the incoming quads, another the 
outgoing quads; each quad has a separate numbered 
hole for reference, thus facilitating' the work of the 
jointer who can thereby make a straight number to 
number joint. The lid of the box meets the sides on 
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FJG. 3.-BUR!ED LOADING COIL UNIT (GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., LTD.). 

the level of the main cables at the point of entry of 
the cables, and, after the joints have all been made, 
the lid is sealed down by means of a solder wipe 
along the seam and over the cable sheath at the 
points of entry. After testing the plumbing, the 
outer cast iron protection cover is bolted securely in 
position and the end plates fixed. It will be observed 
tpat these end plates are split and embrace the cable 
over the armouring with a clamping action. 

As the cases of all types are intended to be buried 
in direct contact with the ground it is essential to 
secure that they are as resistant to corrosion as 
possible. \i\Tith this object the external surfaces are 
of cast iron treated during manufacture with special 
compounds and the joints are well rubbed in with 
red lead and linseed oil before the final painting. 

In order to install a loading coil unit of the buried 
type, a pit at the site requires to be excavated and 
a concrete raft six inches thick, on which the pot 
will stand, made at the bottom of the pit. This 
arrangement is made in order to ensure that there 
will be no appreciable sinkage or settlement after the 
completion of the work and, in most soils, if the raft 
extends 9 inches beyond the pot on all sides, this 
method of construction will be satisfactory. The 
depth should be such that there is two feet between 

the surface of the ground and the top of the pot 
when in position. 

The two loacEng coil units described are strikingly 
illustrative of developments vvhich have taken place 
in this department of telephone engineering during 
recent years. First, there is the reduction in size 
of the coils themselves made possible by the use of 
Gecallpy and Stanelec (or Permalloy) dust cores. 
.\ glance at Figs. I and 3 at once shows the small 
space taken up by the coils, as compared with that 
required for bringing out the connexions to the main 
cable. It is therefore probable that dev<:lopments 
will take place by modifications in the disposal of the 
cable joints, although these must not be at the 
expense of the jointers' convenience, for accuracy 
and speed in jointing are important. Secondly, it is 
a reminder that on many cases these units provide 
for the loading of IO lb. conductor 4-wire repeatered 
circuits for minor trunk working, a development in 
cabling work which is of recent introduction. 
Further, the pots are essentially designed for use 
with armoured type cable, and the first scheme in 
England in which this is included is only now being 
completed between Cambridge and King's Lynn with 
interesting results. Truly, therefore, is telephone 
line construction progressing. 
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An Aerial Loading Pot 

W. H. BRE:-.T, B.Sc. (Hons.). 

A
N interesting use of aerial cable is that adopted for part of the Belfast-Donaghadee section of the Belfast-Glasgow 38 pair/ 40 Trunk cable. At this part of the route, appropriately named Deadman 's Island in County Down, the road runs over a bog for about half a mile with a narrow grass margin between the road and a deep water-filled ditch. On a1...'Count of this, it was anticipated that any attempt to cut a trench for pipes or ducts would result in the parting of the road longitudinally and the incurring of serious liabilities. The solution was found in aerial cable which not only overcame this difficulty, but also obviated any likelihood of corrosion of the lead cable sheath due to soft peaty water. In order to ensure stability, the poles, which are of the 26 ft. medium class, are set five feet in the ground and each pole is fitted with two medium stay blocks. The cable has an external diameter of 1. 25 inches and is carried in 2-inch steel cable 1·ings attached to a 7/12 steel strand messenger. 

;\ further problem which arose was the accommodation of a loading coil pot at a point about mid\vay along the section where it was necessary to bring out light carrier circuits for loading with 18 mH coils (499 yards spacing). The pot was con!'.idered too heavy for mounting on a single pole as the total weight was 380 lb. and yet a box, either in the ground or on the surface, was considered undesirable. Finally, it WH!'. decided that the best construction was an H-p<1le structure arranged in line with the route with cross-connecting channel irons on which to carry the iron loading coil pot. Fig. I shows the arrangement of the upper portion of this structure in more detail. The poles are spaced sufficiently far apart to take the loading coil case between them; three tie rods are fitted, one two feet from the top, one five feet from the ground, and the third halfway between. Two longitudinal stays arc fitted in the manner illustrated and the structure is supported against transverse stresses by providing a sound foundation which consists of two 6 ft. pole braces, one fitted in front of the poles 12 inches from the bottom and one on the back of the poles 2 feet bclo'v the ground level. These brace blocks are 

VOL XXV. 

again braced together near the ends with medium stay blocks. 

Fu;. 1.-,\KRLlr. C.\Br.i,: Lo,\Dll':G Co1r. PoT. 

The pole work, the erection nf the strand wire, and the placing of the steel cable rings was carried out by the staff of the Northern Ireland District; the cabling and the installation of the pot were the work of the Pirelli General Cable \Vorks, Ltd., of Southampton. 

t 
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The British Polar Year. Expedition, 1932-33 

,\. C. TIMMIS, B.Sc., A.M.l.E.E. 

0 NE of the activ1t1cs of the British Melcoro
logist's taking part in the Polar Year Ex
pedition will be the simultaneous photograph

ing of the Aurora Borealis from two stations about 
17 miles apart on the shore of the Great Slave Lake 
in Northern Canada. lt is essential that the two 
photographers should aim at the same part of the 
sky, in order to obtain records from which the height 
of the aurora mav be deduced. 

The Post Office was therefore asked for advice as 
to the possibility of a telephone line between the two 
camera stations. 

The conditions are unprecedented because of the 
very low temperatures to be met with. The Great 
Slave Lake is in the middle of Northern Canada, and 
although in much the same latitude as the Shetland 
Islands, temperature falls to - 50°F. in midwinter. 
It is, in fact, much colder than the arctic or antan:tic . 
regions, where the proximity of the sea tempers the 
severity of the cold. Fortunately, these very low 
temperatures occur only in calm weather. 

The lake is only a few feet deep and is frozen solid 
in winter and covered with deep snow. As will be 
seen from the aerial photograph (reproduced by kind 
permission of the Royal Canadian Air Force) there 
are forests of small trees, mostly birch, alt round 
the shores of the lake. 

It was at first proposed to lay a bare aluminium 
Wire on the snow or ice, as was done in Scott's 
Antarctic Expedition. There are two objections to 
this course, however. First, the insulating effect 
of the snow is a doubtful quantity. It proved to be 
fairly high in the Antarctic, but conditions were very 

different. Frequent blizzards sweep across the 
Antarctic snow fields, whilst in the vicinity of the 
Great Slave Lake the weather is generally calm. 
Secondly, a wire laid on ice will tend to embed itself 
completely (even at temperatures below freezing) 
and as the specific inductive capacity of ice is. very 
high (about go) the loss of telephone current through 
capacity would be serious. 

Some. tests were made at Dollis Hill on short 
lengths of wire frozen into ice, and it appeared that 
a capacity to earth of about 1 pF. per mile was to 
be expected. Telephony under these conditions 
would be impossible without specially compensated 
amplifiers. The difficulty is to some extent con
firmed by an article in the Geographical Magazine 
of some years ago in which it is mentioned that 
telephone wires laid on the ice were tried at Arch-

• angel, and the experiment was a failure. 
It was finally decided to run the wire round the 

edge of the lake, attaching it to insulators wired 
on to the trees and keeping it clear of the snow as 
far as possible. The wire is made of an aluminium 
alloy known as " Silmalec " and was presented to 
the Expedition by the British Aluminium Co. 

The tensile strength, etc., are shown in the Table 
and compared with cadmium copper. 

Gauge. 

--- ··- + - · 

Silmalec 16 S.W.G. 

------
Cadmium-

Copj)C'r 18 S.W.G. 

Wt/mile. 

20 lbs. 
---·--··--

40 lbs. 

; 
I 

Breaking 
Strength. 

Ohms/mile. 
I , __ · · · --- -· 

! 145 lbs. 1--: 
200 lbs. 

24:8 

26 

\Vcight is one of the foremost considerations, for 
the cost of transport from London to Fort Rae is 
nearly £roo per ton, and the size of package must 
be limited, in view of the trans-shipment necessary 
during the long journey by river and lake from the 
railhead to Fort Rae. The Silmalec wire was there
fore chosen, and covered (by Messrs. W. T. 
Henley's) with a layer of waxed cotton. This 
insulation is expected to last for the period of the 
observations, which can only be made in the winter 
months. 

The circuit will consist of a single wire and earth 
return. For the earth connexions, tubular st<>el 
spikes about 4 feet long have been made, and three 
or four of these will be driven deep into the ground 
at intermediate points, to enable earth connexions 
to be made for testing purposes. The ground will 
be frozen for about 2 feet down, and presumably it 
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will be necessary to get into unfrozen ground to 
make a satisfactory earth connexion. 

This circuit, if the insulation remains good, will 
have vc>ry moderate attenuation at speech fre
quencies, but the best possible telephones arc being 
used in case the leakage or capacity should prove 
to be excessive. These telephones consist of breast 
plate transmitters, of a new type just developed by 
!\Icssrs. Siemens Bros., with head gear receivers. 
Telephones, batteries, and induction coils have been 
presented by the firm. ::\Iagncto generators and bell 
sets, which will be used in a tent or hut and con
nected to the telephones by long cords have been 
supplied by the Post Oflicc. 

It will be the unenviable duty of the observers who 
are to photograph the aurora simultaneous]\· from 
the two ends of the base line to manipul�;tc the 
special cameras in the open, at a temperature of 
perhaps - 50°F. , while keeping in touch by tele
phone so that the two cameras may be trained on 
the same part of the sky. Though the human body 
may adapt itself to such extreme conditions, it was 
not safe to assume that microphones and batteries 
would behave normally. 

The battery questio� has been disposed of by 
arranging for the observers, •vho will be clad in 
special clothing, to carry the batteries in their 
pockets. The head gear receivers will be worn 
under some kind of helmet, but the transmitters may 
have to stand almost the full rigour of the cold. 
They were accordingly tested at - ,:;o°F. in the 
following way :-

A bell jar was arranged to hold the transmitter 
at the large end, leaving the mouthpiece to project, 
and a thermo-couple, consisting of two wires 
wrapped round the microphone case, was arranged 
to serve as a thermometer. Several pieces of solid 
co2 were put in the bell jar and air was blown 
through. This proved a very convenient way of 
producing the low temperatures required. It was 
found that the transmitter efficiency was 3 or 4 db 
worse at - 50°F. than at ordinary temperatures, 
which was rather surprising, seeing that the granules 
are appreciably warmed by the current. There is a 
protecting piece of special flexible material in front 
of the transmitter diaphragm, but removing this 
material seemed to make no difference. These 
transmitters are unusually efficient, however, and 
the loss of a few dbs will i=iot matteL 

The articulation, as well as the volume efficiency, 
is very good. This has been obtained partly by the 
use of a special mouthpiece, somewhat similar in 
shape to that of the ordinary breast plate trans
mitter. The mouthpiece is fixed to the transmitter 
box by means of a bayonet grip, so that it can easily 
be detached and clca red of the hoar frost which 
forms from the moisture of the breath at tempera
tures below freezing. 

If, for any reason, the line should become 

impossible for speech between the telephones pro
vided, the observers will have to fall back on the 
Morse code. Wireless transmitting equipment had 
to be ruled out for various reasons, and two fuller
phones, lent by the Royal Corps of Signals, will be 
used. The fullerphone is an instrument which 
employs a telephone receiver in series with an inter
rupting contact (driven by separate buzzer) to receive 
D.C. telegraph signals of very small magnitude. It 
was largely used during the (ireat v\'ar because the 
D. C. signals, which were smoothed at the sending 
end, could not be picked up by the enemy, as speech 
and '' buzzer '' signals were. 

In this case the great value of the fullerphonc lies 
in its sensitivity to weak D.C. signals, such as can 
be transmitted m·er a very leaky line. Thus, if the 
waxed cotton covering· rails, and the snow proves to 
be a poor insulator, the fullerphones will probably 
save the situation. Jf the insulation remains satis
factory, but the capacity of the lines proves exces
sive, the D. C. signals will be t ransmittecl easily, 
even though speech i:-; hopelessly drummy, owing to 
the excess of low frequencies. 

For the sake of the observers, however, it is to be 
hoped that the fullerphones will not be required. 
Instant communication is particularly important in 
their case, and though experienced telegraphists 
might transmit the information as quickly as speech, 
those who arc not familiar with the Morse code 
would certainlv be more successful with the tele-
phone. 

-

It is interesting to compare the telephone line of 
the Polar Year Expedition with that used by Scott's 
1\ntarctic Expedition in 191 l-1912. It was ::irranged 
to lay a bare aluminium wire on the snow from 
Scott's base camp to an advance post in a tent. To 
avoid any trouble through freezing of dry batteries 
the '' Central Battery '' system was used, accumu
lators being installed at the base camp. The actual 
telephones (made by the National Telephone Co.) 
arc now in the museum at the Institute of Electrical 
Engineers. Dr, Simpson, now Director of the 
Meteorological Oflicc, who was a member of the 
Scott Expedition, and often used the line, remembers 
that it worked quite well, except that when the sun 
was shining, even though the air temperature was 
below freezing, the insulation would fail for a time. 
It was partly on account of this rather mysterious 
effect that it was decided to use insulated, instead of 
bare, wire for the Polar Year Expedition. Appar
ently, the capacity to earth of the wire laid on the 
snow was not excessive, and this may have been 
due to the dry and powrlery nature of the Antarctic 
snow. 

Th� Polar Year Expedition will be out of touch 
with civilization, except for the special news bulletins 
they may receive from a Canadian broadcastipg 
station, until next spring, when it will be interesting 
to know whether the telephone line proved a success. 



Research 

I
N the following brief review a number of typical 

investigations that have been in hand during the 
past six months have been selected for comment. 

Some of the major investigations have already been 
described in articles in the Journal and these are not 
referred to in this review; fuller information on some 
of the cases mentioned below, however, will prob
ably appear in later issues of the Journal. It is 
proposed to include a similar brief revie\Y of the 
Research Section's activities for the previous quarter 
in each future issue of the Journal. 

TELEGRAPH SERVICES. 

As might be expected, the activity in connexion 
with the provision of Teleprinter services has given 
rise to a number of investigations bearing on this 
service. Some of these investigations are briefly 
referred to below. 

Teleprinter or H'lieatstone un lung distance Pri71ute 
Wires. A system has been developed using voice 

frequency signalling at the renter's premises. This 
set, which is mains-operated, works duplex with a 
frequency in one direction of 800 cycles and 1,300 
cycles in the other. A standard P. 0. relay is used 
and double current circuit conditions arc obtained 
without the use of a push-pull valve arrangement; a 

satisfactory working speed of 220 words per minute, 
\l\!heatstone, in both directions simultaneously has 
been obtained. 

Telegraph Distortion Measuring Set. The line 
conditions required for Telegraph transmission with 
Teleprinters arc much more exacting than those 
required for \Vheatstone working owing to the effccb 
of signal distortion. It has been necessary to 
develop methods of measuring the characteristic 
distortion of line signals. Two methods have been 
investigated. In the first of these the percentage 
distortion is measured by an integrating voltmeter, 
and with inexpensive and simply operated apparatus 
the amount of regular distortion can be measured 
lo within ± r % . In the second method a Baudot 
distributor is used to set up a group of signals in 
which the time relationship of the start signal to the 
operating signal can be varied,-the time relation
ship corresponding to various degrees of distortion. 
The method gives a ready means of discriminating 
between the performance of individual teleprinters 
with various amounts of distortion. 

Teleprinters on Telephone circuits. (Telex syste111). 
Tests have been carried out on the apparatus using 
" impulse working " which, after extended trials, 
has been adopted. Specification data, and testing 
and maintenance instructions dealing with com
ponents and V. F. converter units have been pre
pared. This system uses a frequency of 300 p.p.s., 

is mains-operated, and can be connected to any 
telephone. 

Filters for Teleprinter circuits to render speech 
illlpossible. In connexion with certain private wire 
Teleprinter circuits, it is desired to use ordinary 
telephone circuits for D.C. telegraphy, but at the 
same time speech must be made impracticable on 
such circuits. To attain this object, experiments 
have been carried out \vith filters having slightly 
different characteristics and it has been found that 
a low pass filter which freely permits frequencies up 
to 600 p. p. s. is superior to one cutting off at 450 
p. p. s., as the volume of the 300-600 p. p. s. band in 
the received speech swamps the higher frequencies 
which normally render speech intelligible. 

CARRIER lNVESTIGATIONS. 

The field for carrier current telephony is extending 
and the following notes on a few cases are of 
interest:-

Carrier working on Anglo-Dutch Cables. Carrier 
frequency tests have been completed on these cables 
and the results indicated that it is possible to work 
one four-wire carrier circuit on each of the four quads 
of the No. 3 cable and similar circuits on two 
diagonally opposite quads of the No. 2 cable. All 
circuits will operate on a carrier frequency of 5.8 kc. 
and will transmit the lower side-band only. Tests 
were also made on the double phantom circuits, but 
cross-talk conditions make it impossible to work 
carrier channels on these circuits in addition to the 
side circuits. Equipment to provide a second ex
perimental carrier circuit between Aldeburgh and 
Domburg has been installed, and the design and 
specification data for carrier equipment, modified to 
work vYith t amp. valves, completed. The equip
ment for the six channels will shortly be manufac
tured bv Messrs. Standard Telephones and Cables, 
Ltd. 

. 

Portable iVIains-dri·ven Carrier Apparatus. Success
ful experimental trials have been carried out in the 
laboratory of a single-channel carrier system operated 
from supply mains. This is capable of establishing 
a zero circuit over an aerial line the attenuation of 
which is less than 30 db at 9 kilocycles (the highest 
side-band frequency transmitted). The system 
employs a common carrier frequency for the two 
directions of transmission, and transmits the upper 
!"ide band in one direction and the lower in the other 
direction. The whole of the apparatus is very com
pact .and will occupy less than four feet of rack space 
or, alternatively, can be made available in metal 
boxes for use in exchanges where the traffic is 
seasonal, as, for example, in seaside. resorts. 

In this connexion new types of modulator and 
demodulator, using metal rectifiers in place of certain 
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valves, have been devised and preliminary tests have 
been very satisfactory. The new design should 
enable one modulator and one demodulator, employ
ing three valves altogether, to be mounted on a 
i-inch plate. 

REPEATERS AND TRANSMISSION TESTI:\G APPARATlJS. 

Toll Repeaters on the London-Brighton Aerial 
Cable. After handing over the cable for mainten
ance, one circuit was retained for continuous 
observation as to the influence of temperature 
variations on A. C. transmission and D. C. resistance 
values. As an example, during the month of] anuary 
an effective temperature variation of 16°F. occurred 
corresponding to a transmission variation of ± ! db. 
only. 

Regeneration in Telephone Repeaters. An in
vestigation has been in progress on the application 
of regeneration to Telephone Repeaters with the 
object of obtaining from one valve a gain, hitherto 
requiring a 2-stage amplifier. The experimental 
work so far carried out indicates that an additional 
gain of 6--rn dbs. can be obtained, without loss of 
quality, in this way giving a total gain with one 
valve of 36-40 dbs., a result that is likely to have 
an important bearing on repeater design. 

Portable Transmission Testing Set. A set of very 
compact design has been evolved for measuring 
'' level of transmission '' and a demonstration model 
made up having a range of 0--30 dbs. in steps of 
1 db. It is suitable for general use on Jines or 
exchanges, and provision is also made for testing 
higher levels up to + IO db. for the case of terminal 
toll repeater stations. For intermediate toll stations, 
a simpler type of instrument paving a range of 
+ IO to - 20 db. on a direct reading scale has been 

provided. 
A Continuously-Variable Audio-Frequency Oscil

lator. A very satisfactory oscillator, continuously 
variable over a considerable range, has been designe�i 
in which the principle of a condenser resistance dis
charge working in conjunction with a valve and a 
neon tube is used. The oscillator has several advant
ages over the heterodyne type oscillator and, having 
a simple dial control and uniform output, will be of 
considerable use for transmission tests. The appar
atus was exhibited recently at the Physical and 
Optical Societies' Exhibition and at the Royal 
Institution. 

.4coustical Measurements and Room Noise. In 
connexion with various complaints arising from 
noisy rooms, it has become necessary to have avail
able a portable and simple means of estimating the 
loudness of room noises. The method that has been 
adopted is tc;> balance the room noise against a 1 ,ooo 
p. p. s. tone m a receiver. The tone is supplied bv 
a small oscillator and adjusted by an attenuata"r 
calibrated in sensation units ( dbs. above the threshold 
of normal hearing). The results obtained on the 
average by a number of observers or by a single 
average observer are sufficiently accurate for the 

purpose and are in units that have been fairly 
commonly accepted. 

Acoustic Treatment of Rooms. A method of 
reducing reverberation in rooms was suggested by 
the Research Section and used successfully at 
Dudley Exchange some time ago. The method con
sists of the application to the ceiling of narrow 
strips of Celotex or similar absorbent material. It 
has now been suggested that this treatment should 
be standardized and applied in ready-made slabs 
about 6' x 41 which could be fixed readily to the 
ceilings of rooms requiring such treatment. Sample 
slabs have been made up for inspection by those 
interested in the question. 

Design of an Instrument for Measurement of 
Speech Volume. An instrument has been designed 
and constructed for measurement of speech volume 
used in transmission testing and could also be used 
for an objective measurement of " noise." The 
instrument is based on the recommendations of the 
C. C. I. for meters of this description. The speech 
is picked up on a condenser microphone and by 
means of a volume amplifier and rectifier operates 
a meter through a tuning circuit. The frequency 
characteristic is practically flat above I 50 p. p. s. and 
the deflection is almost linear with changes of 
acoustic input pressure. The device is self-contained 
and operates entirely from A.C. mains. 

SIGNALLING EQUIPMENT. 

Investigations a1·e continually in progress on 
questions arising in connexion with the operation of 
relays and signalling equipment generally and the 
following are perhaps of general interest :-

Tests of proposed Standard Relay for Automatic 
Exchanges. Extensive tests on this relay indicate 
that it is approximately equal to the existing 
Siemens relay as regards stability, magnetic 
efficiency and stability, and interference. As regards 
liability to dust faults, however, the contacts of the 
propo;ed relay are definitely superior and it has the 
further advantage that the design is such that it is 
capable of dealing with a larger number of moving 
springs than the Siemens relay. 

Comparafrue fault liability of faults on single and 
twin contacts and dust faults on relay contacts. An 
extensive series of tests on various types of relays 
have been concluded and the results conclusively 
indicate that twin contacts have a much smaller fault 
liability than single contacts. 

The general question of dust faults has also been 
the subject of lengthy investigation in which such 
factors as the effect of relay covers, the disturbance 
of dust, varying conditions of pressure, travel (rub), 
spring thickness, and plane of spring have been 
taken into consideration. In the course of the 
investigation it became evident that tests of the 
effect of contact shape and contact material were 
necessarv and in these tests the inherent tendency 
of pure �ilver to a smaller fault liability than othe.r 
materials was discovered. As a result of the 
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investigation it has been possible to make recom
mendations as to methods of contact cleaning and 
periodic cleaning of relay groups. 

Key-sending from P. B.X's by means of 4-
freq11ency signalling. An interesting scheme has 
been devised for 4-frequency key-sending from a 
l'. B. X. in which damped oscillations are used instead 
of a 4-frequency A.C. generator and requires only 
simple tuned circuits at the P. B. X. The signalling 
is effected over the exchange lines used for speaking 
and does not require an earthed phantom as in an 
alternative method which has also been considered. 

Mechanical Eeysenders for P.B.X's. Trials have 
been made of a number . of models of mechanical 
Keysende1-s and one designed by Mr. Macadie and 
made by the General Electric Company has been 
under observation on the Research Section P.B.X. 
and has given satisfactory service for some 
months. 

INTERFERENCE. 

Owing to the general extension of the grid system 
in this country questions as to the effect of these 
lines on communications circuits have ariseti and 
important series of field tests have been carried 
out. 

The iVJutual Induction between Earthed Overhead 
Unes. Measurements of the mutual induction be
tween specially constructed parallel overhead lines 
have been carried out in Germany and Skillingaryd 
(Sweden). To extend the knowledge of the subject 
and to obtain further data as to the effect of earth 
resistivity on the induction, tests have been carried 
out on Shap Fells, vVestmorelancl. The experi
mental work was done in co-operation with the 
British Electrical and Allied Research Association at 
the request of the C. M. I. and two specially equipped 
testing vans which had been used in the previous 
European investigations were kindly lent by the 
German Administration. The primary object of the 
experiments was the determination of the coefficient 
of mutual induction between an earthed power 
circuit and a telephone line; measurements of the 
earth resistivity were made and, using the value 
obtained, satisfactory agreement was found between 
the alternating current induction calculated from 
theoretical formul� and observed results. 

Noise measurements 012 Post OjJice circuits at 
Manchester in connexion with the use of filters on 
mercury nrc rect£fiers. A further series of tests have 
been carried out on collaboration with the Electrical 
Research Association, The British Thomson 
Houston, Ltd., and the International Telephone 
and Telegraph Laboratories. The L.M.S. Railway 
have installed a mercurv arc rectifier to feed their 
I\fanchestcr-Altrincham .line and desired to know 
whether any of the filter circuits could be omitted 
from future installations without giving trouble on 

nearby communication lines. The noise disturb
ance �aused by the rectifier is reduced to about 1/10 
by the use of filters and the results of measurements 
it�dicated that none of the filters could be taken out 
of circuit without increasing the noise on P.O. lines 
considerably. 

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL IXVESTIG.\TIO:\S. 

Amongst the large number of tests carried out, 
mention may be made of the conclusion of an 
investigation- on the question of a satisfactory treat
ment for the textile coverings of jumper wires to 
preci.lent attack by moth grubs. It has beC'n found 
that the textile covering after treatment during the 
dyeing process with " Eulan N. K.," a moth
proofiing compound made by the Interesen Gemeins
haft of Germany, is immune from attack. Further 
experiments are' in hand, however, with a view of 
developing a moth-proof jumper wire for general 
use containing no wool or silk and which will prob
ably be cheaper than the present type. 

Properties of "Silnwlec " al11111i11i11111 11/!oy 'Wire. 
This alloy, which had been proposed as suitable for 
aerial line wire, has been fully examined. Chemical 
composition, Specific Gravity, Resistivity, Co
efficient of linear expansion and mechanical pro
perties have been determined. The material appears 
to resist corrosion to about the same extent as 
Cadmium Copper, but its fatigue limit is appreciably 
lower than for the materials at present in use. 

Cotopa. A form of textile insulating material 
composed of acetylated cotton yarn has been sub
jected to tests of its insulating properties under 
various conditions of humidity. It has been found 
that the material compares quite favourably with 
Cellulose acetate artificial silk yarn. 
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Outline Notes on Telephone Transmission Theory 

W. T. PALl\IER, H.Sc., \Vh.Ex., A.l\I.I.E.E. 

[The complete Series in Rooh form, with some additions, price 5/-, can be obtained froni 

Journal .lgents. A limited number of copies only will be available.] 

SECTION XV. 

Causes of Cross-talk in a Cable and Cable 
Balancing. 

Most telephone cables laid in this country 
since 1927 have the conductors arranged on the 
" star quad " principle, i.e., the cable contains 
a number of four-wire units (quads), each quad 
being formed by twisting the four insulated con
ductors symmetrically about a common axis. 
(See Fig. 54). The wires diagonally opposite 

FIG. 54.-STAR QUAD. 

in the quad constitute pairs. Thus, in Fig. 56, 
AB and CD are the pair circuits or " side " 
circuits. 

Another principle on which telephone cable 
conductors are constructed is the " multiple 
twin " principle. In paper-core multiple t\\'in 
(P.C.�LT.) cables there are also a number of 
four-wire units, but the single insulated con
ductors are first twisted into pairs and then two 
pairs are twisted together to form a four-wire 
unit, sometimes called a " core," but more 
correctly called a " quad." See Fig. 55. The 

FIG. 55.-MuLTIPLE Tw1N. 

diagram shown in Fig. 56 is also used to repre
sent the four wires of a multiple twin quad. 

Now cross-talk in a cable may be caused by 
one or more of the following unbalances:-

a. Capacity unbalance. (See later para
graphs). 

b. Conductor resistance unbalance, i.e., un
equal resistances of the two wires of a 
pair. 

c. Insulation resistan ce or leakance un
balance. 

d. Inductance unbalance. 
Of the foregoing causes, three of them (b, c 

and d) can be rendered negligible during manu
facture of the cable-by the high degree of 
uniformity made possible by modern processes. 
The remammg cause, capacity unbalance, 
although it can be kept to a small magnitude in 
individual manufacturing lengths of about 200 
yards, cannot be rendered negligible for a whole 
length of cable, such as a loading coil section 
(2,000 yards or more), unless special methods of 
jointing successive lengths of cable are employed. 
Briefly, such methods aim at joining lengths 
of " positive " capacity unbalance to lengths 
having corresponding " negative " unbalances 
and by so balancing one against the other the 
resultant is brought to low limits, so reducing 
the cross-talk to a low value. The following 
paragraphs give necessarily only the barest out-
1 ine of capacity balancing and the student should 
read the references given at the end of the 
Section, those marked by an asterisk being the 
most usefu 1, for full er and more exact details. 

Capacity Unbalance.-In any quad, such as a 
star-quad or multiple-twin quad, there are ten 
capacities existing between the wires ((J)/ (J) 

capacities) and between the wires and earth 
((J)/€ capacities), known as " true " or " direct " 
(J)/(J) and w/€ capacities. If a measurement 
of capacity is made, say between A and D 
in Fig. 56, the actual reading obtained is tlw 

FIG. 56. 
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resultant of the network of capacities between 
A and D and in most capacity unbalance \vork 
the capacities concerned are these " resultant " 
or combined capacities. In the early days ot 
capacity balancing efforts were made to reduce 
the capacity differt>nces of the " true " or 
" direct" capacities, i.e., ,,, __ x, �-y, a- b .. . 

etc., to small values, but later it was found 
simpler in practice to deal with the differences of 
certain combined or " resultant " capacities. 

Side to Side lnterfcre11cc. Consider Fig. 56. 
This can be replaced by the equivalent network 
shown in Fig. 57, \\·here \\', X, Y, Z are the 
resultant capacities as already explained. The 
mutual capacities .\l and X are not included 
because they either shunt the circuit AB or CD, 
i.e., the source or detector uf the \Vheatstont> 
bridge indicated in Fig. 57. 

·--- rv ----� 

AC5ource-

FIG. 57. 

\\Then speech or a tone be applied to AB (or 
CD) then when a telephone receiver is connected 
across CD (or .\ B) there will be nothing heard 

. 1 I h 'f \V z If 1 m t 1e te ep one 1 X = y tie arrange-

ment is not balanced it can he balanced bv add
ing a condenser, such as K, to X or Y (Fig. 58) 
and the value of this condenser is a measure of 
the capacity unbalance-called side to side un-

�---rv---� 
A <.:::Sour'C-0 

FIG. 58. 

balance-and is a positive or negative depending 
on tlw mow·ment right or left of the condenser 
K. 

It can he shown, by writing the ,-alues of\\', 
X, Y, Z in terms of w, x, y, �. a, b, c and d, that 
K '='i ('1£•-x)-(�-y) '='i p -q where w-x= p and 

�-y=iJ. See P.O. Technical Instruction
Lines, l' nderground, G. rooo-IO<J<J. 

Phantom to Side Interference. Fig. 59 shows 
tlw diagrammatic arrangement required to 
measure the phantom to side unbalance capacity. 

A 

'----- rv----' 
ACSource 

FIG. 59. 

Two arms of the bridge P, P are non-inductive 
resistances, and the two conductors CD in Fig. 
59, (A,B in Fig. 60), and joined together at one 
corner of the bridge. The arms P,P join, in 
effect, the two wires of the remaining pair and 
thus the telephone is virtually across the phantom 
circuit in both Figs. 59 and 60. Thus if the 

c 

�---rv---� 
AC Sour� 

FIG. 60. 

capac1t1es are such that (\V + Z) = (X + Y) 
there will be a balance of the bridge and no cross
talk from phantom to AB (Fig. 59). Similarly 
if (\V + X) = (Z + Y) in Fig. 60 there will be 
no phantom to CD cross-talk. As before if the 
capacities do not balance the bridge they can 
be made to do so by means of the condenser K. 
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The value of the change required in K is a 
measure of the phantom to side capacity un
balance and is equal to (\V - X) + (Z - Y) in 
Fig. 59 and (\\' - Z) + (Z - Y) in Fig. 60, 
where \\', X, Y, Z are resultant capacities as 
already explained and include both w/w and ui/E 
values. 

If we write down the values of \Y, X, Y, Z in 
terms of w, x, y, ::;, a, b, c and d it can be shown 
that provided a + b '='i c + d then the phantom 
to AB unbalance is : -

(w - x) + (::; - y) + � (a - b) 

and phantom to CD unbalance is:-

(w - z) + (x - y) + � (c - d) 
l\Ieasurement of capacity unbalance is not 

made by means of a differential condenser (K) 

For Phantom to AB balance: 
p+q+}p 0 . . . . . . (2) 

For Phantom to CD balance: 
r + s + � '<! = o . . . .. . .  (3) 

And further, since (2) and (3) could be satisfied 
with larg·e values of earth unbalances, u and v, it 
is desirable to keep /I· and v as small as possible 
in practice to prevent earth tone interference. 
Therefore in the ideal case for perfect balance of 
earth capacities we get two other conditions, 
\'IZ. : -

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (4) 

·1• 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . (5) 

The following figures are given to show the 
order of magnitude of the quantities involved : -

Capacitv Unbalances (in p.,n.F.) of Star Quad Cable. 

p - q 
Length. 

Mean. Max. 
' 

- ---- --- -

�lanufacturing Length (176 yds.) 

Balanced Loading Coil Section 
(2000 yds.) 

50 

30 

in the Post Office method of measuring un
balances, but a form of capacity double bridge 
is used. (See Technical Instructions, Lines, 
Underground, G.rnoo Series). 

Using the following nomenclature, viz.:-

w x=P 

z -y=q 

w - z r 

x s 

a b = fl 

c d = v 

we can write the preceding equations for capacity 
balance of a quad (as shown diagrammatically 
in Figs. 56 to 60) : -

For Side to Side balance: 
p - q = 0 . . .. . . .. . .. . ... (1) 

200 

60 

- "------------ ---� - ----------��----------- ------

2(p + q) + ,u. 
and 

2(r + s) + '" 

Mean. Max. 

JOO 600 

'.'>lean. 

JOO 

!'
and 

v. 

Mnx 

600 

200 

Selection. Before loading· coils are joined up 
each intermediate loading· section of cable must 
be balanced, as already indicated, so as to bring· 
the overall capacit:· unbalance to a minimum 
value. There are many ways of obtaining the 
desired result. .\ common method of procedure 
is to divide the loading· section into eight equal 
parts marked A, B, C - - - H in Fig. 61. The 
joints between manufacturing lengths within 
each of the sections c\ - - - H can either be 
straight or joined according to some systematic 

Jo/nT Jo/nr Join/ 

••I _A-il-B-+1-c-+-/ _o-t)-E.--+-1-F�l�G -+-j _;.H-•I t;;�':g 
.2 ..J 4 5 6 7 

rl •�---Load1ry Seclion-----i 

FIG. 61. 
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scheme of crossing· the \Yirt's. This leaves seven 
" test " joints l - - - 7 at t'ach of which the 
capacity unbalances already discussed are 
measured and from these measurements selec
tion is made for tlw wires to be joined together. 
This selection is made so that the unbalances 
tend to neutralize, the larges/ u11/;a/a11ccs being 
dealt ir..,ith first and so on, in order of rnag·nitude, 
to the lowest. This selection enables joints l, 

3, 5 and / to be made so that loading section is 
now in four equal parts. Test selected joints are 
then made at 2 mid() as a result of measurements 
taken at those poi�1ts, thus leaving· two halves of 
the cable to be tPstrd from 4-called the" final " 
joint-at tlw middlP of tlw section. The overall 
unbalance by th is process e<rn be reduced to very 
low figures-much lt'SS than any of the individual 
length figures-and the section is also uniformly 
balanced for capacity. 

In selecting which way two quads shall be 
jointed through there are eight possible com
binations, shown in Fig. 62, and when phantom 
to side as well as side to side and side to earth 
unbalances have to be reduced to a minimum, 
the selection of the quads to be joined together 
requires much consideration. Space does not 
permit of treating the effect of all the crosses, 
shown in Fig. 62, on the resultant capacity un
balances, but in the case of the (p - q) values a 
little consideration will show that \Yhen the wires 
are jointed straight then the (p ·- q) values must 
add algebraically, but must be subtracted 
algebraically if the wires of one of the pairs be 
crossed ·with respect to the other. 

Another method of cable balancing consists 
of the addition of suitable condensers at each of 
selected points along the cable section in order 
to reduce the measured unbalances of the circuits 
to zero. This is used in England only when the 
foregoing crossing method cannot be economic
ally employed, but such auxiliary condenser 
methods are used generally in Germany. The 
Patent Specifications below refer. 

Useful References for Section XV.:-

*Post Office Engineering Dept. Technical In
structions-Lines, Underground, G. woo
w99. 

" Balancing of Telephone Cables required for 
Superposed vVorking." By S. A. Pollock. 
P.O.E.E.J., Vol. VII., Parts l to 4. 
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FIG. 62.-PERMISSITlLE CROSSES BETWEEN QUADS. 

*" Interference between Circuits in Continuously 
Loaded Cables." Jh A. Rosen. J .I.E.E., 
Vol. 64, p. 849, 1926. 

" Some Aspects of Electric Capacity of Tele-
phone Cables.'' By A. Morris. P .0. 
E.E.J., Vol. 20, Part l, 1927. 

*" British Patent Specification " No. 147,013 of 
1919. Siemens and Halske. 

*" British Patent Specification " No. 223,307 of 
1923. \Vestern Electric Co. 

" Cross-Talk in Telephone Cables and Its Re-
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duction." By K. Kupfmiiller. Archiv. fur 
Elektrotechnik, :\Ia_1· 5th, 1923. 

See also References at end of Section X. 

SECTIO":'\ XVI. 

Localisation of Impedance Irregularity m Long 
Loaded Cables. 

An impedance irregularity will be caused by 
a contact betweP:i the \Yires of a pair, or a high 
resistance in one conductor of a pair as well as 
by com:sponding· faults in loading coils and 
apparatus. Each of these kind of faults can be 
localised by well-knmyn D.C. methods, (See end 
of Section for references to fault localisation 
literature), but A.C. at audio-frequencies can 
also be employed for lncalis:ition purposes. 

The big advantage of the :\.C. methods is that 
variation of the fault resistance (a common 
trouble) during the period of testing does not 
seriously affect the accuracy nf the results as is 
the case with most D.C. methods. And in 
addition, of course, the :\.C. methods are applic
able in cases of faults where D.C. methods are 
of no use, such as inductance unbalances caused 
by short circuited turns in a loading coil, etc. 

Theory of Procedure for A. C. Localisation. 
\\Then a fault occurs in a cable pair, if A.C. at 

audio-frequency is sent into the line some of the 
electrical energy will be reflected back to the 
sending end from the fault and the remainder 
\vill travel to the distant end. The reflected 
portion at any given frequency, f" when it 
reaches the sending end will have travelled a 
distance 2x and be different from the phase at the 
sending· end by an angle 

2a, X + </Ji 
where x = distance to the fault F (See Fig. 63). 

¢1 change in phase produced at the 
fault. 

a1 = wm·e-length or phase constant of the 
line at the frequency, f,, con
sidered. 

Naturally if the frequency of supply is now 
continually varied this phase angle will con
tinually change so that sometimes the reflected 
wave will be in phase with the sent wave and 
sometimes opposite in phase. Hence any 
measurement of current, or impedance, at the 

i-------x----� 

>----------t ---

Fw. 63. 

sending end will show maximum and minimum 
points at regular intervals separated by a phase 
of 2r. radians. Thus if two successive maximum 
points are found at f 1 and f2, in an impedance
frequency curve taken on the faulty pair, the 
difference between the phase of the reflected wave 
at / 1 and that at f2 \Yill be 2r.. Hence:-

(202 x + rp2) - (2a1 x + </Ji) = 2r. 

X= 
7r + � ( </> l - </>2) .. . ...................... (I) 

a� - a1 

Generally </J1 and </J2 are small and nearlv equal: 
and in a loaded cable rt "" uJ v1 CL. (Se� Section 
II., pp. III.). Equation (1) therefore becomes: 

X= 

X= 

or 
K 
7 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ( 2) x = 

\Vhere f = the mean frequency interval be
tween successive maximum points of an im
pedance-frequency curve taken at the terminals 
of the faulty circuit (See Fig. 64 for example of 

� 

� 
-i;: 
'<.4�lt--+f+--+--+--+---+--+--+---l'---+--l---
8 
I:: 
� 
"! � 400 t-t-1-f.-.+J--+----f++--+--P..+---h---l--+-_,_.---I 

; " 
c(i 310 f----+--+--+c'-f--.\+-..+\-.+--+-�'---1---1--

400 800 1100 1600 1000 

Fro9uency(C3c!es per s=ond) 

FIG. 64.-EXAMPLE OF Z0/j CURVE OBTAINED FOR 
DETERMINATION OF K. 
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Z0 - f curve on a faulty circuit) and K = _...,.,.....,...., 

2v'CL 
i.e., K = �·(velocity of propagation). 

The ·value of ]{ can be measured by introduc

ing at a known distance, I, along a similar circuit 

(say the distant end) a known contact resistance. 

The Z0 - f curve is then measured over the usual 

audio-range and K is obtained by substituting in 

the equation 

K = l x f' (See equation 2.) 

the mean interval f' of the experimental Z0 - f 
curve. 

750 1-------------------

c 

400 800 1100 1600 1000 1400 

Frequ=cy ft}jcles per SQ,c.Onc). 

FIG. 65. 

A. Normal impedance-frequency curve on a circuit of a coil
loaded cable. 

B. Impedance curve on the same circuit with a contact fault. 

C. Difference between ordinates of curves A and B. 

This procedure is applicable to long loaded 
circuits having contact faults or high conductor 
resistance faults as well as for obscurer causes of 
impedance irregularity such as short-circuited 
turns in loading coils, etc. 

Dijference Cun.!es. Sometimes the normal 
impedance frequency curve of a circuit is so 
irregular that when a fault occurs it is difficult to 
distinguish definitely the maximum points re
quired. If the normal curYe ordinates are sub
tracted from the corresponding faulty ordinates 
the difference curve so obtained \Yill show dis
tinctly the maximum points due to the fault. 

K 
The equation x = t is then used as before. 

See Fig. 65. 

NoTE.-1/ the A.C. bridge shown in Fig. 52 
is used for the localisat.ion tests it is only neces
sary to plot bridge resistance readings and work 
with these bridge resistance readings instead of 
calculating the impedance at each frequency for 
fault localisation purposes. 

Useful References for Section XVI.:-

" . .\.C. '.\lethods of Fault Localisation in Tele
phone Cables." By \V. T. Palmer and 
�I. E. Tufnail. P.O.E.E. Journal, Vol. 
23, 1930, p. 43· 

"Telephone Circuit Unbalances." By C. P. 
Ferris and R. G. J\lcCurdv. Bell Reprint 
No. B-134-1, July, 1925. 

" The Anglo-French (1930) Submarine Tele
phone Cable "-The Appendix. By F. E. 
A. Manning. P.O.E.E.J., Vol. 23, Part 
l, April, 1930. 

" Telephone Cable Testing "-Part II. By \V. 
T. Palmer and E. H. Jolley. I.P.O.E.E. 
Printed Paper No. 138. 

[This concludes the Series of Outline Notes 
011 Telephone Transmission Theory and the 
complete Series in Booh form, with some 
additions, can be obtained from Journal Agents.] 



Notes and Comments 

King's Birthday Honours 

W
E have learned with ycry great pleasure of 

the inclusion in the
. 

King's Birthday 
Honours List of :VIr . •  \. B. Hart, Assistant 

Engineer-in-Chief, who has been awarded the 
0.B.E., and Mr. S. C. Bartlrnlomev.;, Assistant Staff 
Engineer, who has been awarded the M.B.E. We 
offer our heartiest congratulations to Mr. Hart and 
Mr. Bartholomew on the conferment of these 
honours by His Majesty. 

G.P.O. 3,000 Type Relay 

A description of the proposed Post Office standard 
relay was given in Volume 24, Part 3 of this Journal 
in October of last year. The '' Knife-edge, Buffer 
block relay '' described has been adopted in principle 
by the Department, and will be known as the 
"G.P.O. 3000 Type Relay." 

The final details of design; namely dimensions, 
etc., are now being worked out in the light of main
tenance, costs, and manufacturing requirements. A 
description of the final design will be published in 
clue course. 

"Alta Frequenza." 
A Review of Radio-technology, Telephony and 

.lpplied Acoustics. 
We have received from the publishers a copy of 

the first number of a new quarterly magazine 
devoted to high frequency electricity and its practical 
application in Radio and Telephone Communication 
and Acoustics. In addition to many other items of 
interest this number contains important articles on 
'' The detection of ultra short waves,'' '' Electrical 
Methods for the measurement of pressures and dis
placements,'' '' A study of an amplifier for ve1·y krw 
frequencies or continuous current " and " Experi
mental Research on the propagation of an electro
magnetic wave in an ionised magnetically active 
medium." 

The fact that the new magazine is issued under 
the direction of G. Vallauri, assisted by a dis
tinguished group of editors, is sufficient guarantee of 
its value and indispensability to all communication 
engineers and students. The new magazine is well 
printed and illustrated and summaries of the more 
important articles are given at the end in English, 
French and German. The first number contains 160 
pages. 

vVc wish the new magazine every success. It is 
obtainable from the office of '' L' Elettrotecnica, '' 

Via San Paolo 10, Milan. The price per single copy 
is 12 lire and the annual subscription is 30 lire. 

Mr. H. H. Harrison, M.I.E.E. 

YVe have learned with much pleasure that the 
Senate of Liverpool University is conferring the 
degree of M.Eng. on '.\1r. H. H. Harrison, M.l.E.E., 
on the 2nd July, r932. The honour is being conferred 
in recognition of Mr. Harrison's contributions to 
the art of Machine Telegraphy. 

:VIr. Harrison is well knovvn as the author of 
" Printing Telegraph Systems and Mechanisms " 
and he has contributed numerous papers to the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers and other learned 
bodies. 

Kempe Memorial Fund 

Subscribers to the above fund will be interested to 
hear that the oak choir stalls installed in Christ 
Church, Brocklrnm, were dedicated at the evening 
service held in the church on the 8th May, 1932. 
The inscription which has been cut in the oak back 
panel of the front seat, reads as follows :-

'' These stalls are the gift of friends of Harry 
Robert Kempe, :\iember Institute of Civil Engineers, 
in affectionate appreciation of life long service for 
others. 1932.'' 

A Dedicatory Inscription has alsn been hung in 
the Vestry of the church. 

Capt. John Bourdeaux, O.B.E. 

The many friends and colleagues of Capt. John 
Bourdeaux will regret to learn of his death which 
occurred on the 10th March, r932, at Paignton, 
Devon. Capt. Bourdeaux served on the cable-repair 
ships H.M.T.S. " .\lert " and " Monarch," finally 
completing his service with the Department as Sub
marine Superintendent. He vvas awarded the 
0. B. E. for his services during the war in maintain
ing and repairing the numerous submarine cables 
under highly dangerous conditions. Capt. Bour
deaux retired in 1922 ancl settled clown in Diss, 
)Jorfolk, but two years ago he removed to Paignton, 
Devon, \yhere he has been laid to rest at the age of 
68 years. A kindly soul, a pleasant acquaintance 
and a sincere friend, he will be missed by very many 
colleagues. 



District 

London District 

GROWTH OF TELEPHONE SYSTEM. 

451 ,633 
754,384 

27,956 exchange lines 

Direct Exchange Lines ... 
Telephone Stations 

I ncrease during Quarter : 
and 40, 164 stations. 

NEW P.H.X. AT SELFRIDGES. 

The installation of a new Private Branch Exchange 
for Messrs. Sdfridge & Company, Oxford Street, 
was completed on April 30th. 

Mr. E. T. Campbell, M. P., on behalf of the Post
master-(1eneral, in a short speech outlining the 
growth of the firm's telephone business, declarccl the 
Private Branch Exchange open. 

The installation consists of 22 Sections C. B. No. 
10A equipped for 150 Exchange Lines, 20 Private 
Wires and 68o Extensions. 

A special feature is the Telephone Order Depart
ment where 40 operators, located at four tables with 
special multiple circuit arrangements, are continu
ously engaged in receiving telephone orders from 
customers. 

Arrangements arc also made whereby 120 exten
sion points are switched over to a special recording 
clock and used as signalling points by the night 
watchman when patrolling the building. 

LAYING PIPES ACROSS THE RIVER 
THAMES. 

In the issue of the Journal for January, 1932, 
under the heading " North Eastern District Notes " 
there is an interesting account of the laying of three 
4* steel pipes across the River Ouse at Booth ferry. 
Particulars of a somewhat similar job which has been 
carried out in the London Engineering District 
recently will perhaps be of interest. 

In connexion with the provision of additional plant 
in the Molcsey Exchange area, it was decided to lay 
three 4" pipes across the River Thames between 
Hampton Court and Hurst Park Race Course, there
by saving approximately 1. 2.:; miles of cable route. 
The bed of the river consists partly of clay and partly 
of gravel. A 36 H.P. motor driving a centrifugal 
pump mounted on the deck of a concrete barge 
(Fig. I) was employed for removing the gravel from 
the trench, while mounted in the hold of a steel 
barge a jib-crane with a grab, capable of picking up 
15 cwt. at one grip, was used for removing the clay. 
Two other barges were employed for carrying away 
the excavated gravel and clay. 

The services of a diver with a barge equipped with 
the necessary air pumps and diving gear, were hired 
from the Thames Conservancy to examine the trench, 

Notes 

and to sec that the work was properly C<ll'rieu out 
(Fig. 2) .. 

The excavation of the trench was begun from the 
Surrey side of the river and ballast pumped ashore 
by the suction plant. The pump was cont inuously 
being choked up with empty fruit tins that had been 
thrown overboard by trippers, and alsn by fresh 
water mussels which arc found in the river bed at 
this point. Clay was encountered about 38 feet from 
the Surrey shore at a depth of (l feet and t he grab 
was used in this section. �caring the M iddlesex 
shore the pump was again brought into use, con
tinuing until the completion of the trench. This 
portion of the work was in progress during August, 
1931, and the heavy rain storms experienced at that 
time had the effect of washing a good deal of silt 
into the trench and the suction plant had to be used 
to re-excavate the whole of the trench to the original 
depth. 

The pipes were drawn into the trench by m.eans 
of a sted hawser fixed to a crab winch stationed on 
the Middlesex shore. The end of the hawser on the 
Surrey side was connected to a specially constructed 
steel plough. The plough was fitted with three solid 

Fm. 1.-MoToR Pt'NP :\loulin:D O!'; l3.1RG1>. 
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steel shafts, the ends of which had been threaded to 
take the screwed collars of the steel pipes (Figs. 3 

and 4). Three lengths of pipe were laid horizontal 
and screwed into the steel shafts. A three-way clip 
was placed midway on each group to keep the pipes 
in their horizontal position. As the pipes were 
drawn into the water the successive lengths were 
jointed as the drawing-in proceeded. The actual 
time taken to screw each group of three pipes and 
to cover the joints with wrapping and compound was 
approximately 35 minutes. This excellent time was 
due to the use of a stirrup (Fig. 5) designed for the 
work by Commander Hucks, the Contractor who 
carried out the work. The pipe to be jointed was 
placed in the stirrup which was supported on small 
sheer legs adjusted to the right length. The stirrup 
is fitted with ball races and once a pipe was placed 
in position it was an extremely easy matter to turn 
the latter by means of a specially constructed stock. 

From the time the first pipe was joined to the 
plough until they reached the Middlesex shore the 
work occupied approximately 36 hours. After they 
had been drawn across, it was found that further 
silting up of the trench had taken place. This was 
cleared by the suction plant and the trench filled in 
with clay to a depth of three feet in order to prevent 
any movement of the pipes. 

Eastern District 

T. COBBE. 

On May 31st, 1932, the Department lost a loyal 
servant and valued friend in Mr. T. Cobbe, Sectional 
Engineer, Southend-on-Sea. Had he lived until 
October this vear Mr. Cobbe would have retired 
after nearly 4� years' service with the Engineering 
Department. Entering the Post Office service in 
r890, Mr. Cobbe was transferred to Manchester in 
1901 and was appointed to the Testing Branch of 
the Engineering Department as sub-engineer in 
London in r905. Later he was transferred to the 
Cambridge Section and thence to the Technical 
Section of the Superintending Engineer's office, 
Cambridge, ·where he was responsible for the pre
paration of the first underground development 
schemes carried out in the Eastern District. He was 
appointed Sectional Engineer, Southend, in October, 
192i• 

:\fr. Cobbe will be greatly missed at the meetings 
of the local centre of the I.P.O.E.E. \Vhen he rose 
to his feet a wave of anticipation rippled over the 
audience, for Mr. Cobbe had a gift of humour which 
made his sound commonsense observations all the 
more effective. 

Mr. Cobbe will be remembered with affection for 
his kindly disposition and unfailing optimism which 

oiled the machinerv of official life. It was character
istic of him that t� the end of his career he occupied 
the chair of the Executive Committee of the Society 
of P.O. Engineers, rendering enthusiastic service i;1 
the interests of his colleagues of all grades. His 
interest in the future of the generation which \Vould 
succeed him was typical of his unselfish devotion to 
a1w cause he undertook. 

South Wales District 

RETIREMENTS. 

:\fr. A. E. Land, Assistant Engineer in the Tech
nical Section, and Mr. \V. 0. Balcombe, Higher 
Clerical Officer in the District Office, retired in the 
beginning of i932 and in both cases testimonials were 
presented to the retiring officers by their colleagues. 
Before these notes appear in print, Mr. C. H. 
McMurray and Mr. T. Devereux, Assistant En
gineers ir1' the Canliff Section, will also have retired 
from the service. 

South Western District 

RETIREMENT OF MR. ,\. GRAY, A.M.I.E.E. 

Albert Gray, Assistant Superintending Engineer, 
South \Vestern District, who joined the Department 
in December, r885, retired on the 3rst May, 1932, 
after 44 years of established service. 

A large and representative gathering assembled at 
a Smoking Concert held at St. Stephen's Restaurant, 
Bristol, on the 21st May to take official leave and 
wish Mr. Gray a long and happy retirement. 

The evening opened with musical items and a pre
sentation of a \Vireless Set was made bv the Chair
man, Mr. P. Thornton \Voocl, on behal( of the Staff 
of the South \Vestern District and colleagues not 
now in the District, but who wished to be associated. 
:\Ir. Gray is well known in many parts of the Country, 
having many friends at York, where he served as 
Sectional Engineer for a number of years. High 
tribute was paid by many present who have had the 
privilege of knowing him and enjoying his friend
ship. 

Mr. Grav was one of those officials with a hard 
exterior an�l a kind heart; was satisfied with nothing 
but the best from all in the Department's service, but 
was ever ready to assist with the work and would 
help anyone al(mg a difficult path, provided the cause 
was just. 

Always most popular with his colleagues and 
esteemed by the Staff wherever he has been stationed, 
his loss to the District will be very real. He enters 
on his retirement with the heartiest of good wishes 
from all for his future happiness and prosperity. 

S.G.G. 
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The Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers 
Annual Meeting, 10th May, 1932 

The President of the Institution, Col. Sir T. F. 
Purves, Engineer-in-Chief, occupied the chair at the 
twenty-sixth annual meeting held in the Institution 
of Electrical Engineers, London, on the roth May, 
1932. In opening the proceedings, the, President 
made happy reference to the good work done by the 
Institution during the past twenty-six years and con
gTatulated the Council on its efforts during the past 
vear. 

.Senior Bronze AI edal to Capt. N. F. Cave-Browne
Ca ve, B.Sc., l\I. I.E. E., for his paper " Sound 
and Hearing.'' 

The President announced that Mr. J. Hedley and 
Mr. S. C. Bartholomew would be Chairman and 
Vice-Chairman respectively of the London Centre 
for the session 1932-33. 

· The ;\nnual Report of the Council was read by the 
Secretary, Mr.]. Innes, and the Financial Statement 
for the year HJJT-32 was presented by the Hon. 
Treasurer, Mr. B. 0. Anson. The adoption of the 
Annual Report and Statement of Accounts was 
moved by Mr. S. C. Bartholomew and seconded by 
Col. A. S. Angwin. A hearty vote of thanks to 
retiring Members of Council was moved by Mr. J. 
Prescott, seconded by Capt. H. Hill and replied to 
by Mr. A. C. Smith. 

l'RI'.'iTED P.APERS. 

Tlie following is a list of the printed papers issued 
to the membership during the Session :-

'.'Jo. r3+ " Sound and Hearing," 
X. F. Cave-Browne-Cave, 

B.Sc., M.I.E.E. 
'.'Jo. 135. " The Electrical Control of Time Ser

vices in the British Post Office,'' 
A. 0. Gibbon, l\1.1.E.E. 

'.'Jo. r 36. " Developments in Telegraph Tech
nique as applied to Radio Circuits,'' 

H. Faulkner, B.Sc. (Hons.), 
M.I.E.E., and G. T. Evans. 

P1rnsEXTAT1ox BY THE PRESIDENT OF MEDALS 
FOR SESSION 1930-3 I. 

Senior Sil<!cr i\Jeduls to Messrs. H. Faulkner, B.Sc. 
(Hons.), A.M.1.E.E., and G. T. Evans, for 
their joint paper '' Developments in Telegraph 
Technique as applied to Radio Circuits." 

The meeting concluded after the reading and dis
cussion of a paper on '' Standardization-An un
attainable ideal or an essential to Progress," by Mr. 
G. F. O'dell, B.Sc., A.K.C., M.I.E.E. 

Junior Section Notes 

Hon. Treasurer. 
Reg. 
No. 

:\Tame of 
Centre. 

Edinburgh 
Dundee ... 

I, Number ! 
of : Chairman. '1 Vice-Chairman. Hon. Secretary. __ 1 Members.I -----1 _______ _________ _ 

I 40 
1 

J. J. McKichan. ' P. S. S. Biggers. M. Craig. 1 J. M. Edmonstone. l. 
2. 
3. Blackburn 
4. : Bristol 
5. ! Preston 
6. ' Stoke-on-Trent 
7. Rochdale 
8. I Newcastle 

Southport 
Sunderland 
Bolton 

9· 
IO. 
II. 
12. : Taunton ... 
13. 11 Middlesbrough 
14. ' Barnstaple 
15. , London 
16. I Research 

Manchester 
Gloucester 
Belfast 

20. 
2 I. 

22. 
23. 

I Colwyn Bay 
Birmingham 

(Engr.) 
Shrc\YSbury 
Birmingham 

(Test) 
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25 I H. G. Tissington. I J. Mathewson. J. Donaldson. W. V. McWalter. 
15 ' W. R. Farnworth. , J. Hawarth. T. Gibson. H. Angles. 
55 · S. G. Gay. ,1 J. S. Hazell. A. H. Goss. : A. S. Biggs. 30 i J. W. Gould. J. A. Hull. L. Hall. ' W. S. Whitehead. 
20 J. S. Tebbitts. , ]. T. Yates. F. W. Pickford. F. A. Dale. 
23 C. W. Jones. F. Howarth. G. V. Stansfield. H. Rowson. 
55 E. J. Jarrett. J. B. Croney. E. U. Peel. ' F. Hill. 
18 W. Siddall. E. H. Denton. W. C. Watson. G. Thompson. 
32 J. A. Jack. A. L. Donaldson. A. F. Stafford. G. H. Smith. 
28 C. L. Cleary. T. Rogerson. J. A. Ditchfield. , J. A. Ditchfield. 
22 S. W. Lowther. H. Strachan. G. Stoneman. S. J. Potter. 
30 J. I. Smith. J. F. Chapman. J. H. Mann. , J. N. Parker. 
30 , R. C. Brown. J. Tout. 0. A. K. Ferguson. T. W. Gully. 

500 E. P. Neate. 
'I A. H. White. C. E. C. Skuse. ' A. Webster. 

85 K. L. Beak. L. W. Barratt. F. D. Redington. T. A. J. Kerwin. 
93 T. Lester. J. Frost. W. H. Fox. S. V. Dixon. 
41 i W. Day. 1 F. E. Huckfielcl. E. Blewitt. G. A. Probert. 
43 A. H. J �cq�est. I W. Brooks.. . 1 R. Patterson. J. R. Connor. 
17 J. H. Watkrns. [ R. V. C. Wilhams.-1 G. Glover. A. S. Douglas. 

70 C. N. Cart\Hight. 
, 

F. E. Pritchard. \V. Rowlands. L. J. A. Reeve. 

18 R. W. S. Bell. I T. E. Hughes. [ R. W. Lloyd. 
30 W. H. Albry. ' G A. Blower. I L. Guy. . . . 

I 
R. W. Lloyd. 
F. L. Larner. 



JUNIOR SECTION NOTES. 

Inauguration 
The inauguration of the Junior Section is pro

ceeding rapidly throughout the country. Details 
are given above of the Centres which have been 
registered to date together with the names of the 
officers of the Centres. The number of members 
given, is the number at registration and there have 
been considerable increases in certain Centres since 
their inauguration. There is every indication that 
the junior grades are welcoming the opportunity 
given to them through the Junior Section, of sharing 
their knowledge and experience with their fellow 
members. Such free interchange of ideas is of 
inestimable benefit to everyone, and will assuredly 
result in increased efficiency in every direction. 

London Centre 
The inaugural meeting of the Centi;e was held at 

Denman Street on the 23rd May, 1932. The Chair 
was taken by Mr. \V. C. Burbridge, who welcomed 
Mr. Gomersall to the meeting and invited him to 
address the gathering of nearly 200 members. 

Mr. Gomersall expressed his very great pleasure at 
being given such an opportunity. He stated briefly 
how in 1931 it was thought that it would be bene
ficial both to the staff and to the Department to form 
a Junior Section and he was very happy to sec that 
the idea had materialised. The Junior Section would 
be a self-governed and self-supporting body, but it 
would be closely linked with the parent Institution 
through its President. He congratulated the Junior 
Section in having a very popular and capable Presi
dent in .\fr. C. W. Brown. In wishing the Centre 
ever)'. . succcs�, Mr. Gomersall hoped that this 
ausp1C1ous occasion would be a milestone in the 
history of efficiency for the staff and the Depart
ment. 

After giving a brief account of the inauguration 
of the Junior Section the Chairman stated that the 
enrolments for the> London Centre now totalled 502 
members including the Circuit Laboratory staff of 
52 who desired to join forces with the London 
District. He suggested that, until the Centre had 
surmounted the difficulties which thcv were bound to 
meet with in the first year, the c�mmittee should 
consist of one representative from each London Sec
tion (Internal and External to count as one), one from 
the Electric Light and Power staff and one from the 
Circuit Laboratory. This would give a committee 
of 10 in addition to the usual Officers of the Com
mittee. 

The President, Mr. C. \V. Brown, gave the 
Inaugural Address, outlining the objects and aims of 
the Junior Section, in promoting the advance of 
communication engineering among the men, the free 
interchange and expression of ideas, and the advance
ment of their knowledge of the intricate work carried 
out by the Department. The President made 
reference to the very valuable facility given by the 

parent Institution in throwing its library open to 
the members of the Junior Section for the nominal 
fee of sixpence per member per annum. As they 
would realise, this fee did not in any way compensate 
for the value of the facility. The parent Institution 
had also announced that prizes of £2 2s. od. each 
would be offered annually for the five best papers 
written and read by members of the Junior Section 
throughout the country. In conclusion, the Presi
dent made reference t; the assistance given by Mr. 
( ;omersall and his staff in forming the London 
Centre which he felt sure would maintain the 
standard set by the parent Institution. 

The meeting then proceeded to elect the Centre 
Officers and members of Committee. 

Gloucester Centre 

It has been decided to establish a Local Centre 
of the Junior Section at Gloucester and a General 
Meeting of the staff was held at Gloucester on the 
evening of 2nd June, 1932, at which the Centre was 
inaugurated. Up to date 41 members of the staff 
have joined. 

After some introductorv remarks by Mr. Terras 
as Chairman of the South \Vales Centre of the paren� 
Institution, in the course of which he congratulated 
the Gloucester Staff on the progressive spirit shown 
by the formation of a Junior Centre and stressed the 
great importance of acquiring the widest possible 
technical knowledge, Mr. F. J. B. Clarke, Secretary 
of the South \Vales Centre, outlined the scheme in 
detail and answered various questions. 

Mr. Day also addressed the meeting and empha
sized the advantages to the staff of making the 
fullest use of the facilities which the Junior Section 
would provide. He also appealed to all the members 
to maintain a lively personal interest in the scheme 
in order that the greatest possible measure of success 
might be assured. 

Manchester Centre 

The inaugural meeting was held on the 6th April, 
1932. Mr. Stretch explained the objects of the 
Junior Centre and answered various questions re
grading the Constitution. Very great interest was 
displayed by the audience and the meeting closed 
after the election of the officers and committee. 

The first General Meeting was held on the 25th 
May, when an enthusiastic gathering of members 
listened with keen interest to the presentation of the 
following papers :-

" The Manchester Plug Ended ' B ' Suite "

Mr. ]. Lawton. 
" Routine Testing in Auto. Exchanges "

Mr. C. Wood. 
The Centre was honoured by the attendance of the 

Superintending Engineer, T. E. Herbert, Esq., 
M.I.E.E., and the Assistant Superintending En-
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gineer, Mr. T. T. Partridge, M. l.E. E. The Whitley 
Committee was represented officially by the Vice
Chairman of the Staff Side and several members of 
Committee. Several members of the parent Institu
tion also attended. 

Mr. Herbert in opening the meeting said that the 
occasion was an historic one in that it marked the 
commencement of the activities of the Manchester 
Junior Section. He observed that the sphere of 
electrical communications could be considered of 
more importance than any other branch of electrical 
science, and to be successfully engaged therein called 
for a far wider technical knowledge than is necessary 
in any other branch. He referred to the oppor-
1 unities that the meetings of the Section would afford 
to members for a useful interchange of ideas and the 
solution of problems with which they were frequently 
confronted in the performance of their duties. He 
desired to see the Section prosper in the manage
ment of its own affairs. 

The reading of the papers evoked much praise and 
the ensuing discussion which was contributed to by 
several membe1-s, proved most enlightening. Not 
the least praiseworthy feature was the manner in 
which the authors replied to the many questions put 
to them. 

A vote of thanks accorded the authors was carried 
with acclamation. 

The Centre membership is now approximately 100 

and the success of this meeting augurs well for its 
future welfare. 

W.H.F. 

North Wales District 

Great interest and activity prevail as the result of 
the inauguration of Centres of the Junior I.P.O.E.E. 
At the moment five new Centres are in being within 
the District at Stoke-on-Trent, Colwyn Bay, Bir
mingham (Engineers), Shrewsbury and Birmingham 
(E.-in-C's Testing Branch, Fordrough Lane). The 
formation of two other Centres is imminent, at 
Macclesfield and Wolverhampton. To have attained 
such results in a comparatively short time is a 

distinction of which the parent Centre feels justifiablv 
proud. Whilst the number of members in th

-
P 

individual Centres is encouraging (in some cases 
surprising) the genuine enthusiasm with which the 
proposal has been met has been a noteworthy feature 
of the inaugural meetings. Every encouragement is 
being offered to the Juniors by the members of the 
Institution locally, not merely verbally, but in 
tangible form, and this, coupled with the undoubted 
talent that exists among the members themselves and 
the organizing ability of the local officers leaves no 
doubt as to the consummation of every ideal with 
which the project has been launched by the Council. 

Edinburgh Centre 

The first meeting was held on the 4th April, 1932, 
when two papers entitled '' Motor Transport in 
relation to Telephone Engineering " and " The 
Properties of the Telephone Circuit " were read by 

Mr. A. P. Robertson and Mr. M. Craig, respectively. 
Numerous questions were asked and animated dis
cussions took place. 

The Annual General Meeting was held in the 
Y.M.C.A. Hall, South St. Andrew Street, on the 
2nd May. Mr. J. J. McKichan presided. The 
reports of the Secretary and Treasurer were 
unanimously adopted. 

After the business had been concluded, a paper 
entitled " \Vireless Interference " was read by Mr. 
T. Nesbit. The paper proved of great interest and 
evoked a good discussion. Mr. Nesbit was com
plimented on his delivery of the paper and treatment 
of the questions put to him. 

Rapid progress has been made since the inaugura
tion of the Centre and the members are looking for
ward to the coming session with every confidence. 
Several interesting papers have been promised, and 
visits to places of interest are being arranged. A 
syllabus is being prepared for distribution to the 
members. 

M.C. 

North Wes tern District 

Considerable enthusiasm is being shown in this 
District for the Junior Section and, so far as can be 
foreseen, a successful first session is assured. 

Preliminary meetings held at Blackburn, Bolton, 
Preston, Rochdale and Southport were well attended 
and after an explanation of the aims and objects of 
the Junior Section had been given by the Local 
Secretary (Mr. H. Howarth) resolutions were passed 
unanimously that Local Centres be set up. 

The programme arrangements have not yet been 
completed, but the following papers have been 
promised:-

Blackburn: 

'' Secondary Cells.'' Mr. J. Haworth. 
" P.A.B.X. (Standard)." Mr. H. Angles. 
" P.A.B.X. (Relay)." Mr. A. W. Green. 
" Tungar Rectifiers." Mr. 0. N. Barlow. 
"Wayleaves and Surveys for A.N. work." Mr. 

C. H. Brownbridge. 

Bolton and Preston : Meetings are being arranged. 

Rochdale : 

Oct., 1932. 

Nov., 1932. 
Dec., 1932. 

Southport: 

" Elementary A.C." 
Mr. H. Cheetham. 

'' Cable Faults.'' Mr. R. Dixon. 
'' Introduction to Automatic Tele

phony." Mr. C. W. Jones. 

" Miscellaneous items of interest in Telephony." 
Mr. G. Thompson. 

" The Working of the Teleprinter." 
Mr. W. Clayton. 

'' The Rural Automatic Exchange." 
Mr. E. H. Denton. 

" Underground Maintenance and Construction." 
Mr. W. H. Ward. 

H.H. 

Ml 
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Book Reviews 

'' Alternating Current Bridge Methods.'' By B. 
Hague, D.Sc. (Land.), Ph.D. (Glas.), D.I.C., 
A.C.G.I., M.I.E.E., M.A.I.E.E., F.P.S.L. Third 
Edition. Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd. Price 
15/- net. 

The second edition of this handbook, in which the 
author thoroughly revised and enlarged the original 
work, appeared as recently as 1930. The publica
tion of the third edition, after a comparatively short 
interval, indicates the increasing importance of 
bridge methods applied to the rapidly widening field 
of alternating current measurements. 

The present volume is a reprint of the text of the 
lq30 edition, with the addition of some thirty pages 
of Supplementary Notes, in the form of an Appendix. 

The new matter includes notes on the design 
of self inductance standards, fuller discussion of 
impurities in Mutual Inductances, and descriptions 
of standard condensers for high voltage testing. 
Further treatment of other subjects dealt with in the 
text, and abstracts of the considerable amount of 
material published since 1930 dealing with A.C. 
Bridge measurements, are also given in the new 
Appendix. 

The extremely useful feature of including full 
references is continued, the student is thus kept 

PITMAN'S 
SUBMARINE TELEGRAPHY. 
By ING. ITALO DE Grnu. Translated b) J. J. McKichan, 
O.B.E., A.M.I.E.E. With a Foreword by T. E. HERBERT, 
M.I.E.E., Superintending Engineer, Post Office Department. 

Deals with the operation of modern telegraph apparatus 
and provides sound fundamental knowledge from a practical 
standpoint. Students and engineers of all branches of 
electrical communication work will benefit from its practical 
and up-to-date guidance. Many insets, photographs and 
diagrams illustrate the text. 18s. net. 

ALTERNATING CURRENT BRIDGE METHODS. 
By B. HAGUE, D.Sc., PH.D., A.C.G.I., M.I.E.E. 

The fundamental principles are fully explained and the 
theory underlying the use of bridge networks clearly given. 
Up-to-date methods for the measurement of Inductance, 
Capacitance, and Effective Resistance at Low and Telephonic 
Frequencies are carefully set out. Third Edition 15s. net. 

EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, 
By E. T. A. RAPSON, A.C.G.I., D.I.C., Wh.Ex., A.M.I.E.E. 

Cover� the experimental work necessary for students 
taking the Ordinary and Higher National Certificates in 
Electrical Engineering and the B.Sc., and A.M.I.E.E. 
Examinations. Ninety-seven experiments are described and 

abreast of up-to-date developments in the technique 
of bridge measurements at audio-frequencies. 

J.E.P. 

" Experimental Electrical Engineering." By 
E. T. A. Rapson, A.C.G.I., D.I.C., Wh.Ex., 
A. M. I.E. E. Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd. 
Pp. 166. Price 3/6. 

This book is designed to cover the Laboratory 
experimental work necessary for students taking the 
National Certificates in Electrical Engineering and 
also the B.Sc., and A. M. I.E. E. Examinations. Ex
planation of theoretical principles which can be 
obtained from text-books is not given, but the deduc
tions which can be drawn from the experiments are 
indicated. 

Ninety-seven experiments are given, ranging 
through the measurement of resistances, calibration 
of instruments, determination of the characteristic 
curves of generators, motors, transformers, mercury 
arc rectifiers and valves, polar diagrams and 
efficiency of lamps, etc. 

The book is very well illustrated with circuit and 
vector diagrams and can be confidently recommended 
to all in charge of Laboratory work, as well as to 
students. J. R. 

BOOKS 
grouped together according to their nature. The test room 
assistant will find it a valuable and comprehensive course of 

study. 3s. 6d. 

THE PRACTICAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK AND 
GUIDE TO THE TELEPHONIC EXCHANGE. 

By JosEPH PoOLE, A.M.l.E.E., Wh.Sc., in collaboration with 
other specialists in telephone engineering. 

Crown 8vo, with 685 illustrations. Seventh Edition. 
18s. net. 

TELEGRAPHY. 
By T. E. HERBERT, M.I.E.E. 

A detailed exposition of the Telegraph System of the British 
Post Office. 

Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 1224 pp. Fifth Edition. 20s. net. 

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONY SIMPLIFIED, 
By C. W. BROWN, A.M.I.E.E., Engineer-in-Chief's Depart

ment, G.P.O., London. 
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 18o pp., with 81 illustrations, Second 

Edition. 6s. net. 

THE CALL INDICATOR SYSTEM IN AUTOMATIC 
TELEPHONY 

By A. G. FREESTONE, of the Automatic Training School, 
G.P.O., London. 

Crown 8vo., cloth gilt, 124 pp., illustrated. 6s. net. 

Write for Pitman's Complete Catalogue of Technical and Scientific Books. 

SIR ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, LTD., 39-41, Parker Street, Kingsway, London, W.C. 2 

l 



Staff Changes. 
POST OFFICE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT. 

PROMOTIONS. 

Name. / 
� -------- -- -----

From To 

Elston, J. s. ... 

Fletcher, Capt. J. E. 

O'dell, G. F. ... 

l\!cKichan, ]. J., O .B.E. 

Bro\vn, c. w. 

Beattie, w. 

M orice, L. F. 

Cleaver, J. 

Radley, w. G. 

Palmer, W. T. 

Hudson, W. E. 

Gawthorne, G. J. 
Hopper, E. 
Williams, E. H. 
Longmore, F. W. 

Sard, P. J. 
Heathcote, A. 
Wilson, W. 
Ind, G. E. 
Ja rvis, J. W. 
Tugwell, P. C. 
Tombs, T. R. 
McLean, H. 
Wall, A. A. 
Gillman, C. E. 
Stow, G. 
Gilbert, J
Cockshol�, -w. L 
Budd, W. C . ... 
Richardson, A. E. 
Gambier, J. E. 
Curnin, H. R. 
Biddlecombe, A. W. 
Douglas, ] . H. 
Paul, E. M. 
Smith, S. J. 
Wilson, G. 
Akister, F. 
Tansley, R. 
Hepplestone , H. 
Davies, B. 
Sursham, J. W. 
Baldey, ·c. 
Ashton, l{. 
Huntington, F. 
Collins, R. P. 
Bentley, F. E. 
Storey, F. C . ... 
Coote, F. 
Wright, C. H. 
Clark, H. V . ... 
Phipps, E. K. 

!' Executive Engineer, Lines Section, 
E.-in-C.O. 

Executive Engineer, Leeds Ext!. 
Section, N .E. District. 

Executive Engineer, Telephone 
Section, E.-in-C.O. 

Executive Engineer, Telephone 
Section, E.-in-C.O. 

Acting Executive Engineer, Research 
Section, E.-in-C.O. 

Assistant Engineer, Technical Section, 
N.W. District. 

A ssiistant Engineer, Equipment 
Section , E.-in-C.O. 

Assistant Engineer, Manchester vV. 
Section, :>. Lanes District. 

.-\cssistant Engineer, Research Secti on, 

i E.-in-C.O. (! Aissistant Engineer, Research Section, 
E.-in-C.O. 

'l 
Acting Executive Engineer, Lines 

Section, E .-in-C. 0. 

Assistant Engineer, Telephone Section, 
E.-in-C.O. 

Chief Inspector, London District. 
Chief Inspector, N. W. District. 

Chief Inspector, N. \Vales District. 
Chief Inspector, Telephone Section, 

E.-in-C.O. 
Chief Inspector, London District. 

Inspector, S. Lanes. District. 
Inspector, Testing Branch. 
Inspector, Testing Branch. 

Inspector, Scot. East District. 
Inspector, S. East District. 

Inspector, S. \Vales District. 
Inspector, N. East District. 
Inspector, N. Mid. District. 

Inspector, London District. 
Inspector, London Diistrict. 
Inspector, London District. 
Inspector, London Di1Strict. 
Inspector, London District. 

Inspector (W'less O 'seer), E.-in-C.O. 
Inspector, E.-in.C.O. 
Inspector, E.-in.C.O. 
Inspector, E.-in.C.O. 
Inspector, E.-in.C.O. 
Inspector, E.-in.C.O. 
Inspector, E.-in.C.O. 
Inspector, E.-in.C.O. 

Inspector, S. Lanes. District. 
Inspector, S. Lanes. District. 
Inspector, S. Lanes. District. 
Inspector, N. Wales District. 

Inspector; East District. 

Assistant Staff Engineer, Lines 
Section, E.-in-C.O. 

Assistant Suptg. Engineer, Northern 
District. 

Assistant Staff Engineer, Telephone 
Section, E.-in-C.O. 

Asisistant Suptg. Engineer , Scot. 
East District. 

Executive Engineer, Research Section, 
E.-in-C.O. 

Executive Engineer, Stoke Section, 
N. Wales District. 

Executive Engineer, Telephone Section, 
E.-in-C.O. 

Executive Engineer, Plymouth 
Section, S. W. District. 

Executive Engineer, Research Section, 
E .-in-C.O. 

Acting Executive Engineer, Lines 
Secti on, E.-in-C.O. 

Executive Engineer, Lines Section, 
E.-in-C.O. . 

Acti ng Executive Engineer, Telephone r 

Section, E.-in-C.O. r 

Assistant Engineer, London District. i 
Assistant Engineer, N. West District. ! 
Assistant Engineer, N. \Vales District., 
Assistant Engineer, Telephone Section, 

E.-in-C. O. 

Assistant Engineer, London District. 
Chief Inspector, S. Lanes. District. 

Chief Inspector, Testing Branch. 
Chief Inspector, Te.stmg Branch. 

Chief Inspector, Scot. East District. 
Chief Inspector, S. East District. 

Chief Inspector, S. Wales District. 
Chief Inspector, N. East District. 
Chief Inspector, London District. 
Chief Inspector, London District. 
Chief Inspector, London District. 
Chief Inspector, London District. 
Chief Inspector, London District. 
Chief Inspector, London District. 

Chief Inspector, E.-in-C.O. 
Chief Inspector, E.-in-C.O. 
Chief Inspector, E.-in-C.O. 
Chief In1Spector, E.-in-C.O. 
Chief Inspector, E.-in-C.O. 
Chief l n1Spector, E.-in-C.O. 
Chief Inspector, E.-in-C.O. 
Chief Inspector, E.-in-C.O. 

Chief I nspector, N. Wales District. 
Chief Inspector, East District. 

Inspector, S.- -East District. 
Inspector, N. West District. 
Inspector, N. \Vest District. 

Chief Inrspector, S. Lanes. District. 1 
Chief Inspector, S. Lanes. District. ,_''i. Chief Inspector, S. Lanes. District. 

, •. chief lBspector, N. vVales District. I Chief Inspector , North West District. . Chiet Inspector, North \Vest District . 
Chief Inspector, N. Wales District. Inspector, N. Wales District. 

Inspector, S. Lanes. District. 
Inspector, S. Mid. District. 
Inspector, N. Mid. District. 
Inspector, London District. 

lnispector, E.-in-C.0. 
Skilled Workmen, Cl. I., N. Mid. 

District. 

Chief Inspector, E.-in-C.O. 
Chief Inispector, E.-in-C.O. 

Chief Inspector, Scot. East District. 
Chief Inspector, E.-in-C.O. 
Chief Inspector, E.-in-C.O. 
I nspector , N. Mid. District. 

173 

Date. 

3-5-32 

1-9-32 

1-6-32 

3-5-32 

3-5-32 

1-9-32 

3-5-32 

22-5-32 

3-5-32 

3-5-32 

9-6-32 

9-6-32 

29-4-32 
29-4-32 
29-4-32 
29-4-32 

29-4-32 
z4-8-31 
19-2-31 
31-1-32 

5-3-32 
6-2-32 

22-l l-3 l 

17-4-32 
z7-4-32 

7-4-32 
3-4-32 
7-4-32 
3-4-32 
3-4-32 

21-2-32 
1-4-32 

2-4-32 
2-4-32 
2-4-32 
l-4-32 
1-4-32 
2-4-32 

To be fixed 
later. 
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Name. 

Lane, V. E. 

J all and, F. R. 

Yates, G. A . ... 

Shadclick, W. G. 
Wilson, L. P. 
Roberts, E. 
Thorn, F. vV. ]. 
Broadhurst, S. W. 
Grant, C. G . ... 
Barton, A. L. 
Barton, B. A. 
Dye, F. W. G. 
Blois, W. H . ... 

Hartshorn, H. 

Bridgman, B. B. 

Coton, \V. 

SaYille, E. W. 

Thatcher, A. C. 

Weeks, O. J. 

Frankland, A. 1\1. H. I'. 

Ingram, C. S. 
Dawson, R. E. 

Parker, J. 

Earnshaw, E. 

Hudson, H. 

Turtle, G. R. 

Thompson, A. J. 
Sloss, J. 
Parker, C. 

Name. 

Cottle, Major P. J., O. B. E. , l\T.C. 

Name. 

STAFF CHANGES 

PROMOTIONS (Contd.). 

From 

Skilled Workmen, Cl. I., N. Mid. 
District. 

SKilled Workman, Cl. I., Testing 
Branch. 

Skilled \\'orkman, Cl. II. , N. i\Iid. 
District. 

Skilled Workman, Cl. !., E.-in-C.O. 

!J ,, 

l'nest. Draughtsman, E.-in-C.O. 

Skilled Workman, Cl. I., N. Mid. 
District. 

Skilled Workman, Cl. I., S. Wale 
District. 

Skilled \\'orkman, CL I., N. Wales 
D istrict. 

Skilled Workman, Cl. I., N. East 
District. 

Skilled Workman, Cl. I., S. Mid. 
District. 

Skilled Workman, Cl. I., S. Mid. 
District. 

Skilled Workman, Cl. I., S. Mid. 
District. 

Skilled Workman, Cl. I., Radio Stn. 
Skilled Workman, Cl. I., S. Lanes. 

District. 
Skilled Workman, Cl. I., N.E. 

District. 
Skilled Workman, Cl. I., N.E. 

District. 
Skilled Workman, Cl. I., N.E. 

To Date. ----------
Inspector, N. l\Iid. District. 

Inspector, Testing Branch. 

Inspector, N. Mid. District. 

unspector, E.-in-C.O. 

Inspec.tor, N. :\Iid. District. 

Inspector, S. \Vales District. 

l nspertor , N. vVales District. 

Inspector, N. East District. 

Inspector, S. i\lid. District. 

Inspector, S. i\[id. District. 

Inspector, S. Mid. District. 

Inspector, Radio Station. 
Inspector, S. Lanes. District. 

l nspector, N .E. District. 

Inspector, N .E. District. 

Inspector, N .E. District. 

I 

To be fix< 
later. 
21-6-3: 

To be fo 
later. 
1-1-32 

20-5-31 
8-Il-3 l 

9-1-32 
2 1-12-30 

3-12-3 l 
l-6-30 
1-6-30 
5-3-32 

To be fix 
later. 
19-4-32 

1-2-32 

Ii To" fl>• 

If 
later .. 

6-5-32 
20-9-31 

6-r 1-J r 

17-1-32 
District. 

1-1-32 
District. 

Skilled Workman, Cl. I., S. Lanes. Inspector, N.E. District. 
I 

Skilled Workman, Cl. II., N. Wales Inspector, E.-in-C.O. I r-6-32 
District. 

1 I Engineer, H.M.T.S. "Monarch. " Second Engineer, H.'.\I.T.S. "Alert." }T 1 fixed 

I 
Fourth Engineer, H.M.T.S. "Alert." !Third Engineer, H.M.T.S. "Monarch." 0 I )e · 

Fifth Engineer, H.M.T.S. " Monarch. " Fourth Engineer, H.M.T.S. "Alert. ater. 

I 
RES!GNATI01'. 

I R=k. I 1---- �---------'-

! [ Executive Engineer. 

I 
'1 Rank. 

TRANSFERS. 

From 

District. Date. 

S. West. 30-4-32 

To Date. ---- 1 --- -- ----
Thompson, H. S. 

Eason, A. B . ... 
Somerville, H. B. 
Hudson, A. 
Pocock, D. G. 

Asst. Staff Engineer. 

Executive Engineer. 
Asst. Engineer. 
Asst. Engineer. 

Inspector. · 1 

E.-in-C.0. 

E.-in-C.0. 
E.-in-C.0. 
E.-in-C.0. 

Rugby Radio. 

S. West (i\sst. Suptg. 
Engineer. 

Scot. West. 
S. East. 

N. Wales. 
E.-in-C.0. 

22-5-32 
26-4-32 
22-5-32 
l0-4-32 



Name. 

. \litchell, C. W. A. 
Gardner, F. \V. 
Smith, G. E . ... 
Greenwood, G. C. 
Pitts, H. E . ... 
Hoare, E. 
Wilson, C. M. 
Beaumont, E. B. :\I. 
Todd, D. W . ... 
Woods, A. E. 
:\la yo, S. J. 
Atkin, E. W . ... 
Trimmer, \V. J. 
Peddle, H. W. 
Palmer, R. N. 
Thompson, A. J. 
Hart, J. A. 
Crooks, R. H. 
Burton, J. P. 
Robertson, C. D. S. G. 
Robins, A. G. 
Venus, \V. A. H. 
Lawson, A. J. 
Spooner, J. W. 
Parker, K. L. 
Arnold, A. F . . . . 
Herbert, L. ] . 
Roy, D. W . ... 
Bealby, G. 
Johnson, L. P. 
:\loody, W. R. N. 
Adam, S. A. F. 
Stanbury, H. C. 0. 
Colledge, T. A. P. 
Crossley, J. 
Shepherd, ] . . . . 
Tnylor, F. J. D. 
Bunten, B. 
Coombes, R. H. 
Tucker, D. G. 
Liclclall, H. 
Drinkwnter, M. 

Statters, J. E. 
Gray, A. 

Name. 

Newton, E. I. T. 
Macleod, J. D. 
T. Devereux ... 
E. H. Baxter 
Armstrong, E. 
!\lc:Vlurray, C. H. 
Rickards, T. J. 
Smith, A. 
Broadhurst, R. A. 
Guy, W. H . ... 
Tester, H. F. 
Angus, A. W. 
Kenway, W. W. 
Miles, R. A. 
Sharplin, W. G. 
Pipe, S. E. 
Owen, A. 
Green less, J. E. 
Stubbs, E. 
Inwood, W. G. 
Mann, W. H. 

STAFF CHANGES 

APPOINTMENTS. 

From 

Limited Competition. 

Open Competition. 

RETIREMENTS. 

Rank. 

To 

Probationary Inspectors Training 
School, E.-in-C.O. 

Probationary Inspectors Training 
School, E.-in-C.0. 

District, 

1 

Date . 

1-5-3' 

2-5-32 
2-5-32 
r-6-32 
4-5-32 

l9-5-32 
2-5-32 
2-5-32 
2-5-32 
2-5-32 
2-5-32 
2-5-32 

Date. 

--�----- -------------------- -----

. -\ssistant Staff Engineer. 
:\ssistant Superintending Engineer. 

" " 

:\ssistant Engineer. 

" ,, 

Chief Inspector. 

" " 

Inspector. 

E.-in-C.O . 
S. West. 

E.-in-C.O. 
Scot. West. 

S. Wales. 
E.-in-C.0. 

S. East. 
S. Wales. 
N. West. 
S. Wales. 
N. East. 

S. Lanes. 
London. 
Lonrlon. 
London. 
London. 

Testing Branch. 
Northern. 
S. East, 
N. Mid. 

S. Wales. 
S. Mid. 
London. 

12-4-32 
3 l-5-32 

8-6-32 
3 l-5-32 
30-6-32 

9-6-32 
29-2-32 
30-4-32 
3 r-3-32 

r-3-32 
29-5-32 
14-2-32 
31-3-32 
30-4-32 
30-4-32 
30-4-32 
30-4-32 
19-3-32 
29-2-32 
26-5-32 
25-3-32 
13-3-32 

3-3-32 



i/6 

Name. 

C 
__ 

u
_
n

_
n

-
in

_
g
_

h
-

am
-

,
-

R
-
.

-------
. 
j 

Cobbe, T. 
Gray, W. H. D. 
Bailey, W. 

Name. 

Bertram, J. 
Andrews, G. C. C. 
Slattery, E. H. M. 
Dyson; C. E. J. C. 
Dummer, J. F. 
Maclean, C. 
Wilcock, S. 
Maclean, C. 
Foard, F. C. 
�iorris, W. G. 

Davies, D. E. 

Name. 

Bullard, H. J. 
Whitehead, J. H. 

Name. 
------------- ---

Brown, B. M. 

STAFF CHANGES 

DEATHS. 

Rank. 

Executi,·e Engineer. 
" " 

Chief Inspector. 

<'LERI CAL GRADES. 

PRO�!OTIONS. 

At Present. 

Rank. 
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